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Abstract

STEREOTYPE LOGIT MODELS FOR HIGH DIMENSIONAL DATA
By André Williams
A Dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2010
Major Director: Kellie J. Archer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Biostatistics

Gene expression studies are of growing importance in the field of medicine. In fact, subtypes
within the same disease have been shown to have differing gene expression profiles (Golub et
al., 1999). Often, researchers are interested in differentiating a disease by a categorical
classification indicative of disease progression. For example, it may be of interest to identify
genes that are associated with progression and to accurately predict the state of progression using
gene expression data. One challenge when modeling microarray gene expression data is that
there are more genes (variables) than there are observations. In addition, the genes usually
demonstrate a complex variance-covariance structure. Therefore, modeling a categorical variable
reflecting disease progression using gene expression data presents the need for methods capable
of handling an ordinal outcome in the presence of a high dimensional covariate space. In this
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research we present a method that combines the stereotype regression model (Anderson, 1984)
with an elastic net penalty (Friedman et al., 2010) as a method capable of modeling an ordinal
outcome for high-throughput genomic datasets. Results from applying the proposed method to
both simulated and gene expression data will be reported and the effectiveness of the proposed
method compared to a univariable and heuristic approach will be discussed.

CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Ordinal Response Models

In any biostatistics-related study there is usually an outcome variable essential to the research at
hand. In statistical modeling, the goal is to predict or gain a deeper understanding of the
relationship between the outcome, or dependent, variable and a set of other variables measured
on the observational units, often referred to as independent variables. Often there is some
hypothesized relationship between the independent variables and the outcome variable in that the
values of the independent variables are supposed to determine the values of the outcome variable
of interest, given some error variability. The aim of most modeling procedures then is to
quantify this relationship between the two types of variables (independent and dependent) so that
one can predict the outcome variable and/or gain a better understanding of the relationship
between the two.
There are a wide variety of models used to fit and assess relationships between dependent
and independent variables, and model selection is often determined by the scale of the outcome
variable. The scale of outcome variable(s) can be one of four different types: continuous,
nominal, or ordinal; the ratio scale is also used but will not be further discussed. Continuous
1
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variables can be described as quantitative and are measurable on the Real line or a subset thereof,
integers for example. Examples of continuous variables are temperature, heart rate, height, gene
expression intensity, and time to a given event. Typical methods used to model this outcome
type are linear and nonlinear regression, ridge regression, and survival data analysis to name a
few. Some widely used summary statistics are the mean, mode, median, and the standard
deviation. Nominal scales can be viewed as the assignment of labels to outcomes where no
particular order is present. Some examples of nominal variables are categories of flower in a
given experiment, location, and hospitals in a given city. The most common model used to
predict a nominal response is a baseline category logit model which is based on the multinomial
distribution. A poisson log-linear model can also be used. The third outcome scale is ordinal.
This scale is applicable when there is an ordering among the outcomes but the concept of
distance between levels cannot be determined. An example of this is level of education; primary,
secondary, and tertiary. In addition it is possible to convert a continuous variable to an ordinal
scale by assigning a given value to an interval on the Real line; for the level of education
example values in the 0-3 interval may be assigned a value of one, values in the 4-7 interval may
be assigned a value of two and so on. In certain applications, conversion of a continuous
variable to an ordinal scale is particularly useful. For example, if we are studying the effect of
age on a given disease, for interpretation and analysis purposes, conversion to an ordinal scale
may be appealing since people understand and interpret age to a greater extent when represented
as predefined age groups, where a group is easily understood to be at higher risk for the outcome.
Moreover, there may not be a linear relationship between age and a continuous outcome
variable; the ordinal scale can account for this. For ordinal variables it is often assumed that
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there is an unobserved continuous variable underlying the ordinal variable, referred to as a latent
variable. As one cannot observe this latent variable, one can gain understanding of it in the sense
that if the latent variable is between two specified levels it is placed into the corresponding
category of the ordinal outcome. In essence, the ordinal outcome is a discretization of the latent
variable. For this reason studies involving models with continuous and ordinal variables can be
compared if both are quantifying the same phenomenon. Some examples of ordinal variables
are: drug toxicity levels evaluated as mild, moderate, or severe. Another example is the Breast
Imaging Reporting and Data System (BIRADS) classification system. After a mammogram is
read, a subjective score is assigned based on the condition of the breast tissue. These categories
are: Category 0 – Incomplete; Category 1- Negative; Category 2 – Benign; Category 3 Probably Benign; Category 4 - Suspicious Abnormality; Category 5 - Highly Suspicious of
Malignancy; and Category 6 - Known Biopsy Proven Malignancy. The ordinality of the
categories is evident. As another example when cancer treatments are applied there is usually an
interest in how patients respond. A typical way to measure this response is called the Response
Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST). Based on a wide variety of tools, as well as
defined rules for classification, RECIST defines the condition of the cancer patient during
treatment as: improvement, stabilization, or depreciation.
The types of models used to model ordinal data include the multinomial, adjacent
category logit, continuation ratio logit, proportional odds logit, stereotype logit , and cumulative
link models. All of these, with the exception of the cumulative link models, are based on the
multinomial distribution. Each will be presented in detail later in this chapter, though a brief
description is provided here. In a multinomial model, ordinality of the outcome variable is
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ignored. In the adjacent category model we are concerned with comparing probabilities of
adjacent categories of the outcome; for proportional odds we compare the probability of the
outcome being at a specified level or higher against the probability of the outcome falling below
that specified level. The continuation ratio logit is concerned with modeling the probability of
being in a specified category compared with the probability of being in a higher or lower
category. In the stereotype logit model the outcome variable is initially treated as nominal, the
ordinality of the outcome variable is ignored. The model, however, imposes an ordering scheme
on the outcome variable. This is useful in cases where there is some perceived ordering in the
outcome but the actual order is not determined. The cumulative link models model the linear
combination of the parameters as an inverse cumulative distribution function (cdf). Finally, all
of these models have the assumption, among others, that there are considerably more
observations than variables. In these models, for the purposes of matrix computation and
statistical inference to be drawn, the previous assumption must hold. However, there are many
types of data for which there are more variables than observations. When using microarraybased technologies, due to the expense of obtaining samples, there may be few observations but
thousands of variables. The afore-mentioned models will not be estimable. Although there are
data dimensionality reduction techniques, such as principle components, due to the severely
unbalanced nature of the data, it may still be impossible to satisfactorily reduce the amount of
variables to be less than the number of observational units without a significant loss of
information in the data. Therefore, this dissertation is concerned with the development of an
ordinal classification model using the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
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(LASSO) and ridge penalizations to accommodate the case where there are considerably more
variables than observations.

1.1

Review of Logit Based Models

When modeling ordinal outcome data, models based on the multinomial distribution are
primarily used. The majority of these models are differentiated by their respective logits. A
logit is the log of an odds ratio. For the given levels of the ordinal outcome, the log odds ratio of
being in a given level, or set of levels, compared to a baseline level or another group of levels is
modeled as a linear, or nonlinear, combination of the independent variables. In this section,
various ordinal response models are reviewed.

1.1.1 Baseline Category Logit
The baseline category logit model is concerned with modeling a multinomial response. This
model is based on the multinomial distribution with the following probability mass function
(pmf):
J
n!
 j nj ,

n1 !n2 !nJ ! j 1

(1.1)

where  j  P(Y  j) assuming J outcome levels where nj is the number of observations in
outcome level j and the ordering of the levels is of no importance for the purpose of model
fitting. For a given observation i, denote the outcome vector yi as follows: (yi1yi2,..., yiJ )' where
yij = 1 if the observation falls into the jth category and yij = 0 otherwise. Therefore, when
J

summing over the J response categories for an individual observation i, yij 1.
j1
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n

Also, n j   yij where n denotes the total number of observations. The multinomial pmf can be
i

used for estimating the probability of observing (n1, n2,..., nJ ) responses in outcomes levels
1,2,…,J.
Agresti (2002) describes the procedure for fitting and estimating the parameters based on
a baseline category logit model. The probability of an observation falling into outcome level J
may be dependent upon other variables. That is, for each yi denote xi as a vector of continuous
and/or discrete variables believed to be associated with yi. In an attempt to model the outcome
probabilities j (xi ), the probability of falling into category J using the information contained in
xi, the pmf now takes the form:
J
n!
y
 j (xi ) ij .

n1 !n2 !nJ ! j 1

(1.2)

For the purposes of model fitting only the kernel is evaluated. The likelihood for n observations
now takes the form:
n

J


i 1 j 1

y

j

(xi ) ij .

(1.3)

In estimation procedures employing likelihoods it is common to work with the log
likelihood instead of the likelihood itself. As the log of the likelihood is a monotonic
transformation, estimates based on both forms are the same. In addition, it is easier to work with
the log-transformed likelihood. In this model fitting procedure one category is selected as the
baseline category against which all other categories are compared. Take, as an example, a
medical study where there is an interest in model fitting where the response variable is types of
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liver tissue: normal, cirrhotic, or tissue with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). The outcomes are
ordered according to the sequence above because the cirrhotic liver is considered to be in a premalignant state whereas hepatocellular carcinoma is the malignant state. Researchers may be
concerned with comparing all other tissue types against the normal type; in that case the normal
tissue group would then be chosen as the baseline category. In a model with J outcome types,
using the Jth category as the baseline category, the form of the log likelihood is:
n   J 1

  j ( xi )  
L     yij log 
   log( J (xi ))  .
i 1 

  J ( xi )  
  j 1

(1.4)

  j (xi ) 
 is viewed as log of the odds ratio, namely the log of the ratio of the
  J (xi ) 

Here the term log 

probability of being in the jth category versus the probability of being in baseline category J
based on the covariates in xi. This is also known as the logit. For the parameter vector

β j  ( j ,  j1,  j 2 ,...,  jp )' we can model the response probabilities using the non-linear function
 j (xi ) 

exp( x i '

β β
j)

; in addition we can link the logit to a linear combination of the

J 1

1   exp( x i '
j 1

j

)

β

explanatory variables xi ' j . The relationship is
  j (xi ) 
log 
  xi '
  J (xi ) 

In addition, β  v e c ( β 1 , β 2 , ..., β J ) . Taking

β
j

.

(1.5)

 L(β)
.
and setting it to 0 allows us to solve for β
β

The solution, however, requires that an iterative procedure be used. The three most common are
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Fisher’s Scoring Method, Newton Raphson Method, and Iterative Reweighted Least Squares
Method. When using Fisher’s Scoring method, the Information matrix I (β ) is needed,

  2 L(β) 
namely E 
. Fisher’s scoring uses the following equation in an iterative fashion:
2 
  β 

βk1  βk  (I (β)k )1υk ,
where υ =

(1.6)

 L(β)
and is known as the score vector. This iterative procedure continues until the
β

 are
following convergence criteria is satisfied: β k 1  β k  c , c  0 . The variance estimates of β
on the diagonal of the inverse of I (β ) . Using large sample theory, a Wald test can be

 with their variance estimates for assessing statistical significance. In
constructed using β
addition, the estimated odds ratios can be computed to provide estimates with respect to a pair of
unique levels of the covariates, which set is more likely to lead to a given response level.
Corresponding variances can also be computed giving rise to tests of significance. Estimated
probabilities can also be computed for a given set of covariate values.

1.1.2 Adjacent Category Logit
The model fitting procedure for this logit is also described by Agresti (2002). The adjacent
category logit model is useful when there is an ordinal structure among the J levels of the
outcome variable; an underlying multinomial distribution is assumed. Denote the outcome
’
vector yi as follows: (yi1, yi2 ,, yiJ ) where yij  1 if the observation falls into the jth category;

yij=0 otherwise. The likelihood described in the previous section holds with the exception that

9


the logit now takes the form: log   j ( x i )  . The log odds ratio is concerned with the probability
  j  1( x i ) 

of being in the jth group compared to the probability of being in the (j+1)th group. For the
parameter vector β j  ( j , 1, 2 ,..., p )' the linear combination of variables xi '

β

j

is used to

 estimates are constrained to
model the logit. Unlike the Baseline Category Logit model, the β
be the same across of the levels of the outcome variable with the exception of the intercept
term  j , for j = 1,2,…,J-1. This model assumes the explanatory variables will have the same
effect on the different levels of the outcome variable. The difference between the levels is
thought to be based solely on the outcome levels; for this reason the intercept term is unique for
the J-1 logits. Using the above logit the log likelihood is now constructed whereby the
probabilities,  j ( x i ) , are modeled as a function of the xi '

β

j

. The parameter estimates are then

obtained using any nonlinear optimization algorithms such as Fisher’s scoring algorithm. Based
on the parameter estimates, odds ratios and probabilities can be calculated along with
corresponding variance estimates, which can be used for conducting standard tests of statistical
significance. Consider the preceding example described in the baseline category logit section
pertaining to classifying liver tissue type. Suppose the researchers’ interest is in the odds of an
outcome as compared to the outcome ordered above it, i.e. compare the odds of having normal
tissue versus cirrhotic tissue and compare the odds of having cirrhotic tissue versus HCC for a
given covariate level. In this case it would be prudent to use the adjacent category logit model.

1.1.3 Continuation Ratio Logit
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In this case the logit has a similar form of that in the baseline category logit section namely:

  j ( xi ) 
 (xi ) j
log 
, where  j (xi ) can be defined as:
or, alternatively as

 1  ( x ) 
 ( xi ) j 1  ...   ( xi ) J
j
i 


 (xi ) j 1
, j=1,…,J-1. The logit can be viewed as the log odds of the ratio of the
 (xi )1  ...   (xi ) j
probability of falling into category j divided by the probabilities of falling into categories j+1 to J
compared to the complement of this probability. Alternatively, the logit can be viewed as the log
odds of the ratio of the probability of falling into category j divided by the probabilities of falling
into categories 1 to j compared to the complement of this probability. These pseudo conditional
probabilities form the basis of this logit. The logit also has particular application to survival data
as well. As with other logits, model fitting is carried out in a multivariate manner; J-1 logits are
evaluated. If for each of the logits the parameters are unique the pmf can be reduced to a product
of J-1 binomial pmf. If, for a given covariate vector xi , we express the pmf of the multinomial
distribution in conditional form, p(y1) p(y2 | y1)...p(yJ | y1,..., yJ1) , the corresponding J-1
derived binomial pmf has equality to the previous expression. The form of the J-1 functions, as
shown by Hosmer, Lemeshow (2002), is of the form (assuming the parameters are unique for
each binomial mass function)

b[ni , yi1,1(xi )]b[ni  yi1, yi 2 ,2 (xi )]...b[ni  yi1 ...  yi,J 2 , yi,J 1, J 1(xi )] .

(1.7)

As a result, for model estimation purposes, J-1 separate binomial logits are fit. Any nonlinear
optimization algorithm can be used to estimate parameter terms.
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1.1.4 Proportional Odds Model

For modeling an ordinal response, the proportional odds model employs a cumulative logit.
Specifically, for a given response, yi , denote the cumulative logit of category j given a particular
value of covariates as:
 P (Y  j | x i ) 
log 
,
 1  P (Y  j | x i ) 

(1.8)

(  j | xi ) is defined as: (xi )1 (xi )2 ...(xi ) j . In this procedure we are concerned
where PY
with modeling the probability of having a response in levels 1 through j compared with having a
response in the (j+1)th through the Jth level, conditional on a given covariate vector xi . For a
given response level j the cumulative logit can be viewed as a standard baseline category logit
model with responses 1 through j constituting one level with responses j +1 through J
constituting another. This procedure combines the J-1 possible baseline category logit models
into one model. The proportional odds model models the cumulative logit as the linear
β
 P (Y  j | x i ) 
combination of the parameters of interest namely: log 
   j  x i ' , where β is
 1  P (Y  j | x i ) 

the same over all cumulative logits; the  j term varies across the J-1 logits. This implies that
J-1 logit levels will differ by a constant value irrespective of the covariate values. It is assumed
that the covariates have the same effect on the J-1 logits. Based on this model log ratios of
cumulative probabilities are referred to as the cumulative odds ratio namely:
 P (Y  j | x 1 ) / P (Y  j | x 1 ) 
log 
.
 P (Y  j | x 2 ) / P (Y  j | x 2 ) 

(1.9)
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The preceding statement compares the odds ratios of being in categories 1 through j for two
given instances of the covariate vector: x1 and x2. Define the parameter vector

β j  (1, 2 ,...,  p )' . Due to the β being the same across all logits the above expression can be
simplified to β'(x1  x2) . This form can be exponentiated to provide the actual odds ratio. Using
this logit the likelihood takes the form:
n

J

i 1

j 1

L    j (xi )

where :

i (xi )=

ββ
exp( j  xi ' )

exp( j 1 

yij

x xββ
i ' )


1  exp( j  xi ' ) 1  exp( j 1 

i

' )

(1.10)

. Based on the log likelihood the solution

for β and  j for j = 1, 2, …, J -1 can be found using a variety of nonlinear optimization
algorithms. One commonly used method is the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shannon (BFGS)
method (Broyden, 1970); (Fletcher, 1970); (Goldfarb, 1970); (Shanno, 1970). This method is
particularly applicable in this case due to the difficult form of the Hessian matrix. The Hessian
matrix consists of the second order partial derivaties of the log likelihood with respect to β and
 j . After an initial estimate of the Hessian matrix changes made to the matrix are based on

functions of the score vector, the parameter vector and previous versions of the Hessian matrix.
The parameter vector is updated as follows:

υ
βk1  βk Hk1 k

(1.11)

The changes in the parameter and score vectors are computed using the following:
βk  βk 1  βk
υk  υk 1  υk

(1.12)
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The Hessian matrix is then updated as follows:

υ
Hk β k (β k ) ' Hk ' υ k (υ k ) '
Hk 1  Hk 

.
β k'Hk β k
 k ' β k

(1.13)

After updating the Hessian Matrix, this process iterates until the following convergence criteria
1
is satisfied: β k 1  β k  c , c  0 . The variance estimates are the diagonal of H i . Using

parameter estimates we can estimate odds ratios along with their standard errors. We can also
estimate probabilities  j (xi ) along with their standard errors as well.
In this modeling procedure it is assumed that there is an underlying unobservable
continuous variable, also known as a latent variable. Denoting this variable as z, the cdf is F(z-

β

η) where η is a location parameter and is related to xi through η( xi) = xi ' . The J-1  j terms
are considered to be demarcations in the continuous distribution. It is assumed that for values of
the latent variable j1  j2,1 2. The observed categorical variable is related to the latent
variable by: Y = j if j1  z   j . The preceding statement implies that the probability of y < j

β

equals the probability of z <  j . This can be expressed using the cdf F ( j  xi ' ) . The form

β

has also been expressed as F(j  xi ' ) . This underlying motivation allows for the comparison
of models where the outcome variable is continuous versus those whose outcome variable is
categorical.

1.1.5 Stereotype Logit
This model was initially proposed by Anderson (1984). In this model scheme the concept of the
latent variable is modified. In all the other ordinal modeling logits there is an assumed
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continuous underlying latent variable; the observed outcome is a discretization of this variable.
In the stereotype logit the underlying condition is viewed as a sum of more than one
unobservable variable; several factors amalgam to determine the particular ordinal level for a
given observation. Consider the RECIST classification system. There are a wide variety of
factors that contribute to the cancerous state of a given tissue. Examples of these objective
criteria are tumor size, histological grade, and cell proliferation to name a few. When a
pathologist examines a given cancerous tissue he, or she, has a general idea of the state of the
cancer, progression, stabilization, or deterioration. In a given case of two distinct samples
presented for observation it may be plausible for the variables, tumor size, histological grade,
and cell proliferation, to a have different values with the overall effect of the variables being
similar so as to classify the two tissues as being in the same state. In other words the pathologist
is able to stereotype the two tissues as being in the same category even though some underlying
variables may have different values. In this procedure the dimension of the logit corresponds to
the number of perceived unobservable variables.
For the one dimensional stereotype logit the model has the same log likelihood as that
given in equation (1.4), though  j ( x i ) are now modeled as

β β
exp( j   j x 'i )
J 1

1   exp( j   j x )
j 1

. This model

'
i

can be viewed as a constrained version of the baseline category logit model where  j β  βj . As
a result, for two covariate vectors x1 and x2, the log odds ratio for two given categories j and J,
namely log(

 (x1)
j

 (x1)
J

) / log(

 (x2 )
j

 (x2 )
J

) is now modeled as: (j J )β (x1  x2 ) . This is in contrast to
'

the proportional odds model; the outcome levels considered have a direct effect on the odds ratio.
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For each ordered level the effect of the independent variables is equal to an overall effect
multiplied by a value j . This is applicable when modeling disease progression where it is
believed that a group of covariates are related to the disease and that this relationship is
proportional for all levels. The overall magnitude of the common effect is what distinguishes
among the levels. This intensity parameter, j , is also used to determine an ordinal structure.
That is, for j  j’ if  j   j ' then outcome level j is higher than level j’. We can also see if there
is a significant difference between two levels based on their magnitude parameters. In a medical
setting there may be case of a given diseased tissue, say lung tissue, having varied states. It may
not be clear whether a given state is better or worse than another. In other words, there is no
ordering among the states. The stereotype model has a direct appeal to this setting; as a
preliminary analysis, researchers can gain insight into the ordering of the tissue states as well as
if there is a significant difference between two states previously thought different. In addition, it
is also important to look at the intercept variables as well. The intensity parameters can be used
to assess the overall effect of the covariates on a particular level; the intercept terms are used to
assess an initial ordering of the outcome levels independent of the covariates. A two level
ordering scheme is employed.
The afore-mentioned model specification is referred to as one-dimensional model. It is
also possible to have a two dimensional form of this logit where: βj   j β  j γ ,
where γ  (1,  2 ,...,  p )' . Baseline constraints can then be selected for each linear combination
of parameters. This model is deemed two dimensional as two functions, or dimensions, of the
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independent variables are now used in the model fitting process. Additional dimensions can be
added as deemed necessary.
This logit is also different from the others in that it is not a generalized linear model. As
it involves a nonlinear combination of the parameters it is a nonlinear model. In obtaining
parameter estimates, Anderson (1984) used the maximum likelihood method. Due to the
complexity of the score, Hessian, and Information matrices, the BFGS or Quasi-Newton methods
can be used for model fitting. This modeling procedure is unique in that the response variable is
input as a nominal type into the model-fitting algorithm. An ordering scheme is actually
determined by the model fitting process. The resulting output allows us to rank variables in an
objective manner.

1.1.6 Cumulative Link Models
These types of models employ the concept of a cumulative link, i.e;

βx
F [P(Y  j | x)] j  ` .
1

(1.14)

The inverse of a desired cumulative density function (cdf) is used to link the probabilities to the
independent variables. In the Proportional Odds model the cumulative link is used with a
logistic cdf namely;
 P(Y  j | x) 
F 1[ P(Y  j | x)]  log 
 . In actuality, other underlying distributions may be
 1  P(Y  j | x) 

used to derive the linkage function. Using a standard normal cdf gives rise to a cumulative
probit model. This model has the following link:
1[P( y  j)]   j β' x ,

(1.15)

where 

1
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is the inverse cdf of a normal distribution. This has maximum appeal when the

underlying latent variable is believed to follow a normal distribution. With this method,
however, we are not able to construct odds ratios. If we assume that the distribution of the latent
variable is the exponential distribution this would give rise to the following cumulative link;

F1[PY
(  j | x)] log{log[1PY
(  j | x)]}.

(1.16)

The above link is known as a proportional hazards, or complementary log-link, model, and is
also applicable to survival data. Again this model specification does not allow for the
construction of odds ratios. This model is referred to as the proportional hazards model because

(  j | x2)] is the same multiple of
for two given vectors x1 and x2, log[1PY
log[1PY
(  j | x1)] for  j. The links described above are used when it is believed that their
respective distributions are the same as the unobserved latent variable. In the case of the
proportional hazards model the underlying distribution may be Exponential, Weibull, or Pareto.
Newton-Raphson, or any other nonlinear optimization algorithm, can be used to find estimates of
the parameters. These cumulative link models assume a stochastic ordering of the variables. For

(  j | x1)  PY
(  j | x2) or PY
(  j | x1)  PY
(  j | x2) for
two covariate vectors x1 and x2, PY
 j.

If this assumption does not hold, additional parameters will have to be incorporated into the

model to account for the dispersion effect.
A suitable application of the proportional hazards is a case where the outcome variable is
a discretization of time to event data. In the medical field there may be an interest in time to
death for patients with a particular kind of cancer. Researchers may be interested in modeling
this event using a set of independent variables, among which could be gene or MicroRNA
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(miRNA) expression, in the hopes of finding which of them are most significantly related to the
outcome variable.

1.2

Limitations of Current Ordinal Outcome Models

In the medical field, gene expression research is of growing importance. Many diseases are
being shown to have a particular genetic profile. Golub et al. (1999) presented a method to
distinguish acute myeloid leukemia from acute lymphoblastic leukemia using gene expression
profiles. The disease classification of the tissue was not used by the method, only the gene
expression profiles were used by the classification algorithm. Bhattacharjee et al. (2001) also
used gene expression to understand diseased lung tissue. In his paper, a taxonomy of lung
carcinoma, using mRNA expression profiles, was presented. Specifically, clustering methods
were used to identify subcategories of lung adenocarcinoma. Poor outcomes were revealed to be
associated with certain subcategories of lung cancer. Generally for any particular type of cancer,
there may be a variety of stages that are deemed cancerous even though there may be perceived
differences between the stages. In addition, researchers may be specifically interested in
identifying genes associated with a particular stage of cancer. This is particularly applicable to
the data responses described earlier.
Researchers may also be interested in measuring disease progression; e.g., determining
what factors are the most influential, how they influence progression, what the unique states of
the progression are, and how to correctly identify and classify samples according to likelihood of
progression. This understanding poses a variety of benefits, most notably elucidating involved
disease mechanisms. Another benefit is that treatments can be designed to target underlying
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causes of the disease. Success of treatments can also be evaluated based on their alteration of the
targeted factors.
One of the problems in conducting microarray gene expression studies is that there are
more variables than there are observations. A chief reason for having a limited sample size for
gene expression studies is the cost of procuring and processing samples. In some cases, the
rarity of samples directly impacts the number of samples available. In statistical modeling one of
the key elements is there should be considerably more observations (n) than variables (p), in
other words n>p. All of the previously described modeling procedures rely on this assumption.
For gene expression microarray data, this assumption is not met, that is p>>n. Data collected
may have thousands of genes, and due to the cost of obtaining a sample, less than 100
observational units. Although there is vital information to be gained, the previously reviewed
modeling procedures cannot be fit when modeling microarray data. There are, however, some
accepted solutions to this problem. One of the solutions is to apply univariate tests for each gene
separately adjusting the p-values using some multiple correction method. The False Discovery
Rate method is now the most commonly used method for p-value adjustment (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995). The drawback for this method is that it does not take into account the
interaction between different genes. Dimensionality reduction techniques, such as Principle
Components (PC) can also be used. The problem with these methods is that, although they are
able to reduce the dimensionality of the data, the data may be so disproportionate that a
significant reduction on the amount of variables may still yield a result that is more than the
number of observations. For example, if we have expression for 30,000 genes on 100
observations, PC may reduce the number of genes to 200 but this would still exceed our sample
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size. In addition, as the new features are now linear combinations of the gene expression
variables they may be hard if not impossible to interpret, especially when a gene is in more than
one principle component.
The solution to this problematic data structure, and the subject of this research, is to use
the Stereotype logit model, described earlier, in combination with a coefficient shrinkage method
to allow for the estimation of an ordinal model when the number of covariates exceeds the
number of observations. To improve the quality and validity of results, a bootstrapping
procedure will also be integrated into the model fitting procedure. Integrating bootstrap
resampling into this procedure will provide a means for standard error estimation of the
parameters of interest thereby providing a higher degree of certainty, allowing for the reward of
distributions for our parameters of interest. There are a variety of optimality criteria that can be
used for model selection. Application of different optimality criteria often leads to the selection
of different parameters and different estimates for a given parameter. Choosing a model, for
example, based on prediction error may lead to a different model than one based on minimizing
mean square error. Use of AIC, BIC, or cross validation in selecting the final constrained ordinal
model are valid options. Furthermore, the constrained ordinal model will be compared to two
alternative ordinal modeling methods for high-dimensional data. For a comparison of the
variable selection capabilities of the proposed model, the univariate test for each gene separately
given a set of covariates, adjusting the p-values using the False Discovery Rate, will be used. To
compare the classification capabilities of the proposed model, an ordinal classification tree-based
method, developed by Archer (2010), will be used.

CHAPTER 2
Introduction to Penalized Models

In Chapter 1, methods for modeling an ordinal outcome were reviewed. These models, with the
exception of the Stereotype logit model, fall into a larger class of models known as Generalized
Linear Models. Generalized Linear Models are based on the exponential family of distributions,
which include the normal, exponential, binomial, and Poisson distributions. Although
Generalized Linear Models are able to cover a wide variety of data, one limitation is that they
cannot be estimated when there are more variables than observations. In addition, estimation
problems may arise when Generalized Linear Models are fit to data where the independent
variables demonstrate a complex variance-covariance structure, which can result in oversized
variances of the parameter estimates, wrong sign for the parameter estimates, and a large number
of parameters being selected when a subset may contain the same amount of vital information.
In an attempt to overcome these difficulties, penalized models were introduced, including ridge
regression and the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) method. In ridge
regression, as applied to the linear and logistic models, we seek a solution the parameters subject
to the constraint that the sum of the squared parameter estimates is less than some threshold.
Similarly, the LASSO procedure seeks a solution of the parameter estimates subject to the
constraint that the sum of the absolute value of the parameter estimates is less than some
21
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threshold. In section 3.1, we review the ridge penalty as applied to linear and logistic regression.
In section 3.2 the LASSO penalty as applied to linear and logistic regression is described. Then,
model selection procedures will be discussed. The chapter concludes with a review of the
bootstrap procedures which can be used to estimate the standard errors of the parameter
estimates.

2.1

Ridge Penalty

2.1.1 Ridge Penalty for Linear Regression
In linear regression for a given continuous outcome variable, yi, there is a covariate
vector xi   xi1 , xi 2 ,..., xip  ' , consisting of p covariates possibly related to the outcome. The
covariates, and the outcome, have been centered and scaled. It is hypothesized that the outcome
variable can be predicted, with some error, by a linear combination of the covariates, namely

y i  β ' x i . The goal of the modeling procedure is to estimate  j , j=1,…,p. In matrix notation,
for n observations there is a corresponding np matrix X and an n length vector y, such that the
full model can be expressed by
β+ε
,
y=X

(2.1)

where ε is a vector of error terms, with E[ε ]  0 and Var[ε]  I . The ordinary least squares
2

estimate can be used to obtain the standard solution to (2.1) which is given by:
β  (X' X)1 X' y .

(2.2)
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The above equation is designed to minimize the sum of the squared differences between the

β y Xβ
observed outcomes and their predicted values; in other words, it minimizes (yXˆ)'(  ˆ).
This procedure assumes that there is no correlation among the covariates. As presented by Hoerl
and Kennard (1970) the least squares estimate is satisfactory when X ' X is close to an identity
matrix. If there is significant correlation between the covariates then there are problems with
the least squares estimates. The estimated covariance matrix of the least squares estimates is:

ˆ) ˆ2(X' X)1 ,
V(β

(2.3)

β y Xβ
2
ˆ
where  (yXˆ)'(  ˆ) /(n p) is the variance of the observations based on the parameters
ˆ j , j=1,…,p. If X ' X is not a unit matrix then there is a correlation structure between the
covariates. In addition, for β , the true parameter vector, and β̂ , the least squares estimate,
2
denote L1 as the squared distance between the two vectors. Hoerl and Kennard (1970) showed

that the expected value of the quantity is:
p

E[L12 ]   2 1/ j ,

(2.4)

j 1

where  j are the ordered eigenvalues of the ppmatrix X' X. If X' X is nearly singular there
will be small eigenvalues which will increase the quantity of equation (2.4). This will result in a
large expected distance between the least squares estimates and the true value of the parameters.
Hoerl and Kennard (1970) suggested ridge regression to control for this instability.
Under ridge regression, parameter estimates can be obtained using
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(2.5)

β k  (X'X  kI) X'y
1

The difference between this estimate and that given in equation (2.2) is the addition of the matrix

kI . The goal of this procedure is to use k to make adjustments to the diagonal of X' X in an
1

attempt to stabilize it. The eigenvalues of (X'XkI) now take the form:

j [(X'X kI)1] 1/ (j  k)

(2.6)

2
For a given k these eignvalues will reduce E[L1 ] , thus bringing the ridge regression estimates

closer to the true values in comparison to the least squares estimates. The following inequality
is a property of these new estimates:
(βk )'(βk )  (βˆ )'(βˆ )

(2.7)

Proof. This proof is taken from Hoerl and Kennard (1970). The ridge regression estimates, as

β
shown in equation (2.5), can now be expressed as Zˆ, where
eigenvalues of

Z

Z

is defined as [ I  k ( X ' X ) 1 ]1 . The

are the same as those in equation (2.6). Assuming that

positive definite it is fairly clear that

Z

X 'X

is symmetric

has the same quality as well. Using a result proved by

Scheffé (1959) we can state:
2
(βk ) '(βk )  max
(Z)βˆ ' βˆ

2
But max (Z)  1 / (1  k) where 1is the largest value of

that when k=0,

Z  I

and

Z  0

as k   .

X 'X

(2.8)
. From visual inspection it is clear
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Through ridge regression, insights into the structure of the parameter space can be
gained. Although parameter estimates, along with their standard errors, are provided by least
squares regression, further inspection into the sensitivity of the parameter estimates are not
available. How sensitive are the estimates, how does the parameter estimates’ covariance matrix
change in response to the changes in the parameter space, how does the instability of X ' X
affect the parameter estimates in terms of their true distance from the true parameters, and which
parameters should be excluded from the model? These are questions which ridge regression
techniques are able to answer. For a given value of the tuning parameter k denote the parameter
estimates as β k . By computing β k and the corresponding covariance matrix, answers to the
previous questions can be obtained.
Denote B as the least squares estimate of β , the true parameters. The residual sum of
squares can be presented as:
  ( y  XB) '( y  XB)
 min   (B).

(2.9)

This value can be viewed as the sum of squared error for the least squares estimate, min, and the

β
2
quadratic form of (B  ˆ ) . We know that the expected value of the distance of L1 will be large if
some the eigenvalues of

X 'X

are small. Based on an unstable, or nearly singular, X ' X

matrix, some of the values of β̂ can be oversized. It would be desirable for B to be moved in
the direction that will shorten the length of the regression vector. In other words the goal of the
ridge trace is to find B such that BB is minimized subject to (B) 0 , where 0 is a set value.
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Viewing this as a Lagrangian problem, taking the differential, setting it to 0 then solving for B
leads to the ridge regression estimate shown in equation (2.5), where k is chosen to satisfy the
preceding constraint. In term of the new parameter estimates the residual sum of squares is now:

*(k) min  k2 (βˆ ')'(X' X)1(βˆ ') .

(2.10)

Using the form shown in equation (2.5) the variance of the ridge regression estimates is:

ˆ*) ZXX
Var(β
( ' )1X'Var(y)XXX
( ' )1Z
ˆ2ZXX
( ' )1Z' .

(2.11)

The above estimate of the parameter estimates poses potential problems, as presented by
Osborne et. al. (2000), and Knight and Fu (2000). One down fall of using equation (2.11) is that
variance estimates for parameters whose estimates are 0 are nonexistent and the total variability
cannot be attributed only to the parameter estimates. As the tuning parameter, k, is not fixed, the
quantity in equation (2.11) is not only due the variance of the parameter estimates but to the
tuning parameter as well. The closed form equation has the effect of overestimating the variance
of the parameter estimates. Resampling procedures, such as the bootstrap, can be used to
estimate the variance instead. This will be covered in a later section.

2.1.2 Ridge Penalty for Logistic regression
One of the most common ways to model binary data is to use a logistic regression model. This
method is primarily based on the binomial distribution. For a given binary outcome variable yi,
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there is usually a covariate vector x i   xi1 , xi 2 ,..., xip  . The outcome variable takes on values of 1
or 0. Denote β as the true parameter vector of length p. For this procedure the probability that

yi 1 for a given covariate vector is denoted as:
P(yi 1| x  xi )  expxi '

β



x β

 / 1exp i '



(2.12)

As in chapter one, the logit of P(yi 1| x  xi )/ P(yi  0| x  xi ) is modeled rather than the
probability directly by
logP( yi 1| x  xi )}/ P( yi  0| x  xi )  xi '

β

(2.13)

Although this is a univariate representation of the models covered in chapter one, the same
principles previously stated apply here as well. Denote P(yi 1| x  xi ) as p(Xi), for i = 1,…,n.
For a given set of n observations the log likelihood takes the form:
n

L(β)  Yi log p(Xi ) (1Yi )log1 p(Xi )
i1

(2.14)

The same iterative nonlinear optimization techniques discussed in the previous chapter can be
used to find the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) β̂ .
This modeling procedure loses validity in the case of highly correlated covariates and
when there are more variables than observations. Duffy and Santner (1989) placed a penalty on
the log likelihood equation. The solution under this penalty now takes the form:

L (β)  L(β) β'β.

(2.15)

The solution to the above equation is denoted βˆ . The ridge parameter


shrinkage of β ' β , as
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controls the amount of

j 0, j . Although this procedure may introduce some bias, the

variance of the parameter estimates decreases thereby allowing more stability in the model. By

choosing the right value of λ, βˆ can actually be closer to β than the MLE estimate β̂ , on

average.
As in chapter one, any non-linear optimization algorithm can be used to estimate the
ridge regression estimates for the binomial likelihood. Taking the derivative of the pseudolikelihood leads to the score matrix:
ββ

n

xβ

u ( )  

β

i

i 1

'{ yi  p ( xi )}  2

 u ( )  2

(2.16)
,

β

where u( ) is the score vector for the for the binomial log-likelihood. Taking the negative of the
second derivative yields the information matrix:
 2L(β) 


  X'VX  2I ,
I (β)   
 β2 



(2.17)

where V is a diagonal matrix with log p(Xi )log{1 p(Xi )}, for i=1,…,n, on the diagonal. The
solution to the estimates can be found using the first order estimate for the parameters. This is
based on a Taylor series approximation. It takes the following form:

β 


k 1

 

 β



k

k



   I β  
 




1

u  .


k

(2.18)
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The initial estimate can be the parameter estimates for the unconstrained logistic regression.
This iterative procedure continues until the following convergence criteria is satisfied:
β k 1  β k  c , c  0 . The asymptotic variances of the new estimates are:

 

V a r βˆ



 I

 β   I  β   I  β  


1



1

,

(2.19)



where I β is the information matrix in the unconstrained case. This form of the variance
cannot be used as the total variability can be attributed to the parameter estimates and λ.
Resampling procedures such as the bootstrap is the most commonly used method for estimating
the variance of the parameters estimates, and will be reviewed in a later section.

2.2

LASSO Penalty

2.2.1 LASSO Penalty for Linear Regression
In addition to ridge regression, the LASSO method (Tibshirani, 1996) is another way to deal
with the problems that were discussed at the beginning of the chapter, namely a relatively large
number of covariates in comparison to the number of observations and a complex covariance
structure between the covariates. In a linear regression framework, for the previously defined
tuple (xi , yi ) and the true parameter vector β (without the intercept term), the LASSO estimate
are given by

n
(ˆ, βˆ)  argmin  yi i xi '
 i1

β

 ,
2



(2.20)

where
that

i is the intercept term for the i

p


j 1

j

th
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observation. Equation (2.20) is subject to the constraint

 t . In this case t can be viewed as a tuning parameter, a non-negative quantity used

to determine the size of the parameter estimates. Standardizing all variables prior to estimating
the model parameters allows the intercept term to be omitted without loss of generality.
Allowing the tuning parameter to tend to infinity yields the parameter estimates equivalent to the
standard least squares estimates, setting the tuning parameter to 0 results in parameter estimates
p

of 0. Therefore, for the least squares estimates β̂ let t0  ˆj . Setting t<t0 will shrink the
j1

parameter estimates.
Unlike ridge regression, estimates the LASSO will yield some parameter estimates of 0.
The least squares minimization criterion function can be represented as follows:

ˆ )' X' Xβ
ˆ ).
(ββ
( β

(2.21)

The fundamental difference in the LASSO and ridge regression is in the shape of the constraint
region. In the case of the LASSO the region is a square rotated 450; in contrast the region is
circular for the ridge regression constraint. The preceding expression (2.21) is a quadratic form.
Setting this expression equal to a given set of constants and solving leads to a ring of ellipses.
The least squares estimates are at the center of the ellipsis. Based on Tibshirani (1996) “the
principle axes of the contours are at ± 450 to the coordinate axis, and we can show that the
contours must contact the square in the same quadrant that contains β̂ .” This ensures that the
LASSO estimates will have the same sign as the least square estimates. For the LASSO, as the
ellipses contact the axis at ± 450 it is clear, from visual inspection, that a given ellipse may
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contact the constraint region at a corner which corresponds to the parameter estimate being set to
0. This will not occur with the ridge regression constraint. The following conditions may not
hold when there are more than two covariates.
As the LASSO estimates are non-linear and non-differentiable functions of response
values, even for a fixed value of t, it is difficult to obtain an accurate estimate of its standard
error. One approach is the bootstrap method. The variance estimation can be done for a fixed
value of t or a range of values of t can be used with the hopes of finding one that is able to
minimize some objective criterion. In finding a fixed value of t the lasso penalty

P


j 1

replaced by

p


j 1

2
j

j

can be

/  j , since both are equivalent. This allows us to develop the solution by

approximating the solution based on ridge regression. The form of the solution (Tibshirani,
1996) is:

β* (XX
' W)1Xy
' ,

(2.22)


where Wis a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements  j , W denotes the generalized inverse

of W , and



is chosen so that

p


j 1

j

 t . The estimated covariance matrix has the following

( ' XW ) ˆ , where ˆ 2 is the estimated error variance.
form: (X' XW ) X' XX
 1

 1

2

2.2.2 LASSO Penalty for Logistic Regression
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For the LASSO penalty, as applied to logistic regression, the approach is somewhat different
than the previous methods discussed. The development of this penalized model arose out of a
need to analyze ‘real world’ data with complex covariate structures (Roth, 2002). In addition, as
approaches involving the said penalized model were used to analyze gene microarray expression
data, the penalty was applied in an attempt to find significant cluster of genes independently.
Once these clusters were found, they were aggregated into a final model. This approach was
described by Ma et al. (2007).
In the case of an outcome variable having levels 0 or 1, a logistic regression model is
utilized. As previously discussed for observation i with covariate vector xi  {xi1, xi 2 ,..., xip } the
pdf is expressed as:
p ( y i | f ( x i ))  (  ( x i )) y i (1   ( x i )) 1  y i  ex p { i y i  lo g (1  e  i )} ,

(2.23)

where  ( x i )  p ( y  1 | x i ) and f ( x i )   i  log( ( x i ) / (1   ( x i ))) . When fitting a standard logistic
regression model the standard iterative optimization procedures can be used. An example of
such a procedure would be the iterative reweighted least squares procedure. The limitations
previously discussed, namely more covariates than observations and a complex covariance
structure of the parameter estimates, render the logistic regression procedure ineffective. A
possible solution, as proposed by Ma et al. (2007), was applied to gene expression microarray
data. In gene expression studies it is believed that subgroups, or clusters, of genes act in concert
with each other and, as such, will have similar expression values. A clustering method, such as
K-means clustering could be used to find these subgroups. In determining the ideal number of
clusters, a method proposed by Ma et al. (2007) was employed. After m clusters have been
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selected the supervised group LASSO is applied. For each gene cluster denote βo as the true set
of parameters, o = 1,2,…,m. Within each cluster o we seek to maximize equation (2.14), L ( β o ) ,
subject to the constraint of

po

 ˆ
jo 1

j ,o

 to where t o is specific to each cluster. For each cluster t o is

selected using cross validation. The to is chosen such that the prediction error for a given cluster

ˆ . For each β
ˆ
is minimized. The corresponding non-zero parameter estimates as denoted as β
o
o
denote Z o as the corresponding set of covariates. Following this, a comprehensive model is
constructed.

All of the significant covariates from each cluster are then combined. This model

is known as the generalized LASSO. The algorithm then seeks to minimize equation (2.14) for
the set of parameter estimates βˆ o , for i=1,2,..,m, where m is the number of clusters. The
constraint also changes and is now represented by

m

 βˆ
o 1

o

 t , where βˆ o is the Euclidian distance

of the corresponding vector. Cross validation, with a view to reducing predictive error, is used to
select t. After the final model is selected, for each cluster, an examination of how many genes
were selected can provide insight into which clusters are truly important. Since this LASSO
constraint cannot be differentiated, standard approaches, such as the Newton Raphson method,
cannot be used. The authors used the quadratic programming algorithm, although any non-linear
optimization technique could be used. As this method is applied to gene expression microarray
data, the problem of sample size being smaller than the number of predictors is expected. A L1
boosting based (Kim and Kim, 2004) approach was used to account for this problem. In fitting
the generalized LASSO a LARS based approach was used (Yuan and Lin, 2006).

2.3
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Model Selection and Development Procedures

There are a variety of model selection criteria available. The four that will be discussed are the
Alkakie Information criteria (AIC), Bayes Information criterion (BIC), Cross validation (CV),
and a model finding algorithm proposed by Tibshirani (1996).
The AIC (Hirotugu, 1974) is a model selection procedure used to select among
competing nested models. The AIC has the following form
AIC  2 L  2 p ,

(2.24)

where L is a given log likelihood and p are the number of parameters in the model. Based on the
above formula, the AIC rewards models with larger log likelihoods and penalizes models with
larger parameter sets. As such, the goal of the AIC is to select among a set of candidate models
one which best describes the data, with a few parameters possible. In its practical use, however,
there is no hypothesis testing procedure used with AIC. The BIC (Schwarz, 1978) is defined as
BIC  2L  p log(n) ,

(2.25)

where L is the log likelihood, p is the number of parameters, and n is the number observations.
Unlike the AIC, the BIC can be used to compare non-nested models. The BIC penalizes over
fitted models with stronger penalty than the AIC. Although the BIC is a Bayesian tool, the
resulting form does not depend on the prior so it does not need to be estimated.
The third method for model selection is known as Cross Validation (CV). CV assesses
the predictive capability of the model on the given data set. Cross validation can be used to
estimate the prediction error. In linear regression models, the mean squared error is often used in
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the estimation of the prediction error. For any estimate fˆ(x) the mean squared error can be
defined as

ME  E{ fˆ (x)  f (x)},

(2.26)

which is the expected value taken over the joint distribution of X and y; for the purposes of this
dissertation X is fixed. The error of prediction can be represented as
PE  E{y  fˆ (x)}2  ME  2 .
p

(2.27)



Denote the modified tuning parameter, s, as s  t /  ˆ j where   0 ane ˆ j are the maximum
j 1

likelihood estimators, for j=1,…,p. The sum of the absolute values of the least squares parameter

estimates are used as the upper threshold. As a result the value of range of values for s are [1,∞].

For k-fold cross validation, the data are divided into a number of non-overlapping subsets, or k
partitions. For each partition the model is fit to the remaining k-1 partitions with the objective
criterion on minimizing ME. The resulting model is then applied to the left out partition,
providing an estimate of PE. This is done for the k different times and the corresponding PE
estimates are computed. The k-fold CV estimate of PE is then taken as the average over the k
folds. Moreover, the k-fold CV procedure is run for a number of tuning parameters. The tuning
parameter, s, is selected as that which minimized the k-fold CV PE.
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The fourth algorithm was proposed by Tibshirani (1996). This method was applied to the
linear regression model. The LASSO equation can be represented in a least squares context with
some additional constraints. These constraints are the number of different ways the signs can be
assigned to the parameters, 2p in total. Let the least squares optimization criteria be represented
N

2
p
as g(β)  ( yi  xi 'βj ) , and let i , i  1, 2,..., 2 be all the possible arrangement of the signs of
i1

the parameters; this takes the form (1, 1,..., 1) . The LASSO constraint can now be rewritten as

δi 'βt , i . For a given parameter vector β , let E  {i : δi ' β  t} and S  {i : δi ' β  t}; the sets
are known as the equality set and the slack set respectively. We now create a matrix whose rows
are made up of δi for i E , denote this matrix as GE. The algorithm initiates with the equality
set containing signs of the least squares estimates; E {i0} where i0 are the signs of β̂ , the least
square estimates. The following algorithm is provided by Tibshirani (1996):
1. Start with E {i0}, where i0 are the signs of the original least squares estimates.
β

1

2. Find β̂ to minimize g (β ) subject to G E  t .
3. While {j  t}
a. add i to the set E where where i sign(ˆ). Find ̂ to minimize g ( β )
β

subject to G E  t

1

Because there are a finite number of p-tuples, 2 p , for the signs of the parameter estimates, this
algorithm is guaranteed to converge in a set number of iterations.

2.4

Bootstrap Resampling Methods
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The bootstrap resampling procedures were developed by Efron (1984) and are useful for
frequentist inference. When estimating model parameters, bootstrap resampling is useful when
distributional assumptions on the parameter estimates are not valid or the true distributions are
unknown. In addition, when novel or complex problems are encountered and there is no
previously established theory, resampling procedures can be beneficial. Bootstrap procedures
treat the data as a population and then draw successive samples from it, with replacement. These
procedures have many uses. Some of these uses are: estimation of bias, estimation of confidence
intervals, estimation of distributions of estimators, and model fitting. The type of bootstrap
confidence intervals covered in this section are the bootstrap-t confidence intervals, the
percentile method, the bias corrected method ( BC ) , and the bias corrected an accelerated
method, ( BC a ) . Figure 2.1 presents a visual example of a histogram based on a bootstrap
resample.
With regards to the penalized models bootstrap techniques can be used to estimate
standard errors and confidence intervals of the parameter estimates. For the penalty placed on

ˆ

j



in the case where   1 (LASSO) Tibshirani (1996) gives an approximate estimate of the

parameter covariance matrix. This method has the distinct disadvantage for parameters whose
estimates are 0; the standard error is also 0. An alternative exists which provides more
acceptable results (Osborne et al, 1998). There are also limitations with this approach as well.
Resampling methods, such as the bootstrap, are used in estimating the parameter covariate
matrix. In the regression setting, bootstrap resampling is typically applied to the data in one of
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two ways, bootstrapping pairs or bootstrapping residuals. In both cases the bootstrap sample is
drawn with replacement.
Bootstrapping pairs
In this setup the bootstrap sample ( y 1* , x 1* ), ..., ( y n* , x *n ) is drawn, with replacement, from the original
data: { ( y 1 , x 1 ), ..., ( y n , x n )} .
Bootstrapping residuals
In this design the bootstrap sample ( y 1* , x 1* ), ..., ( y n* , x *n ) is drawn such that after a preliminary model
is fit to the data the residuals are sampled with replacement and a new yi is estimated, keeping
the parameter estimates and covariates fixed:
y i*  f ( x i )   i* ,

(2.28)

for i = 1,2,…,n. Here  1* ,  2* ,...,  n* is the bootstrap samples from the residual vector  e1 , e2 ,..., en 
from the fitted model.
Either of the two aforementioned techniques can be used with the ridge penalty and the
LASSO penalty. Take, for example, the LASSO linear regression model. From the original set
of data, after the penalized model is fit, using cross validation, the parameter estimates β̂ are
estimated, with tuning parameter t. B bootstrap samples are drawn and the model is applied to
each resample using t as the tuning parameter, this is not re-estimated. As t is now fixed, the
variability is based solely on the parameters. Denote the parameter estimate for each bootstrap
*
as βˆ b , for b=1,2,…,B. The covariance estimate for parameter estimates is calculated as





V  j ,  j' 

B
1
ˆ (.) j  ˆ *j , b

 B  1  b 1



  ˆ (.)

j'

 ˆ *j ' , b

,

(2.29)

where j,j’ =1,2,…,p and ˆ (.) j 
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1
ˆ *j ,b . For ˆ (.) j , define the standard error as:

B b 1
B

V  j ,  j 
se ˆ (.) j 





B

.

(2.30)

The bootstrap-t confidence intervals are calculated as follows:
1. Using the bootstrapping pairs framework, take a bootstrap based resample from the
original parameter vector β̂ . Denote the mean vector of these resamples as βˆ (.) .
2. For each ˆ j calculate Z as follows:

βˆ (.) j  ˆ j
Z (b) 
.
se ˆ (.)
*



j



(2.31)

3. Repeat steps (1) and (2) B times.
4. Estimate the  th percentile of Z * (b) as the value of tˆ( ) that yields
#  Z * (b )  tˆ ( )  B  

(2.32)

The bootstrapped t interval is calculated as follows
  p  tˆ (1 )  seˆ,  p  tˆ ( )  seˆ  .

(2.33)

The empirical distribution gives rise to another bootstrap confidence interval, the percentile
method. Denote Fˆ ˆ (  ) as the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the empirical
j

distribution of parameter estimate ˆ j , based on the B bootstrap resamples. For the two sided
level confidence interval, the two endpoints, cu and cl , are determined as follows: for cu ,
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Fˆˆ ( cu )   , and for cl , Fˆˆ (cl )  1   . This confidence interval can be asymmetric and is
j

j

transformation respecting.
Due to the somewhat poor coverage of the percentile method, the bias corrected method





was introduced. A value, z0 is estimated as follows z0   1 Fˆˆ (ˆ j ) , where  1 is the inverse
j

cdf of the standard normal distribution. The corresponding end points of the two-sided



level

Figure 2.1
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 Fˆ   2 z
1

0

 z ( / 2)  , Fˆ 1    2 z 0  z (1  ( / 2)) 

.

(2.34)
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This method also has limitations (Efron 1982). In attempt to address these, the bias and
accelerated method was developed (Efron, 1984). This methods adjusts the confidence interval
in expression (2.34) as
 1  
z0  z( / 2) 
z0  z(1  ( / 2)) 

  ˆ 1  

 
, Fˆ    z0 
 Fˆˆ    z0 


  ,
 j  
1

a
z

z
(

/
2)
1

a
z

z
(1

(

/
2))




 j  


0
0


 
 

(2.35)

where a is an acceleration adjustment. The acceleration adjustment, however, cannot be easily
determined from the bootstrap distribution (Diciccio and Romano, 1988). An estimate is
provided by Fox (2002). The described method uses another resampling procedure known as
jackknifing. This procedure uses subsets of the data for estimation of a statistic of interest.
From the original sample, denote ˆ j (i ) , for i=1,2,…,n, as the value of the parameter estimate
when observation i is removed from the sample. Denote  j as the mean of the ˆ j (i ) . The
acceleration adjustment can be estimated as

  ˆ
n

a

i 1

j(i)

j



3

3
2

(2.36)



6   ( ˆ j (  i )   j 2 ) 
 i 1
 .
n

This estimate is then used in equation (2.35).
Bootstrap based confidence intervals are well suited to penalized likelihood based
modeling methods. Because of the difficulty in estimating the parameter estimates’ covariance
matrix, due to the added penalty, the presented methods are the ideal alternative to a closed form
estimate. Fixing the penalty, resampling the data, and fitting the model to these data lead to an
empirical distribution which can be used to estimate the appropriate confidence interval.

CHAPTER 3

Model Development for Penalized Ordinal Regression

In high throughput gene expression studies the primary goal is to find gene signatures that are
associated with a given disease, i.e. genes whose expression in diseased tissues differs from that
in normal tissue. Due to the technological advancements of high throughput techniques,
thousands of genes can be interrogated per sample. However, both sample procurement and the
high throughput assay are fairly expensive. As a result, gene expression datasets commonly
include thousands of variables (genes) on a few samples (persons). In traditional statistical
modeling, a major assumption is there are more observations (n) than variables (p). If this
assumption is violated procedures such as generalized linear models cannot be estimated.
However, various methods have been proposed that accommodate modeling in situations where
p > n. For example, the principle components method can be used to significantly reduce the
number of variables while retaining most of the variation. The false discovery rate (FDR)
method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) offers a solution in an attempt to identify differentially
expressed genes when multiple hypothesis tests are performed.
In some studies the outcome of interest may be an ordinal, rather than a dichotomous,
class label such as progression of disease classified as level of severity 1, 2, or 3. For example,
42

Gashaw et al. (2005) conducted a study aimed at determining genes related to testicular
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seminoma. The outcome was stage of cancer, which is ordinal in nature. Other widely used
disease classification systems include the APACHE score, Apgar score, the Glasgow Coma
Scale, and the Glasgow Outcome Scale (Feldmann and Steudel, 2000). To further illustrate, the
Glasgow Coma Scale is further described. This scale is used to appraise the level of perception
of a patient after head trauma. The scale assigns a score between 3 and 15, with 3 implying that
the person is dead or in a comatose state and 15 indicating that the person is in a fully coherent
state. The score is assigned based on measures related to eye response, verbal response, and
motor response (Teasdale and Jennett, 1974).
For this highly unbalanced data structure, as characterized by more variables than
observations in addition to a complex covariance structure amongst variables, there is no set
standard of analysis that takes the ordinality of the outcome variable into account, while
employing a likelihood based modeling approach when p > n. The goal of this dissertation is
develop a model framework aimed at alleviating these problems. In Chapter 1 we reviewed the
various models designed to model ordinal outcome data and discussed their limitations. In
Chapter 2, we reviewed the ridge and LASSO penalties as applied to the linear and logistic
regression models. In that Chapter we also reviewed bootstrap resampling techniques, which can
be used to estimate standard errors of the estimated parameters under the penalized framework,
as well as model selection criteria including AIC, BIC, and model selection based on CV.
Various real life examples were presented throughout to illustrate the topics in a biomedical
environment. The need for a modeling procedure that deals with ordinal outcome data where
there are more variables than observations has been demonstrated. This is particularly true in the
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case of microarray gene expression data. In Section 3.1 we will state the purpose of this
dissertation, the problem we are attempting to solve. Section 3.2 describes two methods aimed at
solving the stated problem. Section 3.3 covers the likelihood framework and estimation
procedures used in our modeling approach. In section 3.4 the application of a bootstrap
resampling procedure, which will be used in the estimation of standard errors for the parameter
estimates, is presented. The application of methods in model selection is described in Section
3.4. The application AIC, BIC, and CV are presented. Finally, the supplemental section
presents the necessary derivations used.

3.1 Problem of Interest
For a given case of n observations and p variables assume there are considerably more variables
than observations, in other words p>>n. In addition assume the outcome variable is ordinal.
This is applicable in the case of gene expression microarray data where there are considerably
more variables (genes) than observations (people), and the outcome of interest is progression of
disease categorized as stage 1, 2, or 3. Due to expense of obtaining a gene expression profile
from a single sample, it is common to have hundreds, even thousands, of gene expression values
corresponding to a considerably less number of patients. Even so, these studies are important
because developing a gene expression profile for disease progression holds promise for
identifying novel biomarkers and therapeutic targets.
This dissertation is concerned with developing a penalized multinomial likelihood model
framework based on the stereotype logit which is a generalized nonlinear model (gnm)
(Anderson, 1984). In addition, we are also concerned with the estimation of parameters, along
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with standard errors, based on the given logit. As we are developing a new method that will lead
to the development of many models based on an approach by Park and Hastie (2007), there is
also a need to select and apply model selection criteria. Once a model is selected, a procedure to
assess the significance of variables must be employed. In short, the problem of interest is to
suitably model ordinal outcome data with considerably more variables than observations using a
likelihood approach.

3.2 Proposed Modeling Schemes
The proposed model begins with the multinomial distribution. Define j as the probability of
being in class j and nj as the number of observations in class j where j = 1,2,…,J. The general
form of the multinomial probability mass function (pmf) is shown as follows
J
n!
 j nj

n1 !n2 !nJ ! j 1

(3.1)
.

For the purposes of this dissertation we modify the above pmf for each observation. For a given
observation, i, denote the outcome vector, of length J, yi as (yi1yi2,..., yiJ )' where yij = 1 if for that
observation, the outcome is in the jth category; the other entries in the vector are 0. In addition
for each vector

J

y 1.
j1

ij

For each observation denote xi as a vector of length p containing the

covariates of interest.
Taking the kernel of the equation (3.1) and then modeling j as a function of the
covariates, the likelihood takes the form:

n

J

L(β, α,  | y : x)   j (xi )
i 1 j 1
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yij

(3.2)
,

where β , α ,  are the parameters to be estimated ; and  j ( x i ) denotes the probability of being
in class j given a covariate vector xi. After transforming the likelihood of the above kernel, using
a log transformation, we select a baseline category, in this case the Jth level, and take the
logarithm to transform the likelihood in equation 3.2 as follows
n

J

 y

log  j (xi )

ij

i 1 j 1

n  J 1

 J 1 
    yij log  j (xi )  1   yij  log  J (xi ) 
i 1 
j 1



 j 1

(3.3)

 j (xi )


    yij log
 log  J (xi ) 
 J (xi )
i 1  j 1

n

n

J 1

 J 1

  y 
i 1

 j 1

ij ij


 log  J (xi ) 


,

where ij denotes the logit (log odds ratios) of the probability of being in class j compared with

 j (xi )
and is represented as follows:
J (xi )

the probability of being in class J. Also, ij  log
β

j j x' for j = 1,2,…,J-1. For the stereotype logit model, β are used to model the covariates
while j and j, for j= 1,2,…,J-1, provide an ordinal structure to the data. In addition, we model
the  j ( x i ) as

e

 ij

J

e
j ' 1

category J

 ij '

. For the baseline category, J, we let  J  0 and  J  0 such that for

 J (xi ) 

1
J

e

 ij

j 1
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1
J 1

1 e

 ij

.

(3.4)

j 1

Substituting the new representations of ij ,  j  x i  , and  J  x i  , L ( β , α ,  | y : x ) is now
represented as
β

 J 1   x '  
L(β, α, | y : x)   yij  j   j x ' β  log 1   e j j

i 1 j 1
j 1

.
n J 1

(3.5)

To account for the fact that there are more variables than observations, in addition to
correlation between covariates, a penalty structure will be applied to the likelihood. This penalty
is known as the elastic net penalty (Zho and Hastie, 2005). A constraint on the sum of the
absolute value of the parameters of interest is imposed. In addition, to ensure stability of the
estimates, an additional smaller penalty on the sum of the squared values of the parameters is
also enforced (Zho and Hastie, 2005). For a set of parameters, represented in a p length vector
β , the elastic net penalty is defined as follows
p

   k2  (1   )  k  ,

(3.6)

k 1

where 0     and is allowed to vary, and  is a tuning parameter which ranges from 0 to 1
(Friedman et al.,2010). The value of  represents the proportion of the penalty attributed to the
LASSO and 1- is the proportion of the penalty attributed to the ridge. The second term places
a penalty on the sum of the absolute value of the parameters and is known as the LASSO
penalty. This penalty has the effect of restricting the significant number of parameters to be less
than the number of observations (Park and Hastie, 2007). In addition this penalty leads to a
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theoretical unique solution when the objective function is convex (Rosset and Zhu, 2004). If this
case does not hold, the first term of the penalty as defined on the sum of the squared values of
the parameters (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970) becomes relevant. This term is known as the ridge
penalty. Applying the ridge penalty alone yields an estimate for each covariate; the LASSO
yields a parsimonious model forcing many parameters to 0. As such, the goal is that the LASSO
penalty will have more effect than the ridge penalty. In fitting the penalized stereotype model
we chose to apply the penalty to the β vector of parameters. This decision was made because 
and  determine the ordinal structure of the data, therefore, there is no desire to penalize these
terms and incur the possibility of removing the ordinal structure from the model. For the
stereotype logit representation, there is a common underlying effect for each level of the ordinal
outcome; it is the intensity of this effect that differs from level to level.
Based on the multinomial distribution, we are concerned with finding a set of estimates
of our parameters,

β̂

, such that

 ˆ , ˆ , ˆ   arg max L ( y x )
 , ,

,

(3.7)

where  denotes the vector of length J-1 containing the intercepts for the J-1 logits, and
 denotes the vector of length J-1 containing the intensity parameters. In addition, the intensity

parameters j are bounded such that 0j 1 for j (Anderson, 1984). We note that minimizing
the negative log likelihood is equivalent to maximizing the log likelihood. Therefore, after
imposing the elastic net constraints, we are concerned with finding parameter estimates such
that:
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ˆ,ˆ,ˆ argminL(βα | y: x) 
p

,,

k1

2
k


 (1) k 
.

(3.8)

The goal is to emphasize the LASSO penalty over the ridge. For our research, as  is allowed to
vary, there is a desire to trace the corresponding solutions of our nonlinear objective function
through this parameter. In addition to specifying the starting value of , the maximum penalty,

max, needs to be specified. Additionally, the step length is defined as the distance between
adjacent values of our varying penalty parameter , or  k   k   k  1 . The step length must also
be specified. Termination criteria must also be specified. This concept of tracing the solution
through the given parameter is formally referred to as the  trace (Park and Hastie, 2007). An
approach aimed at modeling our nonlinear objective function with the elastic net constraint is
now presented and is based on an approach employed by Park and Hastie (2007). An
implemented algorithm based on the modeling approach is subsequently presented.

3.2.1 Modeling Approach
The modeling approach aimed at finding a solution to equation (3.8) is based on a method
developed by Park and Hastie (2007). Because the optimal value for  is unknown, the solution
will be fit over a range of  values. Smaller values of  (< 1) tend to include more covariates
with larger parameter estimates; larger values of  (≥ 1) tend to restrict the model by selecting
less covariates with corresponding smaller estimates. To determine what range of values will be
used in the model fitting process and how many values will be fit, the predictor corrector method
will be used. This algorithm has been used extensively in mathematical research (Douglas and
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Jones, 1963); (Lin and Saigal, 1995); (Allahviranloo et al., 2007). The predictor corrector
algorithm can be simplified to two steps:
1. Predict step: For an objective function approximate its solution.
2. Correct step: Refine the previous estimate to acquire a more accurate solution.
For our research, as  is allowed to vary, there is a desire to trace the corresponding solutions
of our nonlinear objective function through this parameter. As mathematical technique well
suited to this is numerical continuation, which is implemented by the predictor corrector
algorithm. We now define the algorithm that will be used to fit model across the  k trace.
1. Determine the largest value of  k ,  k m ax . Compute the solution to the nonlinear objective
function at this quantity. Set k = 1.
2. Determine order of variable entry into the model. Denote k as the number of variables in
a given model (the number in the active set at the kth interation).
3. Determine k , the step length. Update  as  k  1   k   k .
4. Predict step. For  k  1 , approximate the solution for the parameters  β ', α ',  '  ' .Denote this
as  βˆ ', αˆ ', ˆ '  'k  .
5. Correct step. For  k  1 , using a given optimization technique, refine the previous estimate
to find a more accurate solution,  βˆ ', αˆ ', ˆ '  'k 1 . The starting values are  βˆ ', αˆ ', ˆ '  'k  .
6. Evaluate the active set to see if it needs to be changed. If change is required, repeat step 4
with the updated active set. If the size of the active set is n  2  J  3 , go to step 7.
7. Finalize k . Update k as

k  k 1.

If k 1  min , exit, else go to step 2.

In step 1,

k
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is determined using the score function, which is the first derivative of the log

likelihood with respect to the parameters of interest. The first model is fit using only the
intercept terms α . The justification for this can be found in Park and Hastie (2007). The score
matrix is then evaluated at α̂ and  max and is assigned as follows

max  max
j

dL(β,α, | y : x)
.
dk
ˆ

(3.9)

j

The choice is based on a Lemma provided by Park and Hastie (2007). The Lemma is restated
without proof:
Lemma 3.1 When



exceeds a certain threshold, the intercept is the only nonzero coefficient:

ˆ 0  g ( y ) and





ˆ (y  y1)g '( y)
H (ˆ0 ,0,...,0)',   0 for  max x j W
j{1,2,..., p}

,

(3.10)

ˆ (  y1)g'(y) denotes the jth entry in the score vector.
where H(.) is an objective function, and xj Wy

This lemma refers primarily to a glm. In this dissertation, we apply this lemma as our model as
it, although a gnm, is near generalized linear in form. For step 2, there are a variety of ways to
determine k . Park and Hastie (2007) used a function involving the Hessian matrix. Due to the
difficult form of this matrix in our case, in this dissertation k is a set value for  k . This value
can be specified by the user; else a default value will be used. In step 3  βˆ ', αˆ ', ˆ '  'k  needs to be
computed. As this is a gnm, the step of estimating a starting point for the new solution is shown
as

βˆ k   βˆ k  H k 1u k

,
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(3.11)

where u k and Hk are the score function and the Hessian matrix from the kth iteration. The

ˆ will be used in the obtaining β
ˆ . The nonlinear programming
portion Hk that relates to β
k
k
function solnp found in the Rsolnp library (Ghalanos and Theussl, 2010) uses the BFGS method
to provide an estimate of Hk . As α̂ and ˆ are always included in the solution the predicted
estimate of these are simply provided from the previous solution,  βˆ ', αˆ ', ˆ '  'k  . For the purposes
of optimization, as we have imposed a nonlinear penalty, a general nonlinear augmented
Lagrange multiplier method solver can be used (Ye. 1989). Once we have found the solution,
we need to check the active set for any changes. A covariate is added to the active set if the
following condition holds
dL (βα | y : x )
dp

 k .

(3.12)

ˆ p

In this case the pth covariate is added to the active set. The corrector step is repeated until no
further additions are made. Covariates are removed from the active set if the following condition
holds
ˆ p   ,

where p  A , and



(3.13)

is a small constant close to 0. Finally, this whole process continues until the

lowest value of lambda has been reached, k 1  min . In addition a no penalty subset may also
be specified; the elastic net penalty not being applied to these covariates.
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3.2.2 Implemented Algorithm

The implemented algorithm attempts to model equation (3.8) over the  trace. This approach
utilizes nonlinear programming to find optimal solutions for a given value of  . This algorithm
gives the user control over the range of



values. The user is allowed to select  m ax ,  m in , and

k . The parameter k is set at a fixed value over k and is now denoted  . The general
algorithm describes the application of the modeling procedure over the



trace and is called

lambda trace; leading to numerous models being fitted. For a given value of



a sub-algorithm

is invoked to select the appropriate model; we call this procedure model estimation. This subalgorithm uses an optimization algorithm develop by Ye (1987) in model fitting. For the model
estimation, the entry order of the variables into the model need to be specified, the procedure
variable entry into the model performs this step.
The lambda trace algorithm is now presented.
Lambda trace algorithm
1. Determine the smallest value of  ,  m in . This is selected by the user.
2. Determine the largest value of  ,  m ax . This is selected by the user.
3. Determine



, the step length. This is selected by the user.

4. Calculate number of models to be fit. This is calculated as max  min  /   and is
denoted as k m a x
5. Set k  1 .
6. For k , invoke sum procedure model fit to find the solution. Denote the solution at k

 βˆ ', αˆ ',ˆ ' '

k

7. If k  k max , terminate, else set

k  k 1
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and repeat step 6.

The above procedure is responsible for providing and storing the parameter estimates for all
models along the



trace. The benefit of having the user select  m in ,  max , and



is that the

solution can be catered for different circumstances. If there is desire to highly penalize the
model so that only a few covariates will be included, or to place a lower range of penalty on the
model so that a larger amount of covariates will enter the model, or evaluate a larger range of
models,  m in and  max can be selected accordingly. This approach allows more flexibility with
respect to the execution of the algorithm. In addition, define the active set, A, as the set of
covariates that are included in the solution at  k .
The algorithm model estimation, which is used to provide a solution at a set value of λ, is
now presented.
Model estimation algorithm
1. Determine the order of entry of the variables into the model using the model entry
procedure. Denote this list of entry as the vector of length p, ν . Include the first 5
important variables in the preliminary model. Set t  1 .
2. Use nonlinear programming to find the solution to equation (3.8), for a given value of .

ˆ , t 1,2,..... .
Denote the set of parameter estimates at this stage β
t
ˆ , if ˆ   , then it is removed from the model.
3. For the parameter estimates β
t
tk
ˆ is n  2  J  3 or if all variables in
4. If the length of β
t

ν

have been considered then go to

step 5, else include the next important variable, as determined by
repeat step 2.

ν

, set

t  t  1

, and

5. Among the candidate models choose the one which has the best classification
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performance. For the given value k denote this model as  βˆ ', αˆ ', ˆ '  'k .
This algorithm attempts to model the nonlinear objective function subject to the elastic net
penalty at a given value of  . In addition, as the whole aim of this dissertation is to correctly
model and classify ordinal outcome data with a high and complex covariate space so that the sub
model that correctly determines the highest proportions of correctly classified outcomes is
selected. As the multinomial log likelihood model, with the stereotype logit representation, is a
gnm, adequate starting values must be determined. The R function gosolnp (Ghalanos and
Thessl, 2010) is used to determine these values. The function solnp is used for nonlinear
optimization to obtain the parameter estimates. In addition, forward stepwise variable selection
is used. Once the order of entry has been determined by the model entry procedure, the first five
entries are input and the model is fit. If any of these are deemed unimportant, that is, the
absolute value of their parameter estimates is less than



, now or later on in the modeling

procedure, they will be removed. Each iteration includes the next important variable in
given iteration t, a parameter estimate is removed if ˆtk   , where



ν

. For a

is a user-adjusted

parameter with the default of   0 .0 1 . It is desirable that parameter estimates with values close
to 0 be removed from the model; therefore  should be set to a small value. This process
continues until the maximum number of variables is n  2  J  3 or until all variables have been
considered.
The variable entry into the model procedure, used to create ν , is now explained.
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Variable entry into the model algorithm
1. Discretize all continuous variables.

a. For a variable compute its minimum (min) and maximum (max) values.
b. For a specified number of bins, calculate interval width as follows
(max min) / # of bins. By default they are 4 bins.

c. Place the variables into corresponding bin and return the bin number (1, 2,
3, or 4)
2. For the newly created ordinal variables, calculate the gamma statistic (Goodman and
Kruskal, 1954) using the ordinal outcome variable. Rank the variables in order of
importance based on the absolute value of the statistic.
The gamma statistic ranges on the [1, -1] interval and is used to measure the the association
between two ordinal variables through concordant and discordant pairs. As the absolute value of
the gamma statistic approaches one, the association between the two variables increases; this is
the justification for the variable ranking. The gamma statistic is now defined (Agresti, 2002).
Define a concordant pair as follows: for two bivariate observations {X1,Y1} and {X2,Y2},
s i gn( X 1  X 2 )  s i gn(Y1  Y2 ) implies concordance. A discordant pair is defined where
s i gn( X 1  X 2 )   s i gn(Y1  Y2 ) . Define the sign function as follows

1


s i gn( x )   0

 1


if x  0
if x  0 .

(3.14)

if x  0

For the two variable data set define C as the total number of concordant pairs and D as the total
number of discordant pairs. The gamma statistic is calculated as follows

ˆ 

CD
.
CD
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(3.15)

The model entry procedure provides an objective basis for variable entry order into our model;
variables that have a stronger association with the ordinal outcome, through their ordinal
representation are included in the model before those with a weaker association.

3.3 Model Estimation
In this section we are concerned with the estimation of our parameters of interest α,β and  . As
we are developing models, along the  trace, the two previously presented methods are used to
find suitable estimates. In our model framework, the multinomial likelihood is an essential
component. As such, we will fully explore the concept likelihood with regards to definitions and
model estimation procedures. The first and second derivatives of our desired pseudo log
likelihood are presented in the supplemental section. As we are dealing with the elastic net
constraint, nonlinear programming is required to find appropriate solutions; the selected
optimization procedure is described.

3.3.1 Likelihood
The multinomial likelihood is an essential component to our modeling procedure. Likelihood
estimation is one of the most common estimation techniques used in statistics (Rohatgi and
Saleh, 2001). This procedure is used to estimate parameters represented in a log likelihood
based on a given distribution. Usually, the goal is to find a parameters estimates that will
maximize the log likelihood, hence the term maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). For the
purposes of this dissertation MLE is not directly applied because of the elastic net constraint.
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Because we are adding the elastic net penalty to the likelihood, we are now aiming to maximize
the likelihood subject to the constraints in the said penalty. As a result we are trying to optimize
a nonlinear objective function given a nonlinear constraint. In this section, however, we develop
the log likelihood, and associated properties, that will be used in our model estimation procedure.
To begin this section we will start with some formal definitions relating to the likelihood.
These definitions are provided by Rohatgi and Saleh (2001). In its formal definition we define
the likelihood as follows:
Definition 1 Let  X1 , X 2 ,..., X n  be a random component where each entry can be a single value or
a vector of values, the latter would lead to a multivariate distribution. For the above random
component let it have pdf (or pmf) f ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) ,    , where  defines the population for the
parameter space. The function
L ( ; x1 , x 2 ,..., x n )  f  ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x n ) ,

(3.16)

which is considered a function of  , is called the likelihood function.
If we assume that for  X1 , X 2 ,..., X n  , each component is independent; this leads us to the second
definition.
Definition 2

If X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n are identically and independently distributed (iid) with pdf f ( x ) ,

the likelihood function is
n

L ( ; x1 , x2 ,..., x n )   f ( xi ) .

(3.17)

i 1

These definitions provide the justification as to why we use the product of the pmfs as the basis
for our estimation procedure. Usually when estimating parameters based on the likelihood the
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goal is to find the set of parameters that will maximize said likelihood. MLE is a commonly
used estimation procedure in statistics. A formal definition is provided as follows.
Definition 3 The principle of maximum likelihood estimation consists of choosing an estimator
of θ , a θˆ (X) that maximizes L( ; x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) , that is, to find a mapping θ̂ of Rn  Rp that satisfies
L (ˆ; x1 , x2 ,..., xn )  sup L ( ; x1 , x2 ,..., xn )
 

.

(3.18)

If the estimate satisfies the above property, we call it a maximum likelihood estimator.

3.3.2 Nonlinear Programming
In our model framework, as we are incorporating the elastic net constraint into our estimation
procedure, (MLE), in its purest definition, is not used. In addition, as the log transformation of
the likelihood is an increasing monotonic function, maximizing the likelihood is analogous to
maximizing the log likelihood. In reality, we are no longer attempting maximization of the log
likelihood, we are aiming to maximize based on given parameter limitations. We instead work
with a pseudo log likelihood which is the original log likelihood with the constraint added. This
is shown in equation (3.8). Although in the functional form of equation (3.8) it may seem as
though the constraint is simply added to the log likelihood, the whole process of finding an
appropriate solution is somewhat tedious.
To find a solution to this pseudo likelihood a nonlinear objective function optimization
procedure, which is able to incorporate nonlinear constraints, must be employed. Derivation of
solutions for this particular kind of optimization is intricate (Griva et al.,2009). One such
approach is the SOLP solver (Ye, 1987). The details of this solver are provided in an associated
users guide (Ye, 1989). This algorithm is designed to solve problems of the form:

minimize

g ( )

subject to:

h( )  0
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li  i ( )  ui
l    u ,

where  is a set of p parameters, h(.) is a nonlinear objective function i(.) is a set of linear or
nonlinear constraints with li and ui being the set of lower and upper bounds, and l and u being
the lower and upper bounds imposed on  .
The solnp algorithm converts the problem into
minimize

g ( )

subject to

h( )  0
l    u

by adding slacks to the inequality constraints. This algorithm consists of major and minor
iterations. In the kth major iteration, solnp solves the nonlinear objective function with an added
Lagrangian based function involving h ( k ) (Robinson, 1972). The problem now becomes
(1) minimize g ( )  z k h( )  (  / 2) h( )
subject to

2

J k (   k )   h ( k )

l    u

where J k is a numerically approximated Jacobian matrix
Jk 

dh
d  k

(3.19)

and z

k
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is the Lagrange multipliers at the k major interation. For the major iteration, the first
th

step is to ascertain the feasibility of

zk

; an interior linear programming (LP) Phase 1 procedure

being called to find an interior (or near feasible) solution in the case of infeasibility.
In the next step sequential quadratic programming (QP) is implemented to solve problem
(1). The gradient vector g is calculated, then the Hessian matrix H, is updated using the BFGS
technique, which was discussed in Chapter 1, and then the following quadratic problem is
solved.
(2) minimize (1 / 2 )( z  z k ) ' H ( z  z k )  g '( z  z k )
subject to

J k (z  zk )   g(zk )

l    u

The gradient and Hessian are based on the nonlinear Lagrangian objective function shown in (1).
As a precise solution is not required the QP section is only used to find an approximate solution;
this usually completes is a small number of steps. For more details on the QP algorithm consult
Ye (1987).
Once the feasible, and optimal, QP solution is ascertained for (1), the (k+1)th major
iteration initiates with  k 1 being the updated parameters;
kth major iteration from the previous QP problem. If

z k 1

z k 1

is the optimal multipliers from the

is not optimal the gradient g and the

Hessian H are updated, and the minor iteration is invoked in an attempt to re solve (2). This
algorithm, consisting of the major and minor algorithm iterates until an optimal solution is found
or other termination criteria is reached.
Once we have our fully specified non linear objective function along with the nonlinear
inequality constraint, as shown in equation (3.8), we can use the solnp algorithm, as part of our
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solution, to find an optimal solution for our problem given a value of  . When implementing
the solution the goal was to be able to readily, accurately, and efficiently apply the coded method
to a wide variety of covariate matrices along with a given ordinal outcome vector. For this
reason, a matrix representation of the likelihood, with the stereotype logit, is used. This
representation is shown as follows
L (β, α ,  | y : x )  α '  y '1n    '  z '  Xβ    1n 'log  1n

e 1 J  ,

(3.20)

where α is a J-1 length vector of the intercepts, z is a n  ( J 1) matrix such that for column j if
y[i ]  j then z[i, j]  1, else z[i, j ]  0 . In addition, 1 J and 1 n are J length and n length vectors

consisting of ones, X is a covariate vector, β is the corresponding parameter vector,  is the
vector of intensity parameters, and e is a n  ( J 1) matrix such that e[i, j ]  e where ij was
ij

previously defined. In optimizing the above representation of the log likelihood, the function
solnp found in the R library Rsolnp is used (Ghalanos and Theussl, 2010). In addition, bounds
were placed on certain parameters (Anderson, 1984). For the Jth level of the ordinal outcome the
following constraints are used:  J  0 and  J  0 . In addition, as in equation (3.20) because in
the e matrix ij is exponentiated, it is possible for terms in the matrix to have a value of  , due
to growth of exponential functions. As, such the intensity parameters are bounded such that
1   j  0 j . Optional bounds are also placed on the parameters β such that 10   p  10 p ;

the intercept parameters α may also being subjected to similar optional bounds, 10   j  10
j . In addition, the covariate matrix X is centered and scaled. These steps are also taken to

ensure that no entries in e have a value of  . In the paper which first introduced the stereotype
logit (Anderson, 1984), an ordering is placed on the intensity parameters, namely

1  1   2  ...   J  0 .
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(3.21)

It is worth noting imposing this constraint could lead to difficulty in parameter estimation, but
based on the original paper no actual difficulty was encountered. Therefore, similar to the Stata
software (StataCorp, College Station, TX), the above ordering was not enforced. In addition, the
first and second derivates were also developed and are presented in the supplemental section at
the end of this chapter.

3.4 Applied Bootstrap Resampling Procedure
As this is a novel procedure, a bootstrap resampling method is used to provide insight into the
distributions of the parameter estimates, as well as their significance. A thorough definition of
the bootstrap procedure was provided in Chapter 2. In this chapter we present the application of
a bootstrap procedure used in our proposed model framework aimed at determining significance
of estimated parameters.
A variety models are fit along the  trace. Model selection is carried out via AIC, BIC
and a procedure aimed at reducing prediction error using CV or independent data generated from
the same population; the application of these procedures is covered in a later section. Once we
have selected our candidate model, we must determine the distribution of the parameters of
interest, their correlations, and significance; along with potential confidence intervals.
Traditional methods make asymptotic assumptions and use the standard errors to develop 95%
confidence intervals. Previous work has shown the problems inherent in deriving closed form
estimates for the variances of parameters from penalized models (Osbourne, 2000). As a result a
bootstrap resampling procedure is used. This procedure has shown great potential in correctly
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and dynamically describing distributions for estimates for novel procedures (Horowitz, 2001).
Therefore, as our new method is a suitable candidate, it seems fitting to apply a bootstrap
resampling procedure.
For the purposes of this dissertation, the bootstrapping pairs design is used. Denote B as
the number of bootstrap resamples. The size of B is set to 200; this is based on the statement that
B ranging from 50 to 200 is sufficient (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). For a covariate matrix X
and an ordinal outcome vector y , which are viewed as the population, define the tuple
which denotes the ith entry and row respectively,

i  1, 2 , . . . , n

 y ,X 
i

i ,.

. For each bootstrap resample we

resample n tuples, with replacement from the original data giving rise to a new data set Xb and
y b , b  1, 2,..., B . Once we have the B samples, the corresponding model is fit to each data set.

For the original data, once the model is selected based on the elastic net penalty, the
corresponding value of  is used in model fitting for all bootstrap resamples. This value is fixed
as allowing it to vary may introduce additional variation into our model (Osbourne, 2000) and it
is desirable that the variances be correctly attributed to the parameters and their interactions with
each other. Once the B models are fit the corresponding parameter estimates are obtained.
Denote the bth bootstrap parameters estimates as (αˆ , βˆ ,ˆ)b . Having these B parameter estimates
allows us to plot a histogram of the values and gain insight into their distributions; it can also be
used to examine interactions among estimates as well. As an example, for a given covariate,  p
included in our final model, once the bootstrap procedure is fit and we have the  p estimates we
b

are able to plot a histogram. An example is now shown.
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Figure 3.1
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This Figure is an example of a bootstrap distribution for  p . The benefit of
using this technique is that the distribution does not have to conform to a known
form.
The potential of using a bootstrap resampling procedure to obtain the distribution for a given
parameter is that it no longer has to conform to a known form; it is no longer bounded. In
addition, the corresponding confidence intervals can be developed; they need not be symmetric.
The resulting B estimates for a given parameter can also be used to assess significance; by the
proportion of them that are non-zero. In addition, a covariance matrix will also be calculated
from the bootstrap resamples. In the construction of the confidence intervals the bootstrap-t
confidence interval method is used. Some of the information in Chapter 2 will be restated,
serving as a reminder. In short, the bootstrap-t confidence intervals are of the from

 ˆ p  tˆ


(1 )

 seˆ, ˆ p  tˆ

( )

 seˆ  ,
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(3.22)

where seˆ(ˆ *j )  Vˆ ( j ) / B , with Vˆ (  j ) being defined in equation (2.29), and tˆ( ) is chosen from
the standard normal distribution such that #  Z * (b )  tˆ ( )  B   , where Z * (b) is defined as

Z * (b) 

βˆ (.) j  ˆ j
.
se ˆ (.)



j

(3.23)



In addition, ˆ p* is the average of the B bootstrap resampling based estimates. The bootstrap
resampling technique is formally applied as follows
1. For a given value of lambda,  k ,using the corresponding parameter estimates,  αˆ , βˆ , ˆ  ,
k

bootstrap resample from the tuples  yi , X i ,.  B =200 times. Place optional lower and
upper bounds on the parameter estimates.
2. For each bootstrap resample, use nonlinear programming to find the solution to equation
(3.8).
The empirical distribution function can be derived from the bootstrap distribution. The
empirical distribution can be defined as follows (Rohatgi and Saleh, 2001).
n

Definition 4. Let Fn* ( x )  n 1   ( x  X i ) . Then n F n* ( x ) is the number of X k ’s ( 1  k  n ) that are
j 1

≤ x. Fn* ( x ) is called the sample (or empirical) distribution function.
Define the indicator function ε as follows:
0

 (a)  
1

if a  0
if a  0

.

(3.24)

In addition we state the Corollary without proof (Rohatgi and Saleh, 2001):
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Corollary 1 For each x  R ,
P

Fn* ( x )  F ( x ) .

The stated corollary provides assurance that the bootstrap based empirical distribution will
approach the true distribution in probability.

3.5

Model Selection Criteria

As the proposed modeling procedure leads to a group of models along the λ trace, there is a need
to select one model using objective criteria; different criteria may lead to different candidate
models. The goal of any modeling procedure is to approximate, or make an educated guess at,
the truth. As stated by George Box “All models are wrong but some are useful”; the goal is to
select models that will shed some light on the true phenomenon in the data. In this section three
model selection procedures are employed; model selection based on AIC and BIC and cross
validation using a data set. This may lead to the selection of up to three models for further
consideration. It was the original goal to used k-fold CV but, due to large size of the data sets
and the computational time required to perform this, this approach was abandoned.
For model selection, using AIC and BIC, once the corresponding models along the λ trace
are found the model yielding the lowest AIC and BIC value are selected. In applying these
criterions the log likelihood in equation (3.5) is used; the penalty is not included. As these model
selection procedures are calculated using likelihoods based, purely, on a given distribution, not
using pseudo log likelihood like that in equation (3.8), it is best to adhere with convention
(Burnham and Anderson, 2004). In practice AIC has a tendency to select models that include a
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larger number of variables, some of which are truly non significant (George, 2000). Model
selection, using BIC, leans towards models that have a smaller amount of covariates as compared
with AIC which prefers the over fitted models (Kadane and Lazar, 2004). Although, in some
schools of thought, AIC is preferred over BIC (Kadane and Lazar, 2004), for this dissertation,
the models selected by both criterions are evaluated. The classification capabilities and variables
selected by both approaches can be compared.
The third approach selects the ideal model based on its predictive capabilities. The
modeling procedure is used to obtain various models for values of λ along the λ trace; their
performance is evaluated on a given data set. This data set is chosen three ways:
1. Partition the data into test and training data sets, and use the training data to evaluate the
model,
2. Use a completely separate data set that came from the same population as the original
data, or
3. Use the same data set on which the model is fit to validate the model.
The second option is more suitable to simulated data; real world data may also suitable if one is
able to generate this data under the same conditions as the original data. The first option is more
practical. For the ordinal outcome data, a simple definition of classification performance is
employed and is defined as follows: divide the number of correctly classified observations by the
total number of observations. The model that is able to correctly classify the most observations
is selected. For this dissertation, validation was performed using the data to which the model
was fit. In the spirit of George Box, once our three candidate models have been selected, they
can be compared using the objective measures described in Chapter 4.

3.6
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Supplemental Section

In the following section we derive the first and second derivatives of the multinomial based log
likelihood. For each observation define  ij  P(Y  j | x) which is the probability of observation i
falling into category j given a covariate vector x. For the purposes of model fitting we model the
above quantitites using a multinomial distribution. The kernel of the log likelihood function is
shown below:
n  J 1
P
 J 1   
L(βα | y : x)   yij j  xip  jp  log 1  e ij   ,
i 1 
p1
 j 1
 j 1  

(3.25)

p

where ij   j  xip  jp . For each observation, within each logit, we introduce an intercept term ij ,
h 1

for j = 1,2,…,J-1. This term is not pre multiplied by  j . This representation is known as the
stereotype logit (Anderson, 1984). We now model  ij as

exp(ij )
J 1

1   exp(ij )

, where

j 1

P

 ij   j   xip  p . In addition, we impose the constraint of, for p =1,2,…,P,  jp   j ' p , for j, j’ =
p 1

1,2,…,J-1. After some rearrangement, Equation(3.25) is now represented as
p
J 1 
n
n
 n
 J 1  
L(y x)    j  yij   j   p  xip yij    log 1   e ij  .
j 1 
i 1
p 1
i 1
j 1
 i 1



We now take the first derivative with respect to j . The result is

(3.26)
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dL
e ij
   yik 
J 1
d j i 1 

1   e ij

j 1

n








(3.27)

n

   yij   ij 
i 1

We now take the first derivative with respect to  p . The result is
 J 1 ij
x
e j
n  ip 
dL J 1 n
 k  xip yij    k J11
d  p j 1 i 1
ij
i 1 
 1 e
k 1

J 1

n

n

J 1

j 1

i 1

i 1

j 1








  j  xip yij   xip k  ij
n

J 1

i 1

j 1

(3.28)

  xip  j  yij   ij 

We now take the first derivative with respect to  j . The result is
 ij p
e  xip  p
p
n
n 
dL
p 1
   p  xip yij   
J 1

d j p 1 i 1

i 1
1

e ij


k 1

n

p

i 1

p 1








(3.29)

   yij   ij   xip  p

The results show in equations (3.27), (3.28), and (3.29) are used in the calculation of the score
vector. These are needed for the algorithm based on the work of Park and Hastie (2007). The
score function is used to evaluate variable entry into a given model for this approach. The
Hessian matrix is also used in both approaches; the first approach uses the Hessian matrix in the
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nonlinear programming portion of the model estimation algorithm, and the second approach uses
it to calculate βˆk in equation (3.11). The second order and mixed partials are presented below.
 J 1 ij  ij ij ij
1   e  e  e e
n
d 2L
j 1

  
2
J
1
d 2j
i 1

ij 
1   e 
j 1


n

  ij   ij2

(3.30)

i 1
n

  ij 1   ij 
i 1






n
d 2L
e ik e ij


   1  
2 
J

1
d k d j
i 1
  1   e ik  


k 1
 


(3.31)

n

   ik  ij
i 1

J 1
  J 1   
 1   e ij '  e ij  j xip  eij  eij '  j ' xip
n

d 2L
j '1
j '1

   
2
d j d  p
i 1 
 J 1 ij ' 
1   e 

 j '1 

n

J 1

i 1

j '1

   ij j xip   ij  ij ' j ' xip
n
J 1


   ij xip   j    ij ' j ' 
i 1
j '1











(3.32)
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  J 1    P
  1   e ij '  e ij  xip  p  eij eij  xip  p
n

d 2L
j ' 1
p 1
 p 1
   
2
d j d j
i 1 
 J 1 ij ' 
1   e 

j ' 1



n

P

P

i 1

p 1

p 1









    ij  xip  p   ij2  xip  p
n

P

i 1

p 1

(3.33)

    ij 1   ij   xip  p

P

 ik
ij 
e
x



e

ip
p
n
d 2l
p 1
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2
J

1
d k d j
i 1

ik ' 

1   e 

 k '1


n

P

i 1

p 1









(3.34)

   ik  ij  xip  p

J 1
J 1
  J 1   J 1 
 1   e ij '   e ij '  j ' xip j ' xip   eij '  j ' xip  eij '  j ' xip
n

d 2L
j ' 1
j 1
j 1
 j '1




2
2
dp
i 1 
 J 1 ij ' 
1   e 

j ' 1




n

J 1

   ij '  j ' xip 
i 1 j '1

2

 J 1

    ij '  j ' xip  
 j '1


 J 1

  x   ij '     ij ' j ' 
i 1
j '1
 j '1

n

2
ip

J 1

2

2
j'

n
J 1

 J 1

  xip2   ij ' j '  j '     ij ' j '  
i 1
j '1
 j '1
 


Based on the previous result









2

(3.35)
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n
J 1

 J 1

  xip xip '   ij ' j '  j '     ij ' j '  
d  p p'
i 1
j '1

 j '1
 
2

d l

(3.36)

P


 J 1 ij '  ij
  J 1 
  P


1   e  e xip  e ij  j xip  xip '  p '     e ij ' xip j '  e ij  xip '  p ' 

n


dl
j ' 1
p ' 1

  j '1
 p '1
   xip yij  

2
d  p d j i 1 
 J 1 ij ' 

1   e 


j ' 1




P

  J 1 
  P

e ij xip 1   xip '  p ' j    e ij ' xip j '  e ij  xip '  p '
n
 p '1
   j '1
 p '1
  xip yij 
2
J

1
J

1

i 1
 ij ' 

ij ' 
1   e 
1   e 
j ' 1


j ' 1



(3.37)

n
P
P

  J 1

  xip yij   ij xip 1   j  xip '  p '      ij ' xip j '   ij  xip '  p '
i 1
p '1

  j '1
 p '1
n
P


 J 1

  xip  yij   ij 1  ij   ij      ij ' j '   ij  xip '  p ' 


i 1
 j '1
 p '1



J 1
P
P
P
P
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1   e 
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 p 1

n

 P

    ij 1   ij    xip  p 
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n

2

2

(3.38)
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   ij '

 e  xip  p   e  xip  p 
d l
p 1
p 1

  1
  
2
J 1
d j d j '
i 1


 ij
1   e 
j 1


P

2

P

n

 P

   ij  ij '   xip  p 
i 1
 p 1

n

(3.39)

2

As these previous results are used in the implementation of the modeling procedures, matrix
representations are more suitable when coding theses functions. For the score function, its vector
representation is shown as
F
dL

d ( ,  , )  O '


O  A 
 
 
B  C 

(3.40)

where F is a ( J 1)   n  ( J  1) of the form
1 '


0 '




 0 '

0'

...

0'

0'

1'

...

0'

0'

0'

...

1'

0'

0 '


0 '




0 '

(3.41)

with 1 and 0 being n length vectors of ones and zeros. O is a 0 matrix of dimension
 X'
( p  J  1)  (n  p) . B has the following form: 

 0'

π X
0

 where z is a n  ( J  1) matrix

(z  ) ' 

with each row corresponding to the outcome vector for a given observation and π is a n  ( J 1)
matrix whose rows consist of  j ( x i ) for j = 1,2,…, J-1 . The vector A is of the form

 z1 


 z2 





 z J 1 

π
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2 
th
 , where z j and πj are the j columns of z and π . In addition C is of the form



J 1 

1

π
  z   

 . Due to the complexity of the Hessian matrix, the BFGS method was used to


β



represent this matrix; an initial guess at the Hessian is provided and updates are performed using
the score vector and the estimates from previous iterations.

CHAPTER 4

Application of the Proposed Model to Simulated Data

This chapter is concerned with the application of the proposed method to simulated data sets.
Specifically, the proposed model framework is compared with two competing methods on
various data simulation scenarios. In section 4.1 the data simulation procedure is fully
explained. Section 4.2 presents results of the proposed method to the data scenarios. The results
based on the application of the other methods are presented in Section 4.3. The chapter
concludes with a discussion in Section 4.4.
To assess of the proposed model, data are simulated under a variety of scenarios. As
previously discussed in Chapter 1, the performance of the model can be assessed in terms of
1. Accuracy of variable selection; and
2. Classification performance.
As a comparative variable selection method, the FDR adjusted univariate tests for each gene is
used (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Univariate proportional odds model are fit using the
ordinal outcome and each gene separately. The proposed model framework and the FDR based
method are compared with respect to:
1. Sensitivity: indentifying a truly important covariate as an important predictor;
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2. Specificity: exclusion of truly unimportant covariates from the true set of important
predictors; and
3. Significance of predicted parameter estimates.
As a comparative method for classification performance, a recursive partitioning method for
classifying an ordinal response (Archer, 2010), is used. At each level of the ordinal outcome, the
two methods are compared with respect to
1. Sensitivity: the percentage of positives labeled as such; and
2. Specificity: the percentage of negatives labeled as such.

4.1

Data Simulation

The R programming environment was used to simulate the data. For assessing the proposed
model the multivariate normal distribution was used to simulate datasets consisting of large
number of covariates and a smaller number of samples, such as is the case with microarray gene
expression data. For each simulation N = 80 observations and P = 400 covariates were
generated. In creating the covariates using the multivariate normal distribution, four types of
correlation structures were used. Each correlation matrix is of dimension 400 400 . The first
type of correlation matrix has a compound symmetric structure of the form
1
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(4.1)

where ρ was set to 0.01. The second structure was a first order autoregressive structure, AR(1),
of the form
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(4.2)

where ρ was set to 0.2. The third structure was a Toeplitz structure which has the form
 1  1
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(4.3)

where  i was generated randomly using Uniform (0.0,0.40). The final correlation structure is of
general, unstructured, form. It was of the same dimension as the previous structures but the off
diagonal entries were randomly selected from a uniform distribution Uniform(0.0, 0.4); the
diagonal entries were set to a value of 1. These different structures were selected to test the
strength of the proposed model scheme against different relationships among the covariates.
For each scenario, after the full correlation matrix was created, to make its form
acceptable for further processing the R function makePositiveDefinite (Wuertz et al., 2009) was
used to ensure that the correlation matrix was indeed positive definite. Thereafter, ten covariates
were selected to be the truly important predictors; the remaining 390 covariates were not related
to the response and hence were unimportant to the predictive structures. After this, the
correlation matrix was converted to a variance matrix Σ using the formula

Σ DSD,

(4.4)
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where D contains on its diagonal the desired standard deviations. For non significant variables
the standard deviations were set to 2; the standard deviations for truly important variables were
set to 1.
Using the Cholesky’s decomposition the covariance matrix can be decomposed as
follows:
Σ  AA ' .

(4.5)

Then, a matrix of dimension 400  80 , denoted X , was generated so that the columns of the
matrix demonstrate an independent multivariate normal distribution. An intermediate covariate
matrix X* with the desired covariate structure was created by the following transformation:
X* = AX .

(4.6)

Following this, a random normal vector, of length 390, with parameters N (0, 1) was generated to
represent the mean of the unimportant variables; the means of the 10 important variables
correspond to a random normal vector whose entries are generated from N (6, 1). These
combined vectors were used to represent the mean of the 400 covariates. This mean vector, μ̂ ,
was then combined with the covariate matrix to create the final covariate matrix X as follows
μ X
X =  M ( ˆ )  *  ' ,

(4.7)

μ

where M ( ˆ ) is a 400  80 matrix with each column equaling μ̂ . The generation of X was
carried out by the R function rmvnorm (Genz et al., 2010).
For the desired outcome there are four levels. After the 10 truly predictive covariates
were selected, the matrix Z was generated. Z is a 80  4 matrix containing the output row
vectors, of length 4, for the 80 observations. Let i = 1,2,…,80 index the observations and j =
1,2,3,4 index the outcome levels. The probabilities,  j ( x i ) , were generated using the one
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dimensional Stereotype Logit Model (Anderson, 1984). For a given xi , the ith row of X , each
entry in the matrix Zij was generated as follows

 j (xi ) 

β β
exp(j j x'i )
J 1

1exp(j  x )
'
j i

j1

,

(4.8)

where β is a vector of length having coefficients {0.50, 0.50, 0.50, 0.50, 0.50, -0.50, -0.50, -0.50,
-0.50, -0.50,}. The baseline level was set at j=4. The simulated α parameters { -0.70,0.10,0.10,0.00 }. The  parameters values {1.00, 0.67, 0.33, 0.00}. For a given observation, i,
denote the true outcome, h, as yi  arg max  h (xi ) . For a given observation, i, a random
h

component was included in the generation of the values in Z  i ,  using a uniform distribution.
After rescaling the values of Z  i ,  such that their sum equals one, denote this new matrix as Z * .
The entry Z*ij has the following form
β β


 exp(   x '   ) 
j i
 * cij ,
 j ( xi )   J 1 j


'
1   exp( j   j xi   ) 
j 1



where   U (  0.5, 0.5) and c ij is a value calculated such that


j

(4.9)

j

( x i )  1 . This matrix was used

to assign the class, j, to each observation as yi  arg max  j ( xi ) using Z* i, . Denote the vector
j

containing these values as y * . The y * vector, along with the covariate matrix X , were used in
the model fitting process.
For other members of the exponential family, namely the normal and exponential
distribution, closed form estimates of the variance matrix of the parameters exist (Tibshirani,
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1996) and (Osborne et al., 2000). However, there are unsatisfactory qualities which render these
unsuitable for practical use (Osborne et al., 2000). Therefore for the developed procedure,
instead of deriving the closed form of the parameter estimates’ variance matrix, bootstrapping
resampling techniques were used to estimate the variances of the model parameters (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1993). The data simulation process, previously described, will be carried out 4 times,
once for each correlation structure. The proposed model framework will be applied to the each
of the simulations; the appropriate tuning parameter will be selected using validation based on
simulated data.

Denote these tuning parameters e for e  1, 2, 3, 4 . Within each of the

simulations B=200 bootstrap resamples will be generated. For the data set e, the tuning
parameter e will be used when fitting the model to each of the 200 resamples. This will allow
for the examination of the parameters estimates, with regard to their significance, distributions,
and correlations, for each e . The choice on the number of bootstrap resamples is based on the
fact that 50 to 200 resamples are adequate (Efron, 1986).

4.2

Application of Proposed Method

This section presents the results of the application of the proposed method to the described
scenarios, namely the compound symmetric, AR(1), Toeplitz, and unstructured correlated data.
The method, as described in Chapter 3, coded in the R programming environment was used to fit
models along the lambda trace. Table 4.1 shows the percent of observations correctly classified.
Table 4.2 presents the number of variables selected and the subset, thereof, that was significant.
The parameter estimates, along with 95% confidence intervals, are also shown in subsequent
tables for the 4 simulation scenarios. Bootstrap resampling was used to provide an estimate of
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the standard error. B = 200 resamples were used. Boxplots of the bootstrap parameter estimates
are also shown for each of the simulation scenarios.
The classification capabilities were the highest for the Toeplitz correlated data; the
general correctly classified percentage is somewhat low. The variable selection capabilities are
acceptable as three out of the four data scenarios yield at least eight out of ten of the correct
variables. However, a large portion of the non-significant variables are included in the final
model as well. The signs of the estimates are correct. Based on the boxplots, the first five plots
should have a positive average value and the last five should be negative. This is preserved, for
the most part. For the confidence intervals of the parameter estimates, the intervals are
somewhat small. This is an anticipated result as the proposed method is supposed to yield
parameter estimates with low variability. Although one of the drawbacks of penalized likelihood
modeling procedures is the bias in the parameter estimates, this did not occur based on the
presented results. The results indicate that the modeling framework is adept at variable
selection; the classification capabilities aspect requires finer tuning. Reasons for this are
presented in Section 4.4.
Table 4.1
Correlation Structure
Percent Correctly Classified
Compound Symmetric
45.00
AR(1)
41.25
Toeplitz
52.50
Unstructured
40.00
The percent of observations correctly classified for the simulation scenarios based on the
application of the proposed method. Final models were chosen based on the highest percent
correctly classified.
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Table 4.2
Correlation Structure

Number of Selected Number of Truly Important
Variables
Variables
Compound Symmetric
162
10
AR(1)
38
8
Toeplitz
45
4
Unstructured
62
9
The number of selected variables along with truly important predictors based on the application
of the proposed method. Final models were chosen based on the highest percent correctly
classified.
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Table 4.3
Truly Important Variable
Parameter Estimate
95% Confidence Interval
V1
1.40
(1.04, 1.75)
V2
1.77
(1.38, 2.16)
V3
1.16
(0.78, 1.54)
V4
0.97
(0.55, 1.39)
V5
1.06
(0.65, 1.47)
V6
-3.22
(-3.81, -2.63)
V7
-0.97
(-1.33, -0.62)
V8
-1.65
(-2.15, -1.16)
V9
-1.19
(-1.54, -0.84)
V10
-1.66
(-2.08, -1.23)
Parameter estimates, along with 95% confidence interval, for truly important variables included
in the final model of the compound symmetric correlated data. The final model was chosen based
on the highest percent correctly classified.
Figure 4.1
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Boxplot of parameter estimates over the B=200 bootstrap resamples for the ten truly important
covariates in the compound symmetric simulation. The final model was chosen based on the
highest percent correctly classified.
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Table 4.4
Truly Important Variable
Parameter Estimate
95% Confidence Interval
V1
0.45
(0.22, 0.68)
V2
0.77
(0.51, 1.02)
V3
0.53
(0.30, 0.76)
V4
1.08
(0.72, 1.43)
V5
1.65
(1.22, 2.08)
V7
-1.09
(-1.43, -0.74)
V8
-2.53
(-2.99, -2.07)
V9
-0.76
(-1.01, -0.51)
Parameter estimates, along with 95% confidence interval, for significant variables included in the
final model of the AR(1) correlated data. The final model was chosen based on the highest
percent correctly classified.
Figure 4.2
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Boxplot of parameter estimates over the B=200 bootstrap resamples for the ten truly important
covariates in the AR1 simulation. The final model was chosen based on the highest percent
correctly classified.
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Table 4.5
Truly Important Variable
Parameter Estimate
95% Confidence Interval
V1
1.07
(0.85, 1.30)
V2
2.45
(2.06,2.84)
V9
-1.94
(-2.25, -1.63)
V10
-0.84
(-1.07, -0.61)
Parameter estimates, along with 95% confidence interval, for significant variables included in the
final model of the Toeplitz correlated data. The final model was chosen based on the highest
percent correctly classified.
Figure 4.3
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Boxplot of parameter estimates over the B=200 bootstrap resamples for the ten truly important
covariates in the Toeplitz simulation. The final model was chosen based on the highest percent
correctly classified.
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Table 4.6
Truly Important Variable
Parameter Estimate
95% Confidence Interval
V1
1.91
(1.57, 2.26)
V2
2.01
(1.72, 2.31)
V3
1.49
(1.12, 1.86)
V4
3.54
(3.07, 4.00)
V6
-2.90
(-3.32,-2.48)
V7
-0.73
(-1.00, -0.45)
V8
-3.47
(-3.89, -3.06)
V9
-3.17
(-3.69, -2.65)
V10
-1.47
(-1.87, -1.07)
Parameter estimates, along with 95% confidence interval, for significant variables included in the
final model of the unstructured Correlated Data. The final model was chosen based on the
highest percent correctly classified.
Figure 4.4
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Boxplot of parameter estimates over the B=200 bootstrap resamples for the ten truly important
covariates in the unstructured simulation. The final model was chosen based on the highest
percent correctly classified.
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4.3

Comparison with Competing Methods

4.3.1 rpartOrdinal
The next section presents the results of the rpartOrdinal to the four described simulation
scenarios. The resulting classification trees are shown in Fig 4.5. Table 4.7 presents the percent
of observations correctly classified. The percent of observations correctly classified is
considerably higher than that of the proposed method for all the simulation scenarios.
Table 4.7
Correlation Structure

Percent correctly classified

Compound Symmetric

73.75

AR(1)

68.75

Toeplitz

66.25

Unstructured

72.50

The percent of observations correctly classified for the simulation scenarios based on the
application rpartOrdinal.

4.3.2 FDR
The next section presents the results based on the application of the FDR based method. Table
4.4 presents the variables selected for each scenario as well as the subset thereof that are
significant. A cutoff value of q =0.10 was used; more commonly, a q=0.05 is used in gene
expression studies so our q-value of 0.10 is very conservative. The proposed method
outperformed this approach with regards to variable selection. However, this approach did not
select a large portion of non-significant variables as the proposed method did. For the toeplitz
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correlated data there were perfect variable selection, however, a large portion of non-significant
variables were selected as well.

The classification trees based on the application of the rpartOrdnal procedure to the data
simulation scenarios are shown.

Figure 4.5
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T able 4.8
Correlation Structure

Number of selected

Number of truly important

variables

variables

Compound Symmetric

1

1

AR(1)

3

2

260

10

2

2

Toeplitz
Unstructured

The number of selected variables along with truly important predictors based on the application
of the proposed method.

4.4

Conclusion and Discussion

The whole aim of this chapter was to evaluate the general applicability of the proposed model
framework to the described correlation structures. In addition, we sought to compare the
proposed method to two other competing methods; the rpartOrdinal method and a method
whereby we analyze each gene separately using the proportional odds model then apply the FDR
approach to determine the top most significant genes. The goal was to evaluate and compare the
classification and variable selection capabilities of the stereotype based model. In addition, a
bootstrap technique was incorporated to provide estimates of the 95% confidence intervals for
the parameter estimates.
With regards to classification capabilities, the rpartOrdinal method clearly outperformed
the proposed method. The rpartOrdinal method performs splits on the data based on what leads
to the best classification; my method aims to maximize the likelihood associated with the model
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based subject to the elastic net constraint. As such, it is not surprising why this method
outperformed the proposed one. It is also worth noting that, while the rpartOrdinal method did
better at classifying observations, other than the primary splitting variable the variables used by
this method to classify were, for the most part, not the significant variables included in the
model. However, examination of the primary splits of bootstrap aggregated rpartOrdinal models
may better capture more of the truly important covariates (Archer and Mas, 2009). In addition,
the optimization procedure used may also have an effect of the results. The solnp function was
used. For other such papers, where penalized likelihood models for high dimensional data,
functions that were used for the nonlinear programming aspect were developed to deal with large
scale covariate matrices. These programs were either developed by leading researchers in the
field of nonlinear programming or they were purchased from companies. This option was not
available for this dissertation. To the best of my knowledge, I am not sure if the solnp function
had this characteristic. If I were able to use one of these higher end functions, this might
improve the quality of the results.
For the intercept and intensity parameters, not all of the observations are used to estimate
these. For  j and  j , only the observations falling into the j th category are used to estimate the
estimates. If there is a small sample size and if there is a small amount of observations at one
level of the ordinal outcome, there may not be enough observations to estimate these parameters
with a certain degree of accuracy. This is clearly shown in the results. As all the observations
are used to estimate β̂ , we see that the variables selection portion of the model is quite capable at
selecting the variables and also providing estimates that are close to the real parameters.
Because of the small sample size, and the small proportions in each group, the intercept and
intensity parameters are somewhat ill estimated, this is what causes the rpartOrdinal method to
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outperform the proposed method. Again, with a larger sample size, the quality of the
classification capabilities of the model should increase. In addition, the rpartOrdinal method
makes no distributional assumptions about the data; the proposed method makes use of the
multinomial distribution in the proposed framework. As such, odds ratio, parameter estimates,
standard errors, and all the other things which come along with likelihood based modeling
procedure can be employed. This method also allows bootstrap resampling to assess variable
significance.
With regards to variable selection, the proposed model framework outperforms the FDR
based method, with the exception of the Toeplitz correlated data. Although the FDR based
method is very popular, it does directly not take into account the correlations inherent in the data;
these correlations are very important as it is known that genes usually operate in concert with
each other (Nikolsky and Bryant, 2009). The proposed modeling framework takes this into
account. In addition the FDR based method also used a proportional odds modeling scheme.
This means that the proportional odds assumption needs to be verified for each univariate model
fit; this is not required for the proposed model. As the modeling framework, presented in
Chapter 3, replaces this proportional odds framework by the use of intensity parameters, no
verification needs to be performed on these as they are freely estimated. With the exception of
the simple upper and lower bounds, no harsh restrictions are placed on them. In addition the
proposed framework also incorporates a bootstrap resampling procedure to fit many models and
use them for the purposes of parameter and standard error estimation; this probably reduces the
variability in the model. This could also help explain why my method outperforms this one on
the simulated data.
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It is also worth noting that with the two competing methods are fundamentally different
from my own method. My method is a multivariate based likelihood approach, the other two are
not. In addition, the other two methods are better established. They were developed by
statisticians with more computing resources. With more time and additional modifications, the
goal is to have a method that will become a translational tool widely used by researchers and
statisticians analyzing ordinal outcome data with a high dimensional covariate space.

CHAPTER 5

Applications of the Proposed Model to Gene Expression Data

In Chapter 3, a stereotype ordinal regression model framework, with an elastic net penalty, was
formally postulated. The proposed method employs a pseudo likelihood approach aimed at
modeling data with an ordinal outcome. In addition, the method is equipped to handle the data
structure characterized by the presence of more variables than observations. Estimation of model
parameters was also covered. Because of the addition of the elastic net penalty to the log
likelihood function, closed form estimates of the variances for the parameter estimates may be
inaccurate. As a result, a bootstrapped resampling procedure was incorporated to provide
acceptable variance estimates. In the development framework, many models are formulated
along the λ trace; an objective procedure must be employed to select a suitable candidate. For
the purposes of model selection, AIC, BIC, and a model selection procedure aimed at reducing
the predictive error of the model, via validation, were examined. In Chapter 4, we applied the
method to simulated data; the objective was to measure how well it performed under straining
circumstances. Application of the proposed method to ‘real world’ problems provides another
opportunity to evaluate its effectiveness. In this chapter we formally apply the proposed
methods to high throughput gene expression data with an ordinal outcome
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variable. As is common for these data, there are more variables (genes) than observations
(people). One data set is associated with a study designed to ascertain genes related to various
states of diseased liver tissue (Mas et al., 2009). The second set is connected to a study
involving testicular seminoma (Gashaw et al., 2005). In this study the outcome type was related
to various stages of the germ cell tumor. In both data sets gene expression values were used as
the independent variables. In Section 5.1, we provide the results of the application of the
proposed method to the diseased liver tissue data. The goal is to discover a gene set significantly
related to the ordinal nature of the diagnosed outcome. In Section 5.2 we apply the proposed
method to the seminoma data in attempt to discover gene signatures related to the tumor
progression of the cancer.

5.1

Application to Liver Data

These data came from a study titled “Genes Involved in Viral Carcinogenesis and Tumor
Initiation in Hepatitis C Virus-Induced Hepatocellular Carcinoma” (Mas et al. 2009). The
primary aim of this grant funded project was to find genes related to: HCC, a malignancy of the
liver; and cirrhosis of the liver. Although the incidence of HCC is relatively low in developed
countries, in the past few decades there has been an increase in the amount of reported cases in
countries such as Japan, United Kingdom, and France (El-Serag and Mason, 1999). The number
of reported cases is also on the rise in the USA and is due, in part, to the prevalence of the
Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). It is estimated that 4,000,000 persons are HCV seropositive and it is
known that one of the main causes of HCC is HCV infection (Thomas and Zhu, 2005). In this
study the issue of cirrhosis is also covered. Cirrhosis is a condition in the liver where the tissue
is replaced by fibrosis, scar tissue, and regenerative nodules. Like, HCC, some of the causes of
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cirrhosis are HCV, Hepatitis B, and alcohol abuse (Mayo Clinic, 2009). It is believed that almost
every carcinogenic pathway is altered in the development of the HCC (Thomas and Zhu, 2005).
In the diagnosis of HCC the following guidelines are provided by (Ryder, 2003):
1. Once HCC is suspected, a computed tomography (CT) scan of the liver and thorax is a
common detection mechanism.
2. In addition, a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), followed by a CT scan, may offer a
more effective means of detecting lesions on the liver.
Once HCC has been successfully confirmed, transplantation is one of two successful methods
proved at resolving this disease, along with hepatic resection (Ryder, 2003). In the case where
surgery is not possible, non-surgical techniques, such as percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI),
may provide some benefit (Ryder 2003). In the case the cancer cannot be resolved; the disease
usually results in death to the patient in approximately 3-6 months, although it has been common
for some people to survive longer. Although there are ways and methods aimed at detecting this
disease, HCC is usually caught in the later stages and there is still no set standard of care (Llovet
et al., 2002)
In the aforementioned study there were various diseased states of the liver. The tissue types are
as follows:
 Normal Liver Tissue (normal)
Cirrhotic Liver Tissue (pre-malignant)
HCC liver tissue

(malignant)

As stated by Thomas and Zhu, (2005), “Because of the heterogeneity of the underlying
etiologies, it is a challenge to provide a clear and consistent portrait of the principal molecular
abnormalities in this disease.” Due to the complex nature of this cancer, some people believe
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that estimating HCC for HCV patients cannot be done with a given level of accuracy (Di
Bisceglie, 1997). The issue of diagnosis for HCC provides an excellent opportunity to evaluate
our model framework as the proposed method will not only find genes related to HCC but also to
the progression of the disease based on the ordinal outcome. In addition the method will impose
an ordering scheme on the outcome types. There has been recent work on fitting a penalized
model to a subset of the data from this study (Archer et al., 2009).
In the application of the method the only independent variables used were gene
expression values. The cRNA samples were hybridized to the HG-U133A and the HG-U133A
2.0. chips. These chips are able to interrogate approximately 17000, and 14500 unique genes
respectively (Affymetrix, CA).

5.1.1 Data Preporcessing
The data were provided from the Gene Expression Omnibus. The Affymetrix HG-U133A 2.0
chip was used. The raw data, CEL files, were downloaded from
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE14323. The expression summaries
were obtained using the robust median average (RMA). In an attempt to filter the genes the
Present/Absent calls were used. The only genes included were those where there was a present
call in all the samples.
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Boxplots for the based on the bootstrap resampling procedure for the genes selected from application of the
proposed model.
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5.1.2 Results
The proposed model was applied to the gene expression dataset, with associated ordinal
outcome, in an attempt to determine genes associated with disease progression of liver tissue
classified by Normal →Cirrhosis →HCC. The algorithm lambda trace was formally applied to
the data. The gene expression values were the only variables used. The variables were
standardized (centered and scaled) prior to model fitting. Among the 98 samples, 19 had normal
liver tissue, 41 had cirrhosis of the liver, and 38 had HCC. The genes used to fit the model were
selected if the MAS 5 calls were declared as present in all samples. This reduced the number of
candidate genes to 4406; this set was passed to the model. The results are shown for the model
corresponding to λ = 0.001.
Bootstrap resampling was used to provide estimates of the standard error which were
used in the construction of the confidence intervals. B=200 resamples were used. In each
resample, a fixed sample size of 98 patients are randomly drawn, with replacement, from the
original sample. When the method was applied to these resamples, the value of λ was fixed at
0.001. To assess the significance of the parameter estimates, the bootstrap-t confidence intervals
were used. The aim was to ascertain if the parameters estimates were significantly different from
0. The boxplots based on the proposed method applied to the bootstrap resamples are also
shown (Fig 5.1). The percent of observations corrected classified was 38.78%. Table 5.1 shows
the selected genes, along with their confidence intervals. The corresponding gene names are also
presented. Similar to the results in Chapter 4, the 95% confidence intervals are very small; the
percentage correctly classified is somewhat low.
A α level of 0.05 was used in determining significance. These genes can be further
assessed for significance by using a publicly available database, such as GO or Entrez,
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performing pathway analysis, seeking input from a scientific investigator, or from prior
knowledge. Based on the KEGG database, the KRAS gene has been linked to HCC. According
to Entrez Gene, NCOR1 has been implicated in prostate, bladder, colorectal, and breast cancer;
STAT3 functions in many cellular processes including cell growth and apoptosis; and PTPN3 is
associated with oncogenic human papillomavirus E6 proteins.
Table 5.1
Gene name
NCOR1
CALD1
OSBP
ATMIN
TJP2
RABAC1
MTRR

Definition

Parameter Estimate

nuclear receptor corepressor 1
caldesmon 1
oxysterol binding protein
ATM interactor
tight junction protein 2
Rab acceptor 1
5-methyltetrahydrofolatehomocysteine
methyltransferase reductase
PTPN3
protein tyrosine phosphatase,
non-receptor type 3
EEF2
eukaryotic elongation factor-2
kinas
PLGLB1
plasminogen-like B1
PDIA3
protein disulfide isomerase
family A, member 3
VCP
valosin-containing protein
STAT3
signal transducer and
activator of transcription 3
TMEM41B
transmembrane protein 41B
ACVR1B
activin A receptor, type IB
KRAS
v-Ki-ras2 Kirsten rat sarcoma
viral oncogene homolog
SHMT2
serine
hydroxymethyltransferase 2
TMEM93
transmembrane protein 93
SPCS3
signal peptidase complex
subunit 3 homolog
AQP3
aquaporin 3
INTS5
integrator complex subunit 5
THADA
thyroid adenoma associated
Parameters estimates for significant genes for liver samples.

-9.46
9.95
0.02
6.17
-4.66
-6.50
0.00

95% Confidence
Interval
(-9.62, -9.31)
(9.87, 10.04)
(-0.59, 0.63)
(5.68, 6.66)
(-5.08, -4.24)
(-6.85, -6.14)
(-0.35, 0.34)

-1.51

(-2.02, -1.00)

4.11

(3.46, 4.77)

2.72
-2.93

(2.36, 3.09)
(-3.31, -2.55)

-0.66
4.73

(-1.57, -0.24)
(4.27, 5.20)

6.00
-1.33
-4.65

(5.51, 6.48)
(-1.89,-0.78)
(-5.02,-4.28)

-4.25

(-4.78, -3.71)

1.35
3.84

(0.82, 1.88)
(3.19, 4.49)

-4.66
-1.27
-3.98

(-5.06, -4.26)
(-1.93, -0.60)
(-4.01, -3.95)
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5.2

Application to Testicular Seminoma Data

These data originate from a study titled “Gene signatures of testicular seminoma with emphasis
on expression of ets variant gene 4” (Gashaw et al., 2005). Testicular seminoma is a germ cell
tumor occurring in the sperm of the testes. Some of the common symptoms are: discomfort in
the testes, ache in the lower back or abdomen, enlargement of the testes, and lumps in the testes
(Wrong Diagnosis, 2009). A primary detection tool for this cancer is a physical exam. Other
methods of diagnosis include abdominal and pelvic CT scan and ultrasound on the scrotum.
Although the incidence of testicular seminoma has increased in recent years, only a few risk
factors are known (Gashaw et al. 2005). There is not a high prevalence of germ cell tumors in
general; it believed to represent 1%-2% of male malignancies. However, germ cell tumors are
highly occurring in males aged 15-35 years (Williams et al., 2009). It is believed that factors
present at the earlier stages of childhood, even in the uterus contribute to this ailment (Akre et
al., 1996). In addition, a history of cryptorchidism, an absence of at least one testis, also
increases risk of predisposition to this cancer (Williams et al., 2009). The incidence of the
disease is higher in whites than in African Americans (Williams et al., 2009). HIV infection is
also a predisposing factor (Virtual medical center, 2009). In addition to the varied ways of
dealing with the disease, the treatment options include surgical resection which removes the
testes and lymph nodes (Tait et al, 1984). In addition, high dose X-ray radiation of the lymph
nodes, which is used after surgery to prevent the tumor from returning, and chemotherapy have
been shown to improve survival in patients with stage one testicular seminoma (Fossa et
al,1999). Patients with seminoma are not likely to undergo metastasis (Virtual medical center,
2009).
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In the associated study, the goal was to use olignucleotide microarrays in an attempt to
understand the disease at a molecular level. In this study 72 samples were used. The age of the
men in the study ranged from 21 to 58. In the study data the outcome variable was ordinal. The
levels were:
1. Normal Testes
2. Tumor stage 1, cancer has not spread beyond the testicle
3. Tumor stage 2, cancer has spread lymph nodes and the abdomen
4. Tumor stage 3, cancer has spread beyond the lymph nodes to other parts of the body.
This study is well suited to the proposed model framework. Although our method does not
process ordinal input, it takes nominal outcome variables and provides an ordinal structure to it.
This method can be used to verify the ordinal classifications of the tissue. In addition, using the
λ trace feature will allow determination of the genes, with associated parameter estimates, that
are truly predictive of progression of seminoma. The cDNA samples were processed using HGU95Av2 chip which is able to interrogate 12000 genes (Affymetrix, CA).

5.2.1 Data Preporcessing
The data were provided from the Gene Expression Omnibus. The Affymetrix HG-U95Av2 chip
was used. The raw data, CEL files, were downloaded,
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE8607. The expression summaries
were obtained using RMA. In an attempt to filter the genes the Present/Absent calls were used.
The only genes included were those where there was a present call in all the samples. In all, 43
samples were used.
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5.2.2 Results
The progression of the tissue is classified as Normal→pT1→pT2→pT3. In an attempt to
determine genes associated with progression of seminoma, the proposed model was applied to
the gene expression dataset. The algorithm lambda trace was formally applied to the data. The
gene expression values were the only variables used. The variables were standardized (centered
and scaled) prior to model fitting. Among the 43 samples, 3 had normal tested, 22 had pT1, 14
had pT2, and 4 had pT3. The genes used to fit the model were selected if the MAS 5 calls were
declared as present in all samples. This reduced the number of candidate genes to 2956; this set
was passed to the model. The results are shown for the model corresponding to λ = 0.05.
B=50 resamples were attempted to provide estimates of the standard error; these were
used in the construction of 95% confidence intervals. In each resample, a fixed sample size of
43 patients was randomly drawn, with replacement, from the original sample. As there were a
small number of patients with pT3 and normal tissue, the probability of resampling these
observations was increased to ensure that observations from all levels of the outcome would be
included in each bootstrap resample. When the method was applied to these resamples, the value
of λ was fixed at 0.05. To assess the significance of the parameter estimates, the bootstrap-t
confidence intervals were used. The aim was to ascertain if the parameters estimates were
significantly different from 0. The percent of observations corrected classified was 55.81%.
Table 5.2 shows the selected genes.
A α level of 0.05 was used in determining significance. These genes can be further
assessed for significance by using an Ontology database, such as GO; performing pathway
analysis; a scientific investigator, with prior knowledge. The corresponding gene names are also
presented. Due to the small sample size, when applying the proposed method to the bootstrap
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resamples, the nonlinear programming function solnp was not able to find optimal solutions. As
a result, only the parameter estimates for the final model are presented without confidence
intervals.
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Table 5.2
Gene name
RASA1
MYBL2

Definition
RAS p21 protein activator
v-myb myeloblastosis viral oncogene homolog (avian)like 2
CCNH
cyclin H
E2F1
E2F transcription factor 1
JUP
junction plakoglobin
PRKAR1A
protein kinase, cAMP-dependent, regulatory, type I,
alpha
TRIM13
tripartite motif-containing 13
SFN
stratifin
SLC29A1
solute carrier family 29 (nucleoside transporters),
member 1
RPS3
ribosomal protein S3
BOP1
block of proliferation 1
TOP2B
topoisomerase (DNA) II beta 180kDa
SPARCL1
SPARC-like 1 (hevin)
CLU
clusterin
RASA1
RAS p21 protein activator (GTPase activating protein) 1
UPP1
uridine phosphorylase 1
DHPS
deoxyhypusine synthase
DHPS
deoxyhypusine synthase
EPS15
epidermal growth factor receptor pathway substrate 15
TFDP1
transcription factor Dp-1
ESD
esterase D
ATIC
5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide ribonucleotide
formyltransferase/IMP
cyclohydrolase
TERF2IP
telomeric repeat binding factor 2, interacting protein
CEBPG
CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP), gamma
OGFR
opioid growth factor receptor
SPG11
spastic paraplegia 11
NFATC3
nuclear factor of activated T-cells, cytoplasmic,
calcineurin-dependent 3
TACC1
transforming, acidic coiled-coil containing protein 1
UTRN
utrophin
RGBP
chromosome 20 open reading frame 20
KIF2A
kinesin heavy chain member 2A
PDPN
podoplanin
TUBB
tubulin, beta
PIGF
phosphatidylinositol glycan anchor biosynthesis, class F
Parameters estimates for significant genes for seminoma samples

Parameter Estimate
-10.00
5.73
10.00
10.00
-8.55
-10.00
2.89
9.99
10.00
-6.84
10.00
6.06
10.00
0.72
-10.00
0.01
-1.75
-7.72
-10.00
-4.00
7.54
-6.49
10.00
-4.08
2.73
0.00
-8.98
7.14
10.00
-10.00
-10.00
3.32
-8.28
-1.80
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For the two gene expression data sets, a list of genes was presented. These genes were
declared significant in relation to the ordinal outcome, progression of disease. Pathway analysis
may be performed on these genes; a corresponding database search can also be conducted to
ascertain if the gene had been previously linked to the disease progression. A clinical
investigator, with prior knowledge of the disease domain, can also assess the significance of
these genes.

CHAPTER 6

Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Work

6.1

Conclusions

Ordinal regression is concerned with modeling an ordinal outcome. Using a multivariate
modeling scheme for a given set of covariates, ordinal regression is well suited to model
response to treatment, which is often evaluated as no response, partial response, and complete
response. In Chapter 1, we reviewed existing procedures for modeling this outcome type. We
also presented biomedical applications for these procedures. Limitations of the existing
procedures were presented, namely, the inadequacy of the methods when more variables than
observations are present. In Chapter 2, we presented the LASSO and ridge penalties as applied
to linear and logistic regression modeling. These shrinkage procedures have successfully
modeled high dimensional covariate data sets in a continuous and binary outcome setting. In that
Chapter, we also covered various bootstrap resampling techniques aimed at estimating
confidence intervals. Model selection methods including AIC, BIC, and CV were also
presented.
In Chapter 3, the proposed modeling framework was presented in detail, with all
supporting information. The derivation of the nonlinear objective function was established,
along with the addition of the elastic net penalty. The modeling algorithm
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was presented. An applied implementation of the algorithm was also laid out. The
implementation was divided into three parts lambda trace, model estimation, and variable entry
into the model. The concept of likelihood estimation was explained; the nonlinear
programming, in an attempt to find an optimal solution given a nonlinear constraint, was
presented. Estimation of variable importance via bootstrap resampling procedures was shown,
with the bias corrected confidence interval applied to this method. Finally the score and Hessian
functions of the objective function were fully derived. Chapter 4 saw the application of the
proposed method to simulated data scenarios; the method was compared with two competing
methods. Variable selection and correct classification were the metrics used in the comparison.
The aim was to determine the general applicability of the model to various correlation structures.
The toplitz, AR(1), general (unstructured), and the compound symmetric correlation structures
were used. Based on the results, the proposed method performs well with regards to variable
selection; the classification capabilities were somewhat low. An explanation for this was
provided in Section 4.4. Surprisingly the model applied to the Toeplitz correlated data yielded
the worst variable selection but the correct classification. Using larger sample sizes might
increase the classification capabilities of the model.
In Chapter 5, the method was applied to existing gene expression data sets. One example
was gene expression data associated with disease liver tissue. The first was a study examining
gene expression associated with normal, pre-malignant and malignant liver tissue. The second
examined gene expression associated with stage of testicular seminoma (normal tissue, pT1,
pT2, and pT3). Based on the results, the method shows promise with regards to classifying
ordinal outcome of disease using gene expression data. For the data associated with the diseased
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liver tissue, again, the classification is low. With regards to variables selection, for the
significant variables further analysis is requires to determine their significance.

6.2

Limitations and Future Work

There are some limitations of the proposed modeling framework, one of them being the
instability of the Hessian matrix. We are dealing with a multivariate model (many models where
we constrain some parameter estimates to be the same across all models). In addition, we are
incorporating the elastic net penalty; bounds are placed on all parameters. Due to the presence of
exponential functions in the model, if parameters were not bounded, the function could produce
values of infinity and parameter estimates could not be obtained. If λ is set too high, the model
becomes unstable; the Hessian becomes positive definite and estimation is not allowed. The
same happens if the parameters’ lower and upper bounds are set too close. If they are too broad,
the objective function can grow to infinity.
Similar to other non-linear fitting methods, starting values can be problematic. A future
direction is to enhance the model-fitting algorithm by passing the Hessian and score functions to
the optimization function. The benefit of this is that it would enable verification of whether the
Hessian is positive definite and, if not, invoke an appropriate function to make it positive
definite. An R function makePositivedefinite (Wuertz et. al., 2009) could be used. However, the
nonlinear programming function solnp does not allow one to supply the score and Hessian matrix
functions. Another limitation is the length of time the code takes to execute. Because an
exhaustive model search is performed, this is not unexpected. A future direction is to optimize
the method by coding it in C++ code that is then callable by R function.
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For a given value of lambda, a stepwise model selection procedure is incorporated
whereby we add variables until up to n  2  J  3 have been included or until all variables have
been considered. As n is not too large, due the fact that most gene expression studies have small
sample sizes, this constraint is not a problem. However, as there are thousands of genes, many
of them non-significant. As a result, the model may run for a long time if a lot of non-significant
genes are evaluated by the procedure. One of the ways of getting around this is by filtering the
genes. As stated in Chapter 5, the present absent calls were used to filter out some of the nonimportant genes but this reduced the number from about 12000 to around 5000, maybe less.
Once we have determined the order of variable entry into the model using variable entry into the
model, we could meet with investigators. They could whittle down the list, selecting the genes
they believe to be significant; we could also just select the 100 top most genes and use those.
We could also select a group of genes in a genetic pathway and use those in the model fitting
process.
It was decided not to use a close form to represent the variances for the parameter
estimates; instead we decided to use the bootstrap resampling procedure to accomplish this.
With time permitting, it may be of interest to estimate a closed form parameter estimate variance
matrix. This has the benefit of reducing computational time as up to 200 models under the
bootstrap resampling scheme are currently fit.
Also the solution provided the nonlinear programming function may not be unique.
Although the stereotype based modeling procedure is near a glm framework, it is still considered
a glm in nature. As, such an optimal solution may not exist, or there may be many local minima.
As a result, different starting values may yield different solutions. In this study the results from
applying the method to a given dataset do not exhibit a great deal of variation; the results of the
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applied bootstrap procedure confirm this. The function gosolnp (Wuertz et. Al., 2009) was used
to provide starting values. Even so, there were an array of options to choose from that may yield
different starting values. The goal would be to provide a higher level of consistency with regards
to the results. However, this is the nature of nonlinear programming. A suggested procedure
would be to apply the method to a given dataset a number of times and then average the results.
Repeat this process a specified number of times and look at the distribution of the estimates.
This would provide an insight into the stability of the estimates provided by the nonlinear
programming function.

6.2.1 Expanded Simulation Study
An expanded simulation study that could be conducted in a future study evaluating alternative
ordinal response modeling methods is described in this section. The multivariate normal
distribution was used to simulate a dataset consisting of a large number of covariates such as is
the case with microarray gene expression data. For each N = 100 observations, P = 1000
covariates would be generated. In creating the covariates using the multivariate normal
distribution, a covariance matrix, having a block diagonal structure, we first generate a
correlation matrix having the following form:

0
 V1 0 0 0


 0 V2 0 0  0 
 0 0 V3 0
0


0
 0 0 0 V4
S

  .


 VK 
 0 0 0 0

(6.1)
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For the covariates there are K blocks, or sub-matrices, with tk covariates in each block. The
dimensions of the K sub-matrices on the block diagonal are not identical as the goal was to
simulate a situation where differing sizes and types of relationships are employed among the
covariates. For example, in a given block there may be 10 covariates with a compound
symmetric structure while in another there may be 40 covariates with a Toeplitz structure. This
is more representative of a real world situation. With gene expression data there are complex
interactions among genes; there may be multiple pathways, with intricate structures, which play
a role in the progression of a disease. The sub-matrices on the diagonal likely have varied
structures and dimension. Therefore, this simulation scenario may be more representative of a
real gene expression dataset. One problem in creating a complex covariance matrix is that they
can be very unstable. An assessment of the eigen-values of the inverse of covariance matrix will
confirm this. As real world gene expression data have more variables than observations, this
characteristic should hold in the simulated data. This quality, along with the complex covariate
structure, may be well suited for further evaluating the performance of the ordinal response
modeling methods.
The data could generated as follows: the sub-matrices could be taken to have dimensions
of 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, or 100 and a general (unstructured), Toeplitz, compound symmetric, or a
first-order autoregressive (AR(1)) structure. For blocks K=1,2,…,20, the form of the submatrices could be as follows.
1. V1 is a 10  10 Toeplitz matrix with the first column, and row, equaling
  {1, 0.45, 0.40, 0.35, 0.30, 0.35, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05} .
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2. V2 is a 10  10 Toeplitz matrix with the first column, and row, equaling
  {1, 0.225, 0.200, 0.175, 0.150, 0.125, 0.100, 0.075, 0.05, 0.025} .

3. V3 is a 10  10 Toeplitz matrix with the first column, and row, equaling
  {1, 0.40, 0.30, 0.20, 0.10, 0.01, -0.10, -0.20, -0.30, -0.40} .

4. V4 is a 10  10 general matrix where the structure was generated randomly using a random
uniform distribution with parameters (0, 0.5).
5. V5 is a 20  20 compound symmetric matrix with 

 0 .5

.

6. V6 is a 20  20 general matrix with the structure generated randomly using a random
uniform distribution with parameters (0, 0.5).
7. V7 is a 20  20 compound symmetric matrix with 

 0 .3

.

8. V8 is a 40  40 compound symmetric matrix with 

 0 .4

.

9. V9 is a 40  40 general matrix where the structure was generated randomly using a
random uniform distribution with parameters (0, 0.5).
10. V10 is 40*40 AR(1) matrix with   0.3 .
11. V11 is 40  40 a AR(1) matrix with   0.5 .
12. V12 is 60  60 a AR(1) matrix with   0.5 .
13. V13 is a 60  60 compound symmetric matrix with 

 0 .1 .

14. V14 is a 60  60 compound symmetric matrix with 

 0 .2

.
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15. V15 is a 60  60 Toeplitz matrix with  consisting of the sequence of 0.01 to 0.59 in
increments of 0.01.
16. V16 is a 80  80 Toeplitz matrix with  consisting of the sequence of 0.01 to 0.4 in
increments of 0.005.
17. V17 is 100  100 a AR(1) matrix with   0.45 .
18. V18 is 100  100 a AR(1) matrix with   0.40 .
19. V19 is a 100  100 general matrix where the structure was generated randomly using a
random uniform distribution with parameters (0, 0.5).
20. V20 is a 100  100 compound symmetric matrix with 

 0 .0 5

.

Once the correlation structure is created, the process of creating the covariate matrix, X , and the
outcome vector, y * , are the same as that described in chapter 4, section 4.1. This extended
simulation study pursued in this research, largely because its complexity, prohibits one from
understanding important features such as Bayes Error. However, it is presented as an alternative
design for comparing methods designed to model ordinal outcome data with a high covariate
space. This dynamic correlation structure is highly unstable and complex, mimicking gene
expression data.

6.2.2 Further Model Modifications and Future Development
For a given gene expression data set, one could calculate the covariance matrices for defined
genetic pathways. In addition, the genes may operate in some other specified manner. It can be
hypothesized that grouping these covariance matrices together would create a variance-
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covariance matrix structure similar to the one previously described. The simulated and actual
variance-covariance matrices can be compared. This would provide insight into the merit of the
proposed variance-covariance structure. Alternatively, we could apply principle components as
a “pathway” or take a pre-specified linear combinations of the genes; this combination could be
used in the stereotype based model.
As represented by the data simulation scenarios in Chapter 4 and in this section, it is
assumed that genes operate in concert with other genes. The proposed method, however, does
not have a mechanism to model, establish, and determine statistical significance of gene groups.
The proposed methodological framework can be extended to model genetic pathways explicitly.
A genetic pathway is defined as a grouping of genes, along with their relational interactions, that
relate with each other with the end goal of providing a combined function to the cell. The
PANTHER classification system provides a resource for gene pathway maps associated with
human diseases. A visual example of the Apoptosis signaling pathway is presented in Fig 6.1.
As there is a wealth of information on pathways, this can be incorporated into our proposed
modeling framework, in addition to verifying the validity of the described simulation scenarios.

Apoptosis signaling pathway. http://www.pantherdb.org/pathway/pathwayDiagram.jsp?catAccession=P00006

Figure 6.1
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Other examples of a gene network data bases are the Gene Ontology (GO) and the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG).
Selection of significant covariates by the proposed method could give rise to new groups
of genes previously unknown. Provided there is an ordinal outcome, the proposed method could
provide insight into the effect of specific pathways, and genes thereof, on progression of disease.
A logical extension becomes evident. Working with clinical investigators who have prior
knowledge of genetic pathways can prove beneficial. For the proposed method one elastic net
penalty is applied to all covariates; the ratio of the ridge and the LASSO penalties remain
constant. As an extension, what if the elastic net penalty is applied to subgroups of covariates
(genes) within the data. A similar approach has been employed (Desantis et al., 2007). Smaller
penalties can be placed on subgroups, networks, of genes thought to have a significant effect on
the ordinal outcome; larger penalties can be placed on corresponding networks thought to have a
lesser effect. In addition, we can incorporate into the modeling framework an automated
procedure where the size of each penalty, for each subgroup, is estimated. This has a biological
appeal; in addition to ascertaining the importance of a covariate (gene), the importance of a
collection of genes, networks, can also be assessed. A bootstrap resampling procedure can be
incorporated to aid in the assessment of significance, statistically, of the gene networks.
One of the most common ways to model pathways is the use network analysis. A
network consists of nodes and edges. The nodes are used to represent entities such as genes and
miRNAs; edges are used to represent any type of interaction between 2 nodes. Only pairwise
interactions are considered. Edges can be directed or undirected. In Fig 6.1, the edges are
directed. Graphs can be very complex and, as such, hard to model and understand. Sometimes,
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it maybe of advantage to break networks into smaller sub networks that correspond with sub
functions. There are some useful methods used to computationally model and understand
networks. Some of the include degree of nodes, betweenness, clustering coefficient, articulation
points, shortest paths, small motifs, and modules/cluster (Nikolsky and Bryant, 2009). In
addition, a network can be represented using a matrix. Reversely, a covariate, or correlation
matrix can be represented using a graph. For the simulation scenario, using a specified
threshold, a network could be constructed.
An examination of the ratio of the ridge penalty to the LASSO penalty, also lends itself to
a relevant extension. We know that the ridge penalty is applied to handle non-independent
correlation structures amongst covariates (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970); the LASSO has the effect
of restricting the significant number of parameters to be less than the number of observations
(Park and Hastie, 2007). In this dissertation, as the goal was for the LASSO parameter to have a
greater effect than the ridge, γ, in equation (3.8) was set accordingly. What if we allow the value
of  to vary and then choose the one that gives the best model fit based on some objective
criteria? As  does not enter the model explicitly, it cannot be directly estimated. However, a
pre-specified range of values from 0 to 1 can be selected and the corresponding modeling
algorithms can be applied for this range. The value of  that yields the optimal value based on
some objective criterion can be selected. This will also provide insight into which penalty is
more effective when attempting to model gene expression data with an ordinal outcome.
For model selection criteria, AIC, BIC, and classification based on the original data were
employed. Model selection based on CV is another viable option. This approach was originally
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considered; but, due to the large computing time required, was largely abandoned. When
applying the code based on the proposed model to one of the simulated data scenarios, it takes
about 30 hours to run. Applying 10-fold cross validation would take about 300 hours to run. If
we were able to freely access a powerful computing cluster, we could effectively apply CV. As
previously stated, using CV allows for the selection of the model with the most predictive
capabilities. This would improve the classification performance of the proposed method
framework. The covariates (genes) that most accurately predict progression would be selected;
this has great appeal with clinical investigators. This would aid in the development of biological
models designed model progression of a given disease.
Examination of the penalties applied also gives rise to a relevant extension. Currently we
are using a LASSO, a constraint on the absolute value of the parameter estimates, and the ridge,
a constraint on the squared value of the parameter estimates. But, why stop here? The two
penalties are applied to the parameter estimates raised to some power, in our cases 1 and 2.
What if we apply a penalty of the parameters rose to powers other than that of the LASSO or
ridge penalty. Denote ζ as the power to which the parameters are raised in the corresponding
penalty. Once again we can pre-specify a range of values for ζ and apply a modeling framework.
My particular interest is in values of   1 . In addition it would be of interest to compare the
group of significant genes selected under different values of ζ. This would provide insight into
what the effect of different penalties are on the data. Another viable penalty option is the
Smoothly Clipped Absolute Deviation penalty, SCAD (Fan and Li, 2001). This penalty is of the
form
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( a   ) 
p ' (  )    I (    ) 
I (   ) ,
( a  1) 



(6.2)

for a > 2 and β > 0. When applied in a linear regression framework, the penalized parameter
estimates follow an explicit form. In the case of ordinal regression, further experimentation is
needed to ascertain how well this penalty fits the proposed modeling scheme in Chapter 3. For
the linear regression model this penalty is ideal because is a near unbiased estimator, it sets
parameter estimates whose values are small to zero, and the estimators are stable which leads to
stable model estimation (Fan and Li, 2001). If the three aforementioned properties were to hold,
this would give a ‘boost’ to the proposed method. As the ordinal regression model is a
multivariate model, in addition to the fact that we are modeling a situation where there are more
covariates than observations, modifications of the SCAD penalty may be needed.
The implemented algorithm gives the user control over certain initialization parameters in
the modeling framework. There may also be a desire for these same criteria to be determined
objectively. An objective initialization was presented in Chapter 3. Incorporation of this into the
applied implementation would allow for more consistency in the final results; using different
ranges of λ can lead to very different results.
This dissertation study arose out of the valid need to model an ordinal outcome associated
with a high dimensional covariate space, in particular gene expression. There is a need for this
modeling procedure in biomedical research (Hur et al., 2010). Any kind of biomedical
progression, such as disease progression, response to treatment, and levels of tissue state is well
suited to our model procedure. Due to the rapid advances in technology, we are able amass huge
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amounts of data on given observational units; thousands of features can be collected. When
working with a small sample, a lot of the statistical techniques are not able to handle this
emerging data structure. Some commonly used approaches involve using independent univariate
analysis per feature, then combining results; apply appropriate methods, to determine significant
features. These methods are very stable and can be easily applied to the data; however, they do
not properly take into account the important relationships among the features. Statistical
techniques need to adapt to deal with this issue, using a fully integrated approach. Modeling
procedures need to be developed adequately capture the complex phenomenon in the data. This
dissertation attempts to deal with the aforementioned problem directly, with promising
preliminary results. With further refinement, the goal is to make the proposed method into a
readily available tool that can be used to model the appropriate data.
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APPENDIX A
Source Code: Functions
###Author: Andre Williams
###Disertation: Penalized Stereotype Ordinal Regression Model
###The purpose if this code is to fit a multinomial likelihood
###based model with a Stereotype loogit (Anderson, 1984) subject
###to a LASSO, and maybe a ridge, penalty
###This files contains functions related to the log likelihood
###or function directly involving the parameters
###Load appropriate libraries
library(fUtilities)
library(MASS)
###The next set of functions are needed for specifying the multinomial likelihood
###where the logit is represented usning Stereotype model (Anderson, 1984)
###The subfunctions are reformat.X, reformat.Y, reformat.Y.mat, and e.matrix. Each
### function is fully explained.
###Function reformat.X reformats a matrix such that it is placed on the block
###diagonal of a super matrix "levels -1" times
###The inputs are: an matrix (x) and the "levels" that will determine
###the dimension of the super matrix where its dimesion is
###(nrow(x)*(levels-1))*(ncol(x)*(levels-1))
reformat.X<-function(x,levels){
colms<-ncol(x)
rws<-nrow(x)
new.x<-matrix(0,nrow=nrow(x)*(levels-1), ncol=ncol(x)*(levels-1))
zero.matrix<-matrix(0,nrow=nrow(x),ncol=ncol(x))
###Create nex super X matrix
for(i in 1:(levels-1)){
place1<-(1+(rws*(i-1)))
place2<-rws*i
place3<-(1+colms*(i-1))
place4<-colms*i
new.x[place1:place2,place3:place4 ]<-x
}
}

return(new.x)

###Function reformat.Y reformats a ordinal outcome vector of length n, with J categories
###such that the a new vector of length n*(J-1) such that the outcome vector for each level
###, excluding the baseline (which I selected to be the highest level),is stacked on top of
###each other
###The only required input is the outcome (y) matrix
reformat.Y<-function(y){
levels<-sort(unique(y))
new.y<-vector(mode="numeric",length=length(y)*(length(levels)-1))
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###Create new Y vector
for(i in 1:(length(levels)-1)){
new.y[(1+((length(y))*(i-1))):((length(y))*i)]<-ifelse(y==levels[i],1,0)
}
}

return(new.y)

###Function reformat.Y.mat reformats a ordinal outcome vector of length n, with J
### categories, such that the a matrix is created such that the outcome vector for each level
### is placed in a seperate column. The outcome vector is not created for the reference ### level The only required
input is the outcome (y)vector
###The output matrix has dimension n*(J-1)
reformat.Y.mat<-function(y){
levels<-sort(unique(y))
new.y<-matrix(0,nrow=length(y),(length(levels)-1))
###Create new Y vector
for(i in 1:(length(levels)-1)){
new.y[,i]<-ifelse(y==levels[i],1,0)
}
}

return(new.y)

###Function creates the 'e' matrix specified in the notes
###param is an input vector of length 2*(J-1)+p-1, where J is the number of levels of the ###ordinal
###outcome and p is the number of covariates
###param[1:J-1]holds the intercept values (alphas), param[J:J+p-1] holds the parameters
###for the covariates(betas), param[J+p:2*(J-1)+p-1] hold the parameters for the intensity
###parameters (phis), phi sub J is set to one
###Other required inputs are the covariate (X) matrix, and the number of categories of the outcome.
e.matrix<-function(param,X,levels){
p<-ncol(X)
e<-matrix(0,nrow=nrow(X),ncol= (levels-1))
e<-X%*%param[levels:(levels+p-1)]%*%cbind(2,t(param[(levels+p):(2*(levels-1)+p-1)]))
for(i in 1: (levels-1)){
e[,i]<-e[,i]+param[i]
}
return(exp(e))

}
###Function p.log.like creates the log likelihood function based on the multinomial distribution
###with a logit being modeled by a Stereotype model (Anderson, 1984)
###param is an input vector of length 2*(J-1)+p-1, where J is the number of levels of the ordinal
###outcome and p is the number of covariates, and holds the relevant parameters
###param[1:J-1]holds the intercept values (alphas), param[J:J+p-1] holds the parameters
###for the covariates (betas), param[J+p:2*(J-1)+p-1] hold the parameters for the intensity parameters
###(phis), phi sub J is set to one. The other inputs are the covariate (X) matrix and the outcome (Y) vector.
###For more information Consult Cha _ Section _ Subsection _ Equation_
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p.log.like<-function(param,gamma=0.05,X,Y){
p<-ncol(X)
levels<-sort(unique(Y))
J<-length(levels)
one.j<-vector(length=length(levels))
one.n<-vector(length=nrow(X))
one.j[]<-1
one.n[]<-1
log.lik.hd<- -1*(t(param[1:(length(levels)-1)])%*%t(reformat.Y.mat(Y))%*%one.n +
cbind(2,t(param[(length(levels)+p):(2*(length(levels)-1)+p1)]))%*%t(reformat.Y.mat(Y))%*%X%*%param[J:(J+p-1)]
- t(one.n)%*%log(cbind(one.n,e.matrix(param,X,J))%*%one.j))
return(log.lik.hd)
}
###Function frst.der that creates the score vector penalized log likelihood function based on the multinomial
###Regression model with a Stereotype logit (Anderson, 1984)
###param is a vector of length 2*(J-1)+p-1 and hold the intercepts
###param[1:J-1]holds the intercept values (alphas), param[J:J+p-1] holds the parameters
###for the covariates, param[J+p:2*(J-1)+p-1] hold the parameters for the phi's,, phi sub J is set to one
###The other inputs are the covariate (X) matrix and the outcome (Y) vector.
###For more information Consult Cha _ Section _ Subsection _
frst.der<-function(param,X,Y){
one<-vector(mode="numeric",length=length(Y))
one[]<-1
levels<-sort(unique(Y))
J<-length(levels)
p<-ncol(X)
n<-nrow(X)
ones.mat<-reformat.X(t(one),J)
Z.matrix<-reformat.Y.mat(Y)
temp.e<-cbind(one,e.matrix(param,X,J))
sum.row<-apply(temp.e,1,sum)
pie.matrix<-temp.e/sum.row
pie.matrix<-pie.matrix[,-1]
pie.vec<-vec(pie.matrix)
Z.vec<-vec(Z.matrix)
super.x<-matrix(0,nrow=(length(param)+1),ncol=((n*J)+p))
super.x[1:(J-1),1:((J-1)*n)]<-ones.mat
super.x[J:(J+p-1),(((J-1)*n)+1):(J*n)]<-t(X)
super.x[(J+p):nrow(super.x),((J*n)+1):ncol(super.x)]<- t(Z.matrix-pie.matrix)%*%X
super.y<-vector(length=((n*J)+p))
super.y[1:((J-1)*n)]<- Z.vec-pie.vec
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1)]))))

super.y[(((J-1)*n)+1):(J*n)]<-as.vector((Z.matrix-pie.matrix)%*%t(cbind(2,t(param[(J+p):((2*(J-1))+psuper.y[((J*n)+1):length(super.y)]<-param[J:(J+p-1)]
der<-(super.x%*%super.y)
return(der)

}
###Function BIC calculates BIC for the multinomial likelihood with the Stereotype
###Logit. The inputs are described. param is an input vector of length 2*(J-1)+p, where J is the number of levels of
the ordinal
###outcome and p is the number of covariates, and holds the relevant parameters
###param[1:J-1]holds the intercept values (alphas), param[J:J+p-1] holds the parameters
###for the covariates (betas), param[J+p:2*(J-1)+p-1] hold the parameters for the intensity parameters
###(phis), phi sub J is set to one. The other inputs are the covariate (X) matrix and the outcome (Y) vector.
BIC<-function(param,X,Y){
}

return(2*p.log.like(param,X=X,Y=Y)+sum(param!=0)*log(nrow(X)))

###Function AIC calculates AIC for the multinomial likelihood with the Stereotype
###Logit. The inputs are described. param is an input vector of length 2*(J-1)+p, where J is the number of levels of
the ordinal
###outcome and p is the number of covariates, and holds the relevant parameters
###param[1:J-1]holds the intercept values (alphas), param[J:J+p-1] holds the parameters
###for the covariates (betas), param[J+p:2*(J-1)+p-1] hold the parameters for the intensity parameters
###(phis), phi sub J is set to one. The other inputs are the covariate (X) matrix and the outcome (Y) vector.
AIC<-function(param,X,Y){
}

return(2*p.log.like(param,X=X,Y=Y)+2*sum(param!=0))

###The function elastic.net calculates the elatic net penality (Friedman et al., 2010
###Gamma is set to 0.05 so that the LASSO penalty will have more effect
###In addition this function is not to be used alone as is.
###The values of p and J must be specified before the function
###is called and the the length of par must be p + 2*(J-1) -1.
###p denotes the number of covariates and J denotes the number of classes
###in the ordinal outcome.
elastic.net<-function(param,gamma=0.05,X,Y){
p<-ncol(X)
levels<-sort(unique(Y))
J<-length(levels)
return((1-gamma)*sum(abs(param[J:(J+p-1)])) + gamma*sum((param[J:(J+p-1)])^2))
}
###Author: Andre Williams
###Disertation: Penalized Stereotype Ordinal Regression Model
###The purpose if this code is to fit a multinomial likelihood
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###based model with a Stereotype logit (Anderson, 1984) subject
###to a LASSO, and a ridge, penalty
###This files contains functions related to fitting the models along
###the lambda trace.
###Load appropriate libraries
library(Rsolnp)
###Function call.solver is a wrapper function. It is used to implement the nonlinear
###programming for the elastic net stereotype logit.Inputs are test, an object created by
###gosolnp; lwr.bnd and uppr.bnd, which are upper and lower bounds for the parameter estimates;
###lambda is the value of lambda for which the optimazation is carried out
call.solver<-function(test,lwr.bnd,uppr.bnd,lambda,gamma,X,Y){
cons.test<-solnp(test$pars,fun=p.log.like,ineqfun =
elastic.net,ineqLB=c(0),ineqUB=c((1/lambda)),LB=lwr.bnd,UB=uppr.bnd,
control=list(tol=1e-8,delta=1.0e-7,inner.iter=2000,outer.iter=2000),gamma=0.05,X,Y)
param<-ifelse(is.na(cons.test$par),0,cons.test$par)
return(param)

}
###The function fit.model.lambda fits the penalized stereotype logistic
###regression model for a specified value of lambda
###Please note: this function will not work on data where there
###are more observations than variables. There must be more variables than
###observations. The inputs are X a covariate matrix where there are more
### columns than rows. Y is a ordinal outcome vector, where the levels
###are specified as 1,2,3 etc. lambda is that value at which the elastic
### net penalty will be applied (Friedman et al., 2010)
fit.model.lambda<-function(X,Y,lambda){
JJ<-length(unique(Y))
num.var<-2*(JJ-1)+ncol(X)-1
current.beta.mat<-matrix(ncol=4000,nrow=num.var)
class.vec<-vector(mode='numeric',length=1000)
temp.beta<-numeric(length=num.var)
parameter.est<-numeric(length=num.var)
max.num.vars<- (nrow(X)-(2*JJ)+ 3)
epsilon<-0.01
entry.order<-order.var(X,Y)
###For a given parameter index holds a TRUE if it is in the model, FALSE if it is not
index<- logical(length=dim(X)[2])
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###Set all values index to FALSE
index[]<-FALSE
###Initially include the first 5 variables
place<-p<-5
index[entry.order[1:place]]<-TRUE
current.Y<-Y
###The next section needs to be contained in a loop
i<-0
while ((p<max.num.vars)&&(place<ncol(X))){
p<-sum(index[entry.order[1:place]])
i<-i+1
current.vars<-(1:ncol(X))[index==TRUE]
current.X<-X[,current.vars]
###Now set upper bounds
uppr.bnd<-t(cbind(t(rep(10, times=p+JJ-1)), t(rep(2, times=JJ-2))))
###and set lower bounds
lwr.bnd<-t(cbind(t(rep(-10, times=p+JJ-1)), t(rep(-2, times=JJ-2))))
###Use function gosolnp to get starting vaules
try(test<-gosolnp(fun=p.log.like,LB=lwr.bnd, UB=uppr.bnd,gamma=0.05,
X=current.X,Y=current.Y))
try(cons.test<-solnp(test$pars,fun=p.log.like,ineqfun =
elastic.net,ineqLB=c(0),ineqUB=c((1/lambda)),LB=lwr.bnd,UB=uppr.bnd,
control=list(tol=1.0e-8,delta=1.0e6,inner.iter=2000,outer.iter=2000),gamma=0.05,X=current.X,Y=current.Y))

variables

current.betas<-ifelse(is.na(cons.test$par),0,cons.test$par)
eigen.inspection<-eigen(cons.test$hessian,only.values=TRUE)
###print(eigen.inspection)
###After fitting the model the goal is to retain the significant variables, toss the ones whose
###absolute values fall below epsilon, add another variable and repeat the whole process.
###This continues until n - (J-1) - (J-2) - 1 variables are added....or until we run out of significant
keep<-ifelse(abs(current.betas)<=epsilon,FALSE,TRUE)

index[current.vars]<-keep
temp.beta[1:(JJ-1)]<-current.betas[1:(JJ-1)]
temp.beta[JJ:(JJ+ncol(X)-1)][current.vars]<-current.betas
temp.beta[(JJ+ncol(X)):(2*(JJ-1)+ncol(X)-1)]<-current.betas[(JJ+p):(2*(JJ-1)+p-1)]
class.vec[i]<-correct.class(temp.beta,X,Y,JJ,ncol(X))
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current.beta.mat[,i]<-temp.beta
place<-place + 1
index[entry.order[place]]<-TRUE
if(p >= max.num.vars)
break

}
locate<-ifelse(max(class.vec[1:i])==class.vec[1:i],TRUE,FALSE)
position<-(1:i)[locate][1]
parameter.est<-current.beta.mat[,position]
result<list(class=class.vec[position],estimated.parameters=parameter.est,all.parameters=current.beta.mat[,1:i],class.values=
class.vec[1:i])
return(result)

}
###The function model.lambda.trace encorporates the function fit.model.lambda
###to fit models along a specified lambda trace. The inputs are X, an matrix with
###more columns than rows; Y is a ordinal outcome vector, where the levels
###are specified as 1,2,3 etc; lambda.start is the start of the lambda trace; lambda.end
###is the end of the lambda trace, delta is the change difference between 2 successive
###values of lambda. Function still being tested. In addition please make sure that
###lambda.end < lambda.start and delta must be smaller than both lambda.end and lambda.start
model.lambda.trace<-function(X,Y,lambda.start, lambda.end,delta){
J<-length(unique(Y))
num.var<-2*(J-1)+ncol(X)-1
num.models<-floor((lambda.end-lambda.start)/delta) + 1
final.beta.mat<-matrix(ncol=num.models,nrow=num.var)
bic.vec<-vector(mode='numeric',length=num.models)
aic.vec<-vector(mode='numeric',length=num.models)
class.vec<-vector(mode='numeric',length=num.models)
lambda.trace<-vector(mode='numeric',length=num.models)
for(i in 1:num.models){
lambda.trace[i]<-lambda.start + delta*(i-1)
temp<-fit.model.lambda(X,Y,(lambda.start + delta*(i-1)))
final.beta.mat[,i]<-temp$estimated.parameters
class.vec[i]<-temp$class
bic.vec[i]<-BIC(temp$estimated.parameters,X,Y)
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aic.vec[i]<-AIC(temp$estimated.parameters,X,Y)
}
result<list(bic=bic.vec,aic=aic.vec,class=class.vec,estimated.parameters=final.beta.mat,lambda.trace=lambda.trace)
return(result)
}
###The function bootstrap.model.lambda encorporates the function call.solver
###to fit models to B bootstrap resamples. The inputs are X, an matrix with
###more columns than rows; Y is a ordinal outcome vector, where the levels
###are specified as 1,2,3 etc; lambda which is just a specified value of lambda;
###B is the number of bootstrap resamples
bootstrap.model.lambda<-function(Xb,Yb,B,lambda,sim.par,seed.i=1){
n<-nrow(Xb)
J<-length(unique(Yb))
true.p<-ncol(Xb)
index<-matrix(nrow=n,ncol=B)
true.seed<-seed.i
weight<-t(cbind(t(rep(.25/4,4)),t(rep(.25/14,14)),t(rep(.25/22,22)),t(rep(.25/3,3))))
for (i in 1:B){
set.seed(true.seed)
true.seed<-true.seed+1
index[,i]<- sample((1:n), n, replace = TRUE)
}
new.X<-Xb[,(sim.par!=0)]
true.place<-(1:true.p)[sim.par!=0]
p<-ncol(new.X)
beta.mat<-matrix(nrow=(p+2*(J-1)-1), ncol=B)
final.beta.mat<-matrix(nrow=(true.p+2*(J-1)-1), ncol=B)
final.beta.mat[]<-0
###Fit the model to each bootstrap resample and store the
###parameter estimmates
###Now set upper bounds
uppr.bnd<-t(cbind(t(rep(10, times=(p+J-1))), t(rep(2, times=J-2))))
###and set lower bounds
lwr.bnd<-t(cbind(t(rep(-10, times=(p+J-1))), t(rep(-2, times=J-2))))
current.X<-new.X
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current.Y<-Yb
for(i in 1:B){
print(index[,i])
###Use function gosolnp to get starting vaules
try(test<-gosolnp(fun=p.log.like,LB=lwr.bnd, UB=uppr.bnd,
X=current.X[index[,i],],Y=current.Y[index[,i]]))
try(cons.test<-solnp(test$pars,fun=p.log.like,ineqfun =
elastic.net,ineqLB=c(0),ineqUB=c((1/lambda)),LB=lwr.bnd,UB=uppr.bnd,
control=list(tol=1e-4,delta=1.0e2,inner.iter=2000,outer.iter=2000),gamma=0.05,X=current.X[index[,i],],Y=current.Y[index[,i]]))
beta.mat[,i]<-ifelse(is.na(cons.test$par),0,cons.test$par)
}
final.beta.mat[1:(J-1),]<-beta.mat[1:(J-1),]
final.beta.mat[J:(J+true.p-1),][true.place,]<-beta.mat[J:(J+p-1),]
final.beta.mat[(J+true.p):(2*(J-1)+true.p-1),]<-beta.mat[(J+p):(2*(J-1)+p-1),]

return(final.beta.mat)
}
###Andre Williams
###Method development: Penalized Stereotype Logit modling
###This files contains miscellaneous functions.
library(rpart)
library(rpartOrdinal)
library(boot)
memory.limit(size=4000)
###This section of code creates a function that creates discretizes the continuous variabele,
###creates a contingency table and then calculates the Gamma statistic
###The variables are then ranked in order based on the absolute value of the gamma
###statistic

###Step 1: function discretize continuous variable
###The inputs are x which is the variable to be discretized
###and bins, which is 4 by default, which is the number
###of classes to be created
bin.continuous<-function(x,bins=4){
low<-min(x)
high<-max(x)+0.01
bin.width<- (high-low)/bins
class<-numeric(length=length(x))
for (i in 1:bins){
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value.l<-low+ (i-1)*bin.width
value.u<-low+ i*bin.width
class<-ifelse(x>=value.l&x<value.u,i,class)
}
return(class)
}
###Step 2: function order.var provide ordering based on the absolute
###values of the Gamma statistic. The inputs are x which is a mtrix whose
###colums are ordinal variables and y which is a ordinal outcome vector
order.var<-function(x,y){
gamma.stat<-numeric(length=(dim(x)[2]))
for(i in 1:dim(x)[2]){
discretize.var<-bin.continuous(x[,i])
gamma.stat[i]<-ordinal.gamma(y,discretize.var)
}
gamma.stat<-abs(gamma.stat)
return(order(gamma.stat,decreasing=TRUE))
}
###Function correct class calculates the proportion of correctly classified observations
###for a given model. The inputs are X, a covariate matrix; Y, an ordinal outcome vector
###J, the number of levels of the ordinal outcome; p the number of covariates.
correct.class<-function(parm,X,Y,J,p){
alpha<-append(parm[1:(J-1)],0)
phi<-append(2,append(parm[(J+p):(2*(J-1)+p-1)],0))
beta<-parm[J:(J+p-1)]
Z.matrix<-matrix(nrow=nrow(X),ncol=J)
for(i in 1:nrow(X)){
for(j in 1:J){
Z.matrix[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X[i,]%*%beta))
}
}
sum.Z<-numeric()
for(i in 1:nrow(X)){
sum.Z[i]<-sum(Z.matrix[i,])
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}
Z.matrix<-round(Z.matrix/sum.Z,digits=3)
###Assign a given observation to the outcome level for which the probability is the highest
###based on the matrices Z.matrix and Z.matrix.obs
category<-numeric()
for(i in 1:nrow(X)){
for(j in 1:J){
if(max(Z.matrix[i,])==(Z.matrix[i,j]))
category[i]<-j
}

}

propor.correct<-sum(category==Y)/length(Y)
tmp<-table(Y,category)
return(propor.correct)
}
###Bias corrected bootstrap confidence interval
###function BC.boot.ci computes the Bias corrected confidence interval. The inputs are
###x; a vector of values, value; a real number,alpha; number between 0and 1, default is 0.05.
BC.boot.ci<-function(x,value,alpha=0.05){
z.alpha.2l<-qnorm((alpha/2))
z.alpha.2u<-qnorm(1-(alpha/2))

x.srt<-sort(x)
z.0<-qnorm(sum(ifelse(x.srt<value,1,0))/length(x.srt))
lower<-pnorm(2*z.0+z.alpha.2l)
upper<-pnorm(2*z.0+z.alpha.2u)
lower.cl <-ifelse((lower*length(x.srt))%%1==0,x.srt[lower*length(x.srt)], x.srt[floor(lower*(length(x.srt)+1))])
upper.cl <-ifelse((upper*length(x.srt))%%1==0,x.srt[upper*length(x.srt)], x.srt[floor(upper*(length(x.srt)+1))])
confidence.interval<-cbind(lower.cl,upper.cl)
return(confidence.interval)

}
###Andre Williams
###Functions that simulate data
###There are four functions that generate a covariate matrix and corresponding ordinal outcome
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###vector. The covariate matrix can have a general (unstructured), toeplitz, AR(1), or a compound
###symmteric correlation structure.
###I have created 4 functions, the goal is to create 1 function, where the user
### can just specify the desired correlation matrix
###Load appropriate libraries
library(MASS)
library(mvtnorm)
library(fUtilities)
library(MBESS)
###Code for generation of simulation data
###The covariance matrix will be 400*400 and will have one of the mentioned correlation structures
###The first function generates data with a compound symmetric correlation structure
###All the user has to do is supply a seed. The off diagonal entries are 0.2.
generate.data.cs<-function(seed){
sigma<-matrix(0,nrow=400,ncol=400)
### 100*100 Compound Symmetric Matrix
sigma[]<-0.01
diag(sigma)<-1
### For the significant variables, I choose 10 significant variables
loc<-(1:10)*40
set.seed(1)
###The following vector holds the random means for the 400 genes
av.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=400)
av.intensity<-rnorm(400,mean=0, sd=1)
av.intensity[loc]<-rnorm(10,6,1)
###Create Covarinace matrix
###create standard deviation vector
sd.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=400)
sd.intensity<-rep(2,400)
sd.intensity[loc]<-rep(1,10)
###Create covariance matrix
cov.mat<-cor2cov(triang(sigma),sd.intensity)
set.seed(seed)
###X.matrix holds 80 observations with 400 covariates
X.matrix<-rmvnorm(n=80, mean=av.intensity, sigma=cov.mat,method= "chol")
###I generated the outcome variable(s) based on a one dimensional stereotype logit model
###I assumed that there are 4 outcome levels
alpha<-c(-0.70,-0.10,0.10,0.00)
phi<-c(1.00,0.67,0.33,0.00)
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###5 significant parameters are assigned .50, the other 5: -0.5
beta<-t(cbind(t(rep(0.50, times = 5)),t(rep(-0.50, times=5))))
Z.matrix<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=4)
Z.matrix.obs<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=4)
for(i in 1:80){
for(j in 1:4){
Z.matrix[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta))
Z.matrix.obs[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta)+runif(1,min=-0.05,max=0.05))
}
}
sum.Z<-numeric()
sum.Z.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:80){
sum.Z[i]<-sum(Z.matrix[i,])
sum.Z.obs[i]<-sum(Z.matrix.obs[i,])
}
Z.matrix<-round(Z.matrix/sum.Z,digits=3)
Z.matrix.obs<-round(Z.matrix.obs/sum.Z.obs,digits=3)
###Assign a given observation to the outcome level for which the probability is the highest
###based on the matrices Z.matrix and Z.matrix.obs
category<-numeric()
category.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:80){
for(j in 1:4){
if(max(Z.matrix[i,])==(Z.matrix[i,j]))
category[i]<-j
if(max(Z.matrix.obs[i,])==(Z.matrix.obs[i,j]))
category.obs[i]<-j
}

}

### From the function return the covariate matrix:X, real.outcome vector:real.outcome
### and the observed outcome: observed.outcome
result<-list(X=X.matrix,observed.outcome=category.obs,real.outcome=category, Z=Z.matrix.obs,Z.2=Z.matrix)
return(result)
}
###end of function
###The second function generates data with a AR (1) correlation structure
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###All the user has to do is supply a seed. Rho is set to 0.2.
generate.data.ar1<-function(seed){
ii<-seed
sigma<-matrix(0,nrow=400,ncol=400)
### 400*400 AR(1) Matrix
rho<-numeric(dim(sigma)[2]-1)
rho[1]<-0.20
for(i in 2:length(rho)){
rho[i]<-rho[i-1]*rho[1]
}
rho<-round(rho,2)
diag(sigma)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(sigma)[2]-1){
sigma[i,(i+1):dim(sigma)[2]]<-sigma[(i+1):dim(sigma)[2],i]<- rho[1:(dim(sigma)[2]-i)]
}
### For the significant variables, I choose 10
loc<-(1:10)*40
set.seed(1)
###The following vector holds the random means for the 400 genes
av.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=400)
av.intensity<-rnorm(400,mean=0, sd=1)
av.intensity[loc]<-rnorm(10,6,1)
###Create Covarinace matrix
###create standard deviation vector
sd.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=400)
sd.intensity<-rep(2,400)
sd.intensity[loc]<-rep(1,10)
cov.mat<-cor2cov(triang(sigma),sd.intensity)
set.seed(ii)
###X.matrix holds 80 observations with 100 covariates
X.matrix<-rmvnorm(n=80, mean=av.intensity, sigma=cov.mat,method= "chol")
###I generated the outcome variable(s) based on a one dimensional stereotype logit model
###I assumed that there are 4 outcome levels
alpha<-c(-0.70,-0.10,0.10,0.00)
phi<-c(1.00,0.67,0.33,0.00)
###5 significant parameters are assigned .50, the other 5: -0.5
beta<-t(cbind(t(rep(0.50, times = 5)),t(rep(-0.50, times=5))))
Z.matrix<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=4)
Z.matrix.obs<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=4)
for(i in 1:80){
for(j in 1:4){
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Z.matrix[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta))
Z.matrix.obs[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta)+runif(1,min=-0.1,max=0.1))
}
}
sum.Z<-numeric()
sum.Z.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:80){
sum.Z[i]<-sum(Z.matrix[i,])
sum.Z.obs[i]<-sum(Z.matrix.obs[i,])
}
Z.matrix<-round(Z.matrix/sum.Z,digits=3)
Z.matrix.obs<-round(Z.matrix.obs/sum.Z.obs,digits=3)
###Assign a given observation to the outcome level for which the probability is the highest
###based on the matrices Z.matrix and Z.matrix.obs
category<-numeric()
category.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:80){
for(j in 1:4){
if(max(Z.matrix[i,])==(Z.matrix[i,j]))
category[i]<-j
if(max(Z.matrix.obs[i,])==(Z.matrix.obs[i,j]))
category.obs[i]<-j
}

}

### From the function return the covariate matrix:X, real.outcome vector:real.outcome
### and the observed outcome: observed.outcome
result<-list(X=X.matrix,observed.outcome=category.obs,real.outcome=category, Z=Z.matrix.obs,Z.2=Z.matrix)
return(result)
}
###end of function
###The third function generates data with a Toeplitz correlation structure
###All the user has to do is supply a seed.
generate.data.tp<-function(seed){
ii<-seed
sigma<-matrix(0,nrow=400,ncol=400)
### 400*400 Toeplitz Matrix
toep<-numeric(799)
toep[1]<-0.001
for(i in 2: (dim(sigma)[2]-1)){
toep[i]<- toep[i-1]+0.001
}
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toep[dim(sigma)[2]]<-1
toep[dim(sigma)[2]+1]<-toep[dim(sigma)[2]-1]
for(i in (dim(sigma)[2]+2):length(toep)){
toep[i]<- toep[i-1]-0.001
}
for(i in 1:dim(sigma)[2]){
sigma[i,]<-toep[(dim(sigma)[2]-(i-1)):(dim(sigma)[2]-(i-dim(sigma)[2]))]
}
sigma<-round(sigma,3)

### For the significant variables, I choose 10 varibales
loc<-(1:10)*40
set.seed(1)
###The following vector holds the random means for the 400 genes
av.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=400)
av.intensity<-rnorm(400,mean=0, sd=1)
av.intensity[loc]<-rnorm(10,6,1)
###Create Covarinace matrix
###create standard deviation vector
sd.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=400)
sd.intensity<-rep(2,400)
sd.intensity[loc]<-rep(1,10)
cov.mat<-cor2cov(triang(sigma),sd.intensity)
set.seed(ii)
###X.matrix holds 20 observations with 100 covariates
X.matrix<-rmvnorm(n=80, mean=av.intensity, sigma=cov.mat,method= "chol")
###I generated the outcome variable(s) based on a one dimensional stereotype logit model
###I assumed that there are 4 outcome levels
alpha<-c(-0.70,-0.10,0.10,0.00)
phi<-c(1.00,0.67,0.33,0.00)
###5 significant parameters are assigned .50, the other 5: -0.5
beta<-t(cbind(t(rep(0.50, times = 5)),t(rep(-0.50, times=5))))
Z.matrix<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=4)
Z.matrix.obs<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=4)
for(i in 1:80){
for(j in 1:4){
Z.matrix[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta))
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Z.matrix.obs[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta)+runif(1,min=-0.1,max=0.1))
}
}
sum.Z<-numeric()
sum.Z.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:80){
sum.Z[i]<-sum(Z.matrix[i,])
sum.Z.obs[i]<-sum(Z.matrix.obs[i,])
}
Z.matrix<-round(Z.matrix/sum.Z,digits=3)
Z.matrix.obs<-round(Z.matrix.obs/sum.Z.obs,digits=3)
###Assign a given observation to the outcome level for which the probability is the highest
###based on the matrices Z.matrix and Z.matrix.obs
category<-numeric()
category.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:80){
for(j in 1:4){
if(max(Z.matrix[i,])==(Z.matrix[i,j]))
category[i]<-j
if(max(Z.matrix.obs[i,])==(Z.matrix.obs[i,j]))
category.obs[i]<-j
}

}

### From the function return the covariate matrix:X, real.outcome vector:real.outcome
### and the observed outcome: observed.outcome
result<-list(X=X.matrix,observed.outcome=category.obs,real.outcome=category, Z=Z.matrix.obs,Z.2=Z.matrix)
return(result)
}
###end of function
###The fourth function generates data with a Genral correlation structure
###All the user has to do is supply a seed.
generate.data.un<-function(seed){
ii<-seed
sigma<-matrix(0,nrow=400,ncol=400)
### 400*400 General Matrix
diag(sigma)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(sigma)[2]-1){
set.seed(i*30)
sigma[i,(i+1):dim(sigma)[2]]<-sigma[(i+1):dim(sigma)[2],i]<-round(runif((dim(sigma)[2])-i,0,0.2),2)
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}
sigma<-makePositiveDefinite(sigma)
### For the significant variables, I choose 10
loc<-(1:10)*40
set.seed(1)
###The following vector holds the random means for the 400 genes
av.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=400)
av.intensity<-rnorm(400,mean=0, sd=1)
av.intensity[loc]<-rnorm(10,6,1)
###Create Covarinace matrix
###create standard deviation vector
sd.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=400)
sd.intensity<-rep(2,400)
sd.intensity[loc]<-rep(1,10)
###Think about taking out the discrepancy option
cov.mat<-cor2cov(triang(sigma),sd.intensity,discrepancy=0.9)
set.seed(ii)
###X.matrix holds 80 observations with 400 covariates
X.matrix<-rmvnorm(n=80, mean=av.intensity, sigma=cov.mat,method= "chol")
###I generated the outcome variable(s) based on a one dimensional stereotype logit model
###I assumed that there are 4 outcome levels
alpha<-c(-0.70,-0.10,0.10,0.00)
phi<-c(1.00,0.67,0.33,0.00)
###5 significant parameters are assigned .50, the other 5: -0.5
beta<-t(cbind(t(rep(0.50, times = 5)),t(rep(-0.50, times=5))))
Z.matrix<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=4)
Z.matrix.obs<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=4)
for(i in 1:80){
for(j in 1:4){
Z.matrix[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta))
Z.matrix.obs[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta)+runif(1,min=-0.1,max=0.1))
}
}
sum.Z<-numeric()
sum.Z.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:80){
sum.Z[i]<-sum(Z.matrix[i,])
sum.Z.obs[i]<-sum(Z.matrix.obs[i,])
}
Z.matrix<-round(Z.matrix/sum.Z,digits=3)
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Z.matrix.obs<-round(Z.matrix.obs/sum.Z.obs,digits=3)
###Assign a given observation to the outcome level for which the probability is the highest
###based on the matrices Z.matrix and Z.matrix.obs
category<-numeric()
category.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:80){
for(j in 1:4){
if(max(Z.matrix[i,])==(Z.matrix[i,j]))
category[i]<-j
if(max(Z.matrix.obs[i,])==(Z.matrix.obs[i,j]))
category.obs[i]<-j
}

}

### From the function return the covariate matrix:X, real.outcome vector:real.outcome
### and the observed outcome: observed.outcome
result<-list(X=X.matrix,observed.outcome=category.obs,real.outcome=category, Z=Z.matrix.obs,Z.2=Z.matrix)
return(result)
}
###Code for generation of simulation data described in Chapter 6
###The covariance matrix will be 1000*1000 and will have a block diagonal structure
###The submatrices of the diagonal will have differing dimensions(10,20,40,60,80)
###and will be of differing types (Toeplitz, General(Unstructured),Compound Symmetric and
### First order Autoregressive)
###Load appropriate libraries
library(MASS)
library(mvtnorm)
library(fUtilities)
library(MBESS)
###The function generate.data generates data from a multivariate normal distribution with
###the covariance structure described in Chapter 4. The only input variable needed is the
###seed value (ii). Based on Chapter 4 the goal is to simulate 100 data sets using this function.
###Within each simulated data set. The output of the functions is a covariate matrix X, a vector of true
### outcomes real.outcome and a vector of observed outcome observed.outcome
generate.data<-function(ii){
sigma<-matrix(0,nrow=1000,ncol=1000)
v1<-matrix(nrow=10,ncol=10)###10*10 Toeplitz
v2<-matrix(nrow=10,ncol=10)###10*10 Toeplitz
v3<-matrix(nrow=10,ncol=10)###10*10 Toeplitz
v4<-matrix(nrow=10,ncol=10)###10*10 General-v5<-matrix(nrow=20,ncol=20)###20*20 C.S
v6<-matrix(nrow=20,ncol=20)###20*20 General-v7<-matrix(nrow=40,ncol=40)###40*40 C.S
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v8<-matrix(nrow=40,ncol=40)###40*40 C.S
v9<-matrix(nrow=40,ncol=40)###40*40 General-v10<-matrix(nrow=40,ncol=40)###40*40 AR(1)
v11<-matrix(nrow=40,ncol=40)###40*40 AR(1)
v12<-matrix(nrow=60,ncol=60)###60*60 AR(1)
v13<-matrix(nrow=60,ncol=60)###60*60 C.S.
v14<-matrix(nrow=60,ncol=60)###60*60 C.S.
v15<-matrix(nrow=60,ncol=60)###60*60 Toeplitz
v16<-matrix(nrow=80,ncol=80)###80*80Toeplitz
v17<-matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)###100*100 AR(1)
v18<-matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)###100*100 AR(1)
v19<-matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)###100*100 General-v20<-matrix(nrow=100,ncol=100)###100*100 C.S.
###This next section creates the submatrices
### 1 10*10 Toeplitz Matrix
toep1<-c(0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 1, 0.45, 0.40, 0.35, 0.30, 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.05)
for(i in 1:dim(v1)[2]){
v1[i,]<-toep1[(dim(v1)[2]-(i-1)):(dim(v1)[2]-(i-10))]
}
### 2 10*10 Toeplitz Matrix
toep2<-c(0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.10, 0.125, 0.15, 0.175, 0.20, 0.225, 1, 0.225, 0.20, 0.175, 0.15, 0.125, 0.10, 0.075,
0.05, 0.025)
for(i in 1:dim(v2)[2]){
v2[i,]<-toep2[(dim(v2)[2]-(i-1)):(dim(v2)[2]-(i-10))]
}
### 3 10*10 Toeplitz Matrix
toep3<-c(-0.40, -0.30, -0.20, -0.10, 0.01, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 1, 0.40, 0.30, 0.20, 0.10, 0.01, -0.10, -0.20, -0.30, 0.40)
for(i in 1:dim(v3)[2]){
v3[i,]<-toep3[(dim(v3)[2]-(i-1)):(dim(v3)[2]-(i-10))]
}
### 4 10*10 General Matrix
diag(v4)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(v4)[2]-1){
set.seed(i)
v4[i,(i+1):dim(v4)[2]]<-v4[(i+1):dim(v4)[2],i]<-round(runif((dim(v4)[2])-i,0,0.5),2)
}
### 5 20*20 Compound Symmetric Matrix
v5[]<-0.5
diag(v5)<-1
### 6 20*20 General Matrix
diag(v6)<-1
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for(i in 1:dim(v6)[2]-1){
set.seed(i*10)
v6[i,(i+1):dim(v6)[2]]<-v6[(i+1):dim(v6)[2],i]<-round(runif((dim(v6)[2]-i),0,0.5),2)
}
### 7 40*40 Compound Symmetric Matrix
v7[]<-0.3
diag(v7)<-1
### 8 40*40 Compound Symmetric Matrix
v8[]<-0.4
diag(v8)<-1
### 9 40*40 General Matrix
diag(v9)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(v9)[2]-1){
set.seed(i*20)
v9[i,(i+1):dim(v9)[2]]<-v9[(i+1):dim(v9)[2],i]<-round(runif((dim(v9)[2])-i,0,0.5),2)
}
### 10 40*40 AR(1) Matrix
rho10<-numeric(dim(v10)[2]-1)
rho10[1]<-0.30
for(i in 2:length(rho10)){
rho10[i]<-rho10[i-1]*rho10[1]
}
rho10<-round(rho10,2)
diag(v10)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(v10)[2]-1){
v10[i,(i+1):dim(v10)[2]]<-v10[(i+1):dim(v10)[2],i]<- rho10[1:(dim(v10)[2]-i)]
}
### 11 40*40 AR(1) Matrix
rho11<-numeric(dim(v11)[2]-1)
rho11[1]<-0.50
for(i in 2:length(rho11)){
rho11[i]<-rho11[i-1]*rho11[1]
}
rho11<-round(rho11,2)
diag(v11)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(v11)[2]-1){
v11[i,(i+1):dim(v11)[2]]<-v11[(i+1):dim(v11)[2],i]<- rho11[1:(dim(v11)[2]-i)]
}
### 12 60*60 AR(1) Matrix
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rho12<-numeric(dim(v12)[2]-1)
rho12[1]<-0.50
for(i in 2:length(rho12)){
rho12[i]<-rho12[i-1]*rho12[1]
}
rho12<-round(rho12,2)
diag(v12)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(v12)[2]-1){
v12[i,(i+1):dim(v12)[2]]<-v12[(i+1):dim(v12)[2],i]<- rho12[1:(dim(v12)[2]-i)]
}
### 13 60*60 Compound Symmetric Matrix
v13[]<-0.1
diag(v13)<-1
### 14 60*60 Compound Symmetric Matrix
v14[]<-0.2
diag(v14)<-1
### 15 60*60 Toeplitz Matrix
toep15<-numeric(119)
toep15[1]<-0.01
for(i in 2: (dim(v15)[2]-1)){
toep15[i]<- toep15[i-1]+0.01
}
toep15[dim(v15)[2]]<-1
toep15[dim(v15)[2]+1]<-toep15[dim(v15)[2]-1]
for(i in (dim(v15)[2]+2):length(toep15)){
toep15[i]<- toep15[i-1]-0.01
}
for(i in 1:dim(v15)[2]){
v15[i,]<-toep15[(dim(v15)[2]-(i-1)):(dim(v15)[2]-(i-dim(v15)[2]))]
}
v15<-round(v15,2)
### 16 80*80 Toeplitz Matrix
toep16<-numeric(159)
toep16[1]<-0.01
for(i in 2: (dim(v16)[2]-1)){
toep16[i]<- toep16[i-1]+0.005
}
toep16[dim(v16)[2]]<-1
toep16[dim(v16)[2]+1]<-toep16[dim(v16)[2]-1]
for(i in (dim(v16)[2]+2):length(toep16)){
toep16[i]<- toep16[i-1]-0.005
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}
for(i in 1:dim(v16)[2]){
v16[i,]<-toep16[(dim(v16)[2]-(i-1)):(dim(v16)[2]-(i-dim(v16)[2]))]
}
v16<-round(v16,3)
### 17 100*100 AR(1) Matrix
rho17<-numeric(dim(v17)[2]-1)
rho17[1]<-0.45
for(i in 2:length(rho17)){
rho17[i]<-rho17[i-1]*rho17[1]
}
rho17<-round(rho17,2)
diag(v17)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(v17)[2]-1){
v17[i,(i+1):dim(v17)[2]]<-v17[(i+1):dim(v17)[2],i]<- rho17[1:(dim(v17)[2]-i)]
}
### 18 100*100 AR(1) Matrix
rho18<-numeric(dim(v18)[2]-1)
rho18[1]<-0.40
for(i in 2:length(rho18)){
rho18[i]<-rho18[i-1]*rho18[1]
}
rho18<-round(rho18,2)
diag(v18)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(v18)[2]-1){
v18[i,(i+1):dim(v18)[2]]<-v18[(i+1):dim(v18)[2],i]<- rho18[1:(dim(v18)[2]-i)]
}
### 19 100*100 General Matrix
diag(v19)<-1
for(i in 1:dim(v19)[2]-1){
set.seed(i*30)
v19[i,(i+1):dim(v19)[2]]<-v19[(i+1):dim(v19)[2],i]<-round(runif((dim(v19)[2])-i,0,0.5),2)
}
### 20 100*100 Compound Symmetric Matrix
v20[]<-0.05
diag(v20)<-1
###Place the submatrices on the diagonal of the full covariance matrix
sigma[1:10,1:10]<-v1
sigma[11:20,11:20]<-v2
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sigma[21:30,21:30]<-v3
sigma[31:40,31:40]<-v4
sigma[41:60,41:60]<-v5
sigma[61:80,61:80]<-v6
sigma[81:120,81:120]<-v7
sigma[121:160,121:160]<-v8
sigma[161:200,161:200]<-v9
sigma[201:240,201:240]<-v10
sigma[241:280,241:280]<-v11
sigma[281:340,281:340]<-v12
sigma[341:400,341:400]<-v13
sigma[401:460,401:460]<-v14
sigma[461:520,461:520]<-v15
sigma[521:600,521:600]<-v16
sigma[601:700,601:700]<-v17
sigma[701:800,701:800]<-v18
sigma[801:900,801:900]<-v19
sigma[901:1000,901:1000]<-v20
###There are some issues with the matrix. The covariance submatrices with the General
###Structure are not positive definite. This is a problem because the function rmvrnorm
###will not work with a sigma matrix that is not positive definite. To overcome this problem
###I used the following function to make sigma pos. def. After checking the matrices, the
### only submatrices that were altered were the General submatrices
sigma<-makePositiveDefinite(sigma)
### For the significant variables, I choose the first varibale of each submatrix (20 in all)
loc<-c(1,11,21,31,41,61,81,121,161,201,241,281,341,401,461,521,601,701,801,901)
###The following vector holds the random means for the 1000 genes
av.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=1000)
av.intensity<-rnorm(1000,mean=0, sd=1)
av.intensity[loc]<-rnorm(20,6,1)
###Create Covarinace matrix
###create standard deviation vector
sd.intensity<-vector(mode="numeric",length=1000)
sd.intensity<-rep(sqrt(5),1000)
sd.intensity[loc]<-rep(1,20)
###Think about taking out the discrepancy option
cov.mat<-cor2cov(triang(sigma),sd.intensity,discrepancy=0.4)
set.seed(ii)
###X.matrix holds 100 observations with 1000 covariates
X.matrix<-rmvnorm(n=100, mean=av.intensity, sigma=cov.mat,method= "chol")
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###I generated the outcome variable(s) based on a one dimensional stereotype logit model
###I assumed that there are 4 outcome levels
alpha<-c(0.5,3.5,5,0)
phi<-c(2.40,1.60,0.90,0)
beta<-round(t(cbind(t(seq(from=2,to=-2,length.out=20)))),digits=2)

### For each observation a 1*4 row vector is created
### that contains the prob. of that observation being
### in group i for i =1...4 The modeling of these probabilites
### is shown in the stereotype sections of the Lit review
### Z.matrix.obs is created using the stereotype logit, then
### a random error component for a random uniform distribution U[-0.1,0.1]
### is added to the logit. Z.matrix is created using the stereotype logit only
Z.matrix<-matrix(nrow=100,ncol=4)
Z.matrix.obs<-matrix(nrow=100,ncol=4)
for(i in 1:100){
for(j in 1:4){
Z.matrix[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta))
Z.matrix.obs[i,j]<- exp(alpha[j]+ phi[j]*(X.matrix[i,loc]%*%beta)+runif(1,min=-0.1,max=0.1))
}
}
sum.Z<-numeric()
sum.Z.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:100){
sum.Z[i]<-sum(Z.matrix[i,])
sum.Z.obs[i]<-sum(Z.matrix.obs[i,])
}
Z.matrix<-round(Z.matrix/sum.Z,digits=3)
Z.matrix.obs<-round(Z.matrix.obs/sum.Z.obs,digits=3)
###Assign a given observation to the outcome level for which the probability is the highest
###based on the matrices Z.matrix and Z.matrix.obs
category<-numeric()
category.obs<-numeric()
for(i in 1:100){
for(j in 1:4){
if(max(Z.matrix[i,])==(Z.matrix[i,j]))
category[i]<-j
if(max(Z.matrix.obs[i,])==(Z.matrix.obs[i,j]))
category.obs[i]<-j
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}

}

### From the function return the covariate matrix:X, real.outcome vector:real.outcome
### and the observed outcome: observed.outcome
result<-list(X=X.matrix,observed.outcome=category.obs,real.outcome=category, Z=Z.matrix.obs,Z.2=Z.matrix)
return(result)
}
### end of function
### The array holds all the X matrices from the 100 simulations
All.X<-array(0, dim = c(100,100,1000))
### The array holds all the Y vectors from the 100 simulations
All.Y<-array(0, dim = c(100,100))
for (i in 1:100){

}

raw.data<-generate.data(i)
All.X[i,,]<-raw.data$X
All.Y[i,]<-raw.data$observed.outcome

####For each of the 100 samples generate the 1000 bootstap samples....maybe more
boot.index<-array(0,dim=c(100,1000,100))
for(i in 1:100){
for(j in 1:1000){
boot.index[i,j,]<-sample(1:100,replace=TRUE)
}

}

###For preliminary data fitting, pull of the the 20 important covariates with maybe 10 others
###and use that to fit some the stata function as well as the R function and then compare results
temp<-generate.data(1)
X.sample<-temp$X
Y.sample<- temp$observed.outcome
table(Y.sample,temp$real.outcome)
sample.loc<c(1,11,21,31,41,61,81,121,161,201,241,281,341,401,461,521,601,701,801,901,1001,255,789,176,48,502,507,999,90
3,357,777)
sample.data<-(cbind(X.sample,Y.sample))[,sample.loc[1:21]]
write.csv(sample.data, file = "sampledata.csv")
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APPENDIX B
Source Code: Simulations
###Author: Andre Williams
###This file contains the code that will apply the proposed modeling framwork to
###the simulated data scenarios.
source("Simple-simulation.R")
source("misc.R")
source("lambda.trace.code.R")
source("likelihood.R")
###Simulate data with a AR(1) correlation structure
ar1.data<-generate.data.ar1(3)
X.mat<-ar1.data$X
Y.vec<-ar1.data$observed.outcome
###ar1.lambda.one<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.05)
###save(ar1.lambda.one,file="ar1.lambda.trace.Rdata")
ar1.lambda.two<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.01)
save(ar1.lambda.two, file="ar1.lambda.trace2.Rdata")
X.mat<-ar1.data$X
Y.vec<-ar1.data$observed.outcome
setwd("FinishedRuns")
load("ar1.lambda.trace.05.Rdata")
p.est<-ar1.lambda.one$estimated.parameters[4:403]
test.boot.ar1<-bootstrap.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,200,0.05,p.est,seed.i=100)
save(test.boot.ar1, file="ar1.boot.Rdata")
setwd("C:/Documents and Settings/Andre/Desktop/Start Dissertation2")
source("misc.R")
load("ar1.boot.Rdata")
load("ar1.lambda.trace.05.Rdata")
place<-c(1,2,3,43,83,123,163,203,243,283,323,363,403,404,405)
param.est<-(ar1.lambda.one$estimated.parameters)[place]
boot.est<-test.boot.ar1[place,]
se<-apply(boot.est,1,sd)
mean<-apply(boot.est,1,mean)
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est.and.ci<-matrix(nrow=length(place),ncol=3)
for(i in 1:length(place)){
est.and.ci[i,1]<-mean[i]
est.and.ci[i,2]<-mean[i]-qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
est.and.ci[i,3]<-mean[i]+qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
}
par(mar=c(5.1, 4.1, 4.1, 2.5))
boxplot(as.data.frame(t(boot.est[4:13,])), main="AR(1) Correlated Data" ,
ylab="Standardized coefficients estimates")
abline(h=0, lty=3)
cbind(place-3,round(est.and.ci,2))

###Author: Andre Williams
###This file contains the code that will apply the proposed modeling framwork to
###the simulated data scenarios.
source("Simple-simulation.R")
source("misc.R")
source("lambda.trace.code.R")
source("likelihood.R")
###Simulate data with a Toplitz correlation structure
cs.data<-generate.data.cs(3)
X.mat<-cs.data$X
Y.vec<-cs.data$observed.outcome
cs.lambda.one<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.05)
save(cs.lambda.one, file="cs.lambda.trace.Rdata")
place<-c(40,80,120,160,200,240,280,320,360,400)
###p.est<-(cs.lambda.one$estimated.parameters[4:403])[place]
p.est<-rep(0,times=400)
p.est[place]<-1
test.boot.cs<-bootstrap.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,200,0.05,p.est,seed.i=20)
save(test.boot.cs, file="cs.boot.Rdata")
load("cs.lambda.trace.Rdata")
load("cs.boot.Rdata")
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place<-c(1,2,3,43,83,123,163,203,243,283,323,363,403,404,405)
param.est<-(cs.lambda.one$estimated.parameters)[place]
boot.est<-test.boot.cs[place,]
se<-apply(boot.est,1,sd)
mean<-apply(boot.est,1,mean)
est.and.ci<-matrix(nrow=length(place),ncol=3)
for(i in 1:length(place)){
est.and.ci[i,1]<-mean[i]
est.and.ci[i,2]<-mean[i]-qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
est.and.ci[i,3]<-mean[i]+qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
}
cbind(place-3,round(est.and.ci,2))
par(mar=c(5.1, 4.1, 4.1, 2.5))
boxplot(as.data.frame(t(boot.est[4:13,])), main="Compound Symmetric Correlated Data" ,
ylab="Standardized coefficients estimates")
abline(h=0, lty=3)
###Author: Andre Williams
###This file contains the code that will apply the proposed modeling framwork to
###the simulated data scenarios.
source("Simple-simulation.R")
source("misc.R")
source("lambda.trace.code.R")
source("likelihood.R")
###Simulate data with a Toplitz correlation structure
tp.data<-generate.data.tp(3)
X.mat<-tp.data$X
Y.vec<-tp.data$observed.outcome
tp.lambda.one<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.01)
save(tp.lambda.one, file="tp.lambda.trace.Rdata")
###tp.lambda.two<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.02)
###save(tp.lambda.two, file="tp.lambda.trace2.Rdata")
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###tp.lambda.three<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.03)
###save(tp.lambda.three, file="tp.lambda.trace3.Rdata")
source("Simple-simulation.R")
source("misc.R")
source("lambda.trace.code.R")
source("likelihood.R")
setwd("FinishedRuns")
load("tp.lambda.trace3.Rdata")
###Simulate data with a AR(1) correlation structure
tp.data<-generate.data.tp(3)
X.mat<-tp.data$X
Y.vec<-tp.data$observed.outcome
p.est<-tp.lambda.three$estimated.parameters[4:403]
test.boot.tp<-bootstrap.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,200,0.03,p.est,seed.i=200)
save(test.boot.tp, file="tp.boot.Rdata")
load("tp.lambda.trace3.Rdata")
load("tp.boot.Rdata")
place<-c(1,2,3,43,83,123,163,203,243,283,323,363,403,404,405)
param.est<-(tp.lambda.three$estimated.parameters)[place]
boot.est<-test.boot.tp[place,]
se<-apply(boot.est,1,sd)
mean<-apply(boot.est,1,mean)

est.and.ci<-matrix(nrow=length(place),ncol=3)
for(i in 1:length(place)){
est.and.ci[i,1]<-mean[i]
est.and.ci[i,2]<-mean[i]-qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
est.and.ci[i,3]<-mean[i]+qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
}
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par(mar=c(5.1, 4.1, 4.1, 2.5))
boxplot(as.data.frame(t(boot.est[4:13,])), main="Toeplitz Correlated Data" ,
ylab="Standardized coefficients estimates")
abline(h=0, lty=3)
cbind(place-3,round(est.and.ci,2))
###Author: Andre Williams
###This file contains the code that will apply the proposed modeling framwork to
###the simulated data scenarios.
source("Simple-simulation.R")
source("misc.R")
source("lambda.trace.code.R")
source("likelihood.R")
###Simulate data with a Toplitz correlation structure
un.data<-generate.data.un(3)
X.mat<-un.data$X
Y.vec<-un.data$observed.outcome
###tp.lambda.one<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.01)
###save(tp.lambda.one, file="tp.lambda.trace.Rdata")
un.lambda.one<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.01)
save(un.lambda.one, file="un.lambda.trace.Rdata")
###Simulate data with a AR(1) correlation structure
un.data<-generate.data.un(3)
X.mat<-un.data$X
Y.vec<-un.data$observed.outcome
setwd("FinishedRuns")
load("un.lambda.trace.Rdata")
p.est<-un.lambda.one$estimated.parameters[4:403]
test.boot.un<-bootstrap.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,200,0.01,p.est,seed.i=100)
save(test.boot.un, file="un.boot.Rdata")
load("un.lambda.trace.Rdata")
load("un.boot.Rdata")
place<-c(1,2,3,43,83,123,163,203,243,283,323,363,403,404,405)
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param.est<-(un.lambda.one$estimated.parameters)[place]
boot.est<-test.boot.un[place,]
se<-apply(boot.est,1,sd)
mean<-apply(boot.est,1,mean)

est.and.ci<-matrix(nrow=length(place),ncol=3)
for(i in 1:length(place)){
est.and.ci[i,1]<-mean[i]
est.and.ci[i,2]<-mean[i]-qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
est.and.ci[i,3]<-mean[i]+qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
}
par(mar=c(5.1, 4.1, 4.1, 2.5))
boxplot(as.data.frame(t(boot.est[4:13,])), main="Unstructured Correlated Data" ,
ylab="Standardized coefficients estimates")
abline(h=0, lty=3)
cbind(place-3,round(est.and.ci,2))

load("cs.lambda.trace.Rdata")
load("cs.boot.Rdata")
place<-c(1,2,3,43,83,123,163,203,243,283,323,363,403,404,405)
param.est<-(cs.lambda.one$estimated.parameters)[place]
boot.est<-test.boot.cs[place,]
se<-apply(boot.est,1,sd)
mean<-apply(boot.est,1,mean)
est.and.ci<-matrix(nrow=length(place),ncol=3)
for(i in 1:length(place)){
est.and.ci[i,1]<-mean[i]
est.and.ci[i,2]<-mean[i]-qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
est.and.ci[i,3]<-mean[i]+qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
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}
cbind(place-3,round(est.and.ci,2))
par(mar=c(5.1, 4.1, 4.1, 2.5))
boxplot(as.data.frame(t(boot.est[4:13,])), main="Compound Symmetric Correlated Data" ,
ylab="Standardized coefficients estimates")
abline(h=0, lty=3)
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APPENDIX C
Source Code: Gene Expression Data
###Andre Williams
###The following code processes the Affymetrix data from the
### study “Genes Involved in Viral Carcinogenesis and Tumor
###Initiation in Hepatitis C Virus-Induced Hepatocellular
###Carcinoma” (Mas et al. 2009).
###Load appropriate libraries
library(affy)
source("Simple-simulation.R")
source("misc.R")
source("lambda.trace.code.R")
source("likelihood.R")
setwd("Liver")
list.celfiles()
liver.files<-list.celfiles()
liver.cel.files<-ReadAffy(filenames=liver.files)
liver.exprs<-rma(liver.cel.files)
liver.pa<-mas5calls(liver.cel.files)
present.absent.mat<-exprs(liver.pa)
include<-numeric()
for (i in 1:nrow(liver.pa)){
include[i]<-sum(present.absent.mat[i,]=="P")/ncol(present.absent.mat)
}
X.mat<-(t(exprs(liver.exprs)))[,include==1]
outcome<-c(
"HCC","HCC","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HC
C","HCC","HCC","HCC","HCC","HCC",
"cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","c
irrhosis","cirrhosis",
"HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrh
osis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis",
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"HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis"
,"cirrhosis",
"cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC
","cirrhosis","cirrhosis",
"HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Nor
mal","Normal","Normal","Normal",
"Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal")
Y.vec<-ifelse(outcome=="HCC",1,ifelse(outcome=="cirrhosis",2,3))

place<-c( 265, 682, 769, 792, 899, 1289, 1306, 1511, 1540, 1789, 1983, 2005, 2205,
2958, 3136, 3347, 3359, 4175, 4284, 4360, 4385, 4386)
(colnames(X.mat))[place]
###ltest<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.001)
setwd("/home/awilliams/FinishedRuns")
###save(ltest, file="liver.results2.Rdata")
load("liver.results2.Rdata")
boot.liver<-bootstrap.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,200,0.001,ltest$all.parameters[3:4408,18])
save(boot.liver, file="liver.boot.Rdata")
setwd("C:/Documents and Settings/Andre/Desktop/Start Dissertation2")
load("liver.boot.Rdata")
load("liver.results2.Rdata")
place<-(1:4409)[ltest$all.parameters[,18]!=0]
param.est<-(ltest$all.parameters[,18])[place]
boot.est<-boot.liver[place,]
se<-apply(boot.est,1,sd)
mean<-apply(boot.est,1,mean)
est.and.ci<-matrix(nrow=length(place),ncol=3)
for(i in 1:length(place)){
est.and.ci[i,1]<-mean[i]
est.and.ci[i,2]<-mean[i]-qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
est.and.ci[i,3]<-mean[i]+qnorm(0.975)*(se[i]/sqrt(200))
}
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par(mar=c(5.1, 4.1, 4.1, 2.5))
rownames(boot.est)<-c("alpha 1", "alpha 2", "200856_x_at", "201617_x_at", "201800_s_at", "201854_s_at",
"202085_at",
"203136_at", "203200_s_at", "203997_at", "204102_s_at", "205871_at",
"208612_at", "208648_at", "208991_at", "212622_at", "213198_at",
"214352_s_at", "214437_s_at", "221255_s_at", "221844_x_at", "39248_at",
"53968_at", "54632_at"
, "phi 2")
par(las=2)
boxplot(as.data.frame(t(boot.est[3:24,])), main="Disease Progression of Liver Tissue" ,
ylab="Standardized coefficients estimates")
abline(h=0, lty=3)
cbind(place-2,round(est.and.ci,2))

###Andre Williams GDS2842
library(affy)
source("Simple-simulation.R")
source("misc.R")
source("lambda.trace.code.R")
source("likelihood.R")
setwd("Testicular")
list.celfiles()
seminoma.files<-list.celfiles()
seminoma.cel.files<-ReadAffy(filenames=seminoma.files)
test.sem.exprs<-rma(seminoma.cel.files)
test.sem.calls<-mas5calls(seminoma.cel.files)
present.absent.mat<-exprs(test.sem.calls)
include<-numeric()
for (i in 1:nrow(present.absent.mat)){
include[i]<-sum(present.absent.mat[i,]=="P")/ncol(present.absent.mat)
}
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X.mat<-(t(exprs(test.sem.exprs)))[,include==1]
outcome<-c("normal","normal","normal","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1",
"pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1",
"pT1","pT1","pT1","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2",
"pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT3","pT3","pT3","pT3")
Y.vec<-c(4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,
3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,
3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,
2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1)
###test<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.05)
test2<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.001)
save(test2, file = "seminoma2.Rdata")
library(affy)
source("Simple-simulation.R")
source("misc.R")
source("lambda.trace.code.R")
source("likelihood.R")
setwd("FinishedRuns")
load("seminomaresults.Rdata")
setwd("/home/awilliams/Testicular")
list.celfiles()
seminoma.files<-list.celfiles()
seminoma.cel.files<-ReadAffy(filenames=seminoma.files)
test.sem.exprs<-rma(seminoma.cel.files)
test.sem.calls<-mas5calls(seminoma.cel.files)
present.absent.mat<-exprs(test.sem.calls)
include<-numeric()
for (i in 1:nrow(present.absent.mat)){
include[i]<-sum(present.absent.mat[i,]=="P")/ncol(present.absent.mat)
}
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X.mat<-(t(exprs(test.sem.exprs)))[,include==1]
outcome<-c("normal","normal","normal","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1",
"pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1","pT1",
"pT1","pT1","pT1","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2",
"pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT2","pT3","pT3","pT3","pT3")
Y.vec<-c(4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,
3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,
3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,
2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1)
Y.vec<-c(4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1)

###test<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.05)
###test2<-fit.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,0.001)
###save(test2, file = "seminoma2.Rdata")

p.est<-test$estimated.parameters[4:2959]
test.boot.seminoma<-bootstrap.model.lambda(X.mat,Y.vec,50,0.05,p.est,seed.i=100)
save(test.boot.seminoma, file="seminoma.boot.Rdata")
setwd("C:/Documents and Settings/Andre/Desktop/Start Dissertation2")
load("seminomaresults.Rdata")

place<-(1:2961)[test$estimated.parameters!=0]
param.est<-(test$estimated.parameters)[place]

par(mar=c(5.1, 4.1, 4.1, 2.5))
genenames<-c("alpha 1", "alpha 2", "alpha 3", "1675_at","1854_at","1924_ay","2028_s_at",
"2047_s_at","227_g_at","31851_at","33323_r_at","33901_at","34645_at","35615_at","36571_at",
"36627_at","36780_at","36935_at","37351_at","37721_at","37722_s_at","37731_at","37757_at",
"38375_at","38811_at","38982_at","39219_at","40332_at","40615_at","40823_s_at","40841_at",
"41390_at","41407_at","41474_at","41871_at","709_at","776_at","phi 2","phi 3")
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par(las=2)
boxplot(as.data.frame(t(boot.est[3:24,])), main="Disease Progression of Liver Tissue" ,
ylab="Standardized coefficients estimates")
abline(h=0, lty=3)
cbind(place-2,round(est.and.ci,2))
outcome<-c(
"HCC","HCC","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HC
C","HCC","HCC","HCC","HCC","HCC",
"cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","c
irrhosis","cirrhosis",
"HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrh
osis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis",
"HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis"
,"cirrhosis",
"cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","HCC
","cirrhosis","cirrhosis",
"HCC","cirrhosis","cirrhosis","HCC","cirrhosis","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Nor
mal","Normal","Normal","Normal",
"Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal","Normal")
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